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PREFACE

The "Werkgemeenschap voor Informatie- en Communicatietheorie" (WIC) is a society
of researchers in Irtformation- and Communication Theory from the Benelux countries.
lts main activity is the annual organization of the "Symposium on Inforrnation Theory
in the Benelux". This two-day symposium is held at the end of May, this year for the
twelfth t.ime. Prof. IJ. Boxrna and prof. E.C. van der Mculr-n organized in 1980 the
first symposium with the intention to bring Benelux researchers together in an informal
meeting. This led to a series of annual symposia and resulted ill 1986 in the foundation
of the WIC.
In addition to the symposium in May, the vVIC organizes a "Midwinter Meeting"
around tutorials on a timely subject. Previous midwinter meetings were on Channel
coding, Picture processing, Multi-user information theory, SignaJ detection and esti-
mation, and Recording techniques.
Finally, there is t.hc "VIC newsletter, "Do Informant", that te-lls about import.ant events
such as the visits of foreign researchers and completed Ph.D. dissr-rt.at.ions.
After ample considerat.ion, the \VIC decided it advantageous to start an IEEE Chapter
on Inforrnation Theory around its two main act.ivities. I am very pleased to see that
the organization of this year's symposium has received support, not only from the vVIC
itself, but also from t.he IEEE Benelux Section via our newly started IEEE Chapter.
It is fair to conclude that in the first years of its existence, the V/JC has met its initial
goal, namely stimula.ting communicat.ion between Benelux researchers. This has had a.
positive influence on research in our field.
I am confident that our research will continue t.o benefit from the activit.ics of the WIC
and the IEEE Chapter.

J. Picter M. Schalkwijk. May 1991
Vakgroep Inforrnatie- en Communicatietheorie,
Faculteit dr-r Electrotcchniek,
Technische Universiteit Eindhoven.
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Timing Jitter: Coding Theorems and
Spectral Properties

C.P.M.J. Baggen! and J.K. Wolf

Abstract
We show how the coding theorem and its converse can be proven for

the Discrete Memoryless Jitter Channel.
We discuss some spectral properties of a lowpass filtered output of a

jittering hardlimited channel. If the input of the channel is synchronous,
it turns out that the eonsidered output is a eye/a-stationary process.

The power spectrum of this process indicates, that jitter can manifest
itself spectrally as white noise injected at the input of the lowpass filter.
Since recording media are often studied and characterized by spectral mea-
surements, it is important to know that timing jitter and additive norse
maçlook similar on a spectrum analyser.

1 Introduction
In information and communication theory, one usually assumes that timing is perfect
and that (additive) noise is the basic communications limiting factor. In reality, for
instance in the recording environment, timing uncertainty might be at least as impor-
tant an impediment to reliable communication as noise. On hardlimiting channels,
like optical recording and magnetic saturation recording, information is essentially
conveyed by the location of transitions between the two possible states of the channel.
Various disturbances of the recorded signal combined with a noisy recovery of timing
at the reading side may lead to jitter, i.e., a wrong determination of the location of
the transitions at the receiver side. Recently, we introduced an information theoretic
channel model exhibiting timing jitter of transitions on hardlimiting channels and we
studied its influence on the transmission of information [1,2,3).

A Discrete Memoryless Jitter Channel (DMJC) is characterized by a discrete jitter
probability distribution PJ (i) with a finite support S = Smin - Smax, i.e., PJ (i) =I 0
only if Smin :::::i :::::Smax. Each transition arriving at the input of the channel is
independently shifted in time according to PJ (i). The input consists of d-constrained
sequences over {O,1}, where a 1 corresponds to a transition. By imposing a d-
constraint on the input, one can for instance preserve the order of the transitions
upon transmission if d :::::s. It can also be used to reflect a lowpass characteristic of
the system under consideration.

Like in the classical case, we consider vectors x of length N over the input alpha-
bet {O,1}. We impose an additional constraint on these input vectors that prevents

1Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80,000 Eindhoven, The Netherlands
2CMRR, University of Oalifornia, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093, USA
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a transition at the input to be shifted out of the range of the corresponding output
vector of length N. Specifically, we define a guard space G that is located partially
at the beginning (Gb) and partially at the end (Ge) of an N-vector. This guard space
may not contain any transitions at the input.

Define G to be the set:
G:= GbUGe, (1)

where:

Gb .- {I, 2, ..., -Smin}, if Smin S; -1;

.- 0, if Smin 2': 0;

Ge .- {N - Sma" + 1, ...,N}, if Sma" 2': 1;
.- 0, if Sma" S; O.

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

For binary sequences of length N we define the set of allowable input sequences XN,d:

XN,d := {x E {O,I}N I x satisfies d-constraint, z, = 0, iE G}. (6)

It turns out that for a proper definition of the channel in terms of transition
probabilities, it is convenient if we define input vectors x of length N in terms of the
number of ones n" and an n,,-dimensional vector (SI, S2, ... , Sn.) of locations, where
Si denotes the position or index of the ith one in x. Likewise, the output vectors fI
of length N are characterized by by the number of ones ny and an ny-dimensional
vector of l-Iocations (tb t«. ... , tny).

We can now formally define a DMJC with a jitter probability distribution PJ (i)
with support S acting on input vectors of length N by the following transition prob-
abilities:

PN(fI I x) undefined, x rt. XN,s;
0, ny i= n,,;

(7)

(8)

(9)
n

IT PJ(ti - Si)' otherwise,
i=l

where n = n" = ny in the last formula.

The capacity Cd of the DMJC is defined as:

(10)

where XN,d represents ad-constrained stochast ic input process of N consecutive
channel bits and YN represents the corresponding output process. The supremum is
to be taken over all allowable input distributions q(x).

2



By making use of a well known information theoretic identity, we can write Cd
as:

(11)

We are able to calculate H(YN I XN,d) exactly and we can obtain upper and lower
bounds on H(YN). For example, using the upper bound on H(YN) we obtain [1,2,3]:

Cd::; -log2(1 - p) [bita/channelbit], (12)

where p satisfies:
(1 - p)l+dY = p2H(J), dy = d - s.

H(J) equals the well-known entropy of the jitter distribution PJ(n).

(13)

We also have obtained results for memoryless jitter channels having continuous-
time inputs and outputs. These channels are characterized by a continuous-timejitter
probability density function (pdf) PJ (t), again having a finite support s = tmax - tmin·
Input and output signals consist of processes having distinct transitions [4], with a
suitable guard space restrietion d on the input, which is related to the support of the
jitter pdf and possibly to bandwith limitations of the system. An upper bound on
the capacity is given by:

Cd < Cd [natsj'second], (14)
where Cd satisfies:

(15)

dy = d - s, and
H.(J) = {mu -PJ(t) In{pJ(t)}dt.

t,.,~in
(16)

2 Coding Theorems for the DMJC
As is known, the significanee of the capacity is given by the coding theorem and its
converse, which state that reliable transmission of information is possible at any rate
R less than the capacity C, while this is not possible for rates larger than C. We
proceed by indicating how the coding theorem can be proved.

The Coding Theorem For each rate R, 0 ::; R < C, there exists a code of length
f.r such that

P < e-NE(R)E , E(R) > O. (17)
The proof can be given by using a random coding argument [5,6]. Consider block-
codes of length N over the input alphabet XN,d of the jitter channel. Note that
by considering transmission using symbols i; drawn from XN,d, we have defined a
memoryless superchannel. This superchannel is characterized by the transition prob-
abilities PN (fJ t x). Using classical information theory, it can be shown that reliable
transmission is possible, i.e.,

(18)

3



for all rates R, 0 ~ R < CN,d, where
1

CN,d:= sup N1(XN,diYN).
qN

We can make EN (R) positive for all rates R < Cd since:

Cd:= lim CN d,
N-oo '

i.e., for each fixed R, 0 ~ R < Cd, we can choose an N such that

R < CN,d < Cd,

which establishes the positive aspect of the coding theorem.

(19)

(20)

(21 )

The converse to the coding theorem is easily proven using Fano's argument [5,6].
In essence it can be shown straight forwardly that the per letter error probability is
bounded away from zero irrespective of the blocklength N, if we try to transmit at
any rate larger than capacity.

3 Spectral Properties of Timing Jitter

3.1 Introduction

In optical and magnetic recording, one often measures the spectral properties of sig-
nals and noise. Indeed one sees that specifications for optical discs or other systems
are expressed in the form of required carrier to noise ratio (CNR) or signal to noise
ratio (SNR). The CNR measurements on hardlimiting recording channels are per-
formed by writing a squarewave on the medium and studying the channel output on
a spectrum analyser. It is very tempting to interprete the noise seen on the spectrum
analyser as being additive.

In this section, we derive the power spectrum of signals at the output of a jitt.er
channel model. We will assume that the input of the system consists of a two-level
signal x(t), x(t) E {+~, -H, reflecting the fact that the signals are hardlimited. We
will assume that the transitions at the input (if any) occur at multiples of T sec.,
i.e., the transitions at the input are made synchronously by a clock. We assume
that the channel introduces jitter in the locations of the transitions. The jitter is
characterized by the jitter probability density function PJ(t). We assume the jitter
to be independent from transition to transition. The considered output waveform
y(t) is a filtered version (e.g. LPF) of the jittering two-level input waveform.

We specialize to a "square wave" input function with period 2T, thereby analysing
the classical CNR measurements.

3.2 Calculation of Power Spectrum

It turns out to be convenient if we first consider the statistics and power spectrum
of the time derivative of y(t). Let:

d
z(t) = -y(t).

dt
(22)

4



It will turn 01)t that z(t) is a cyclostationary process for which we can obtain the
correlation function. By suitably averaging over one period (since we do not know
the absolute time origin), we obtain a Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) process. By
invoking the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, we obtain the power spectrum. Note that
if the output process y(t) consists of a low-pass filtered binary waveform, the process
z(t) consists of a sequence of alternating pulses.

We will first consider a general PAM signal with timing jitter [7,8]. Later we will
specialize towards alternating pulses of equal amplitude. Let

00

z(t) = L aks(t - kT - Ók).
k=-oo

(23)

We assume that the {ak} form a second order WSS process with mean a. Further-
more, we assume that the {ód also form a second order, WSS process with pdf PJ(ó)
and we assume the {8d to be independent of the {al} for all k and t. The pulses s (t)
are the derivatives of the low pass filtered unit transitions, i.e.,i:s(t)dt = 1. (24)

Furthermore, we assume that s(t) is absolutely integrable. It can be shown that the
mean (both with respect to amplitude and with respect to jitter) of the process z( t)
equals:

00

E[z(t)] = a L s(t - kT),
k=-oo

(25)

where:
s(t) = i:s(t - a)pJ(a)da.

Note that the mean is periodic with period T.

(26)

Next, we calculate the correlation function Rzz(t + r,t) = E[z(t + r)z(t)]. Let
k - j = m. Since {ad is wide sense stationary, Ea[akaj] = ak-j = am. Further-
more, since we consider memoryless jitter channels, the joint jitter pdf PJJ(ak, ak-m)
satisfies:

PJJ(abak-m) = PJ(ak)PJ(ak-m),

for m i= o. Using this, we can obtain:

(27)

(28)

00Lam L s(t+r-kT)s(t+mt-kT)
m,tO k=-oo

Note that Rzz(t + r , t) is also periodic in t and therefore the process z(t) is cyclo-
stationary. We average over one period to obtain an average correlation function

5



Rzz(T) (29)

(30)

where:

r(T) i:s(t + r)s(t)dt,i:s(t + r)s(t)dt.

(31)

(32)

At this point, we specialize to the square wave input function, i.e., Qm = (_I)m.
By applying the Fourier transform to Rzz(r), we obtain the power spectrum Szz(J)
of the z-process. Define R(J) and P(J) to be the Fourier transform of r(r) and p(O")
respectively, then:

Szz(J) = R¥) [1- 1 PU) 1
2 +L( _1)m 1 P(J) 1

2 ej21r/mT]. (33)
m

Applying the Poisson summation formula, we obtain:

Szz(f) = R¥) [1- 1 P(J) 1
2 + 1 P(J) 1

2
.~ L ó(J - 2~)]. (34)

odd fl.

Up to this point, we have analyzed the differentiated output process. Hence, the
spectrum of the output y can be found by:

Syy(f) 1 2
(211"/) Szz(J)

RU) 1- 1 PUl 1

2 + 1 PU) 12 R({) L _1_2ó(J - _!!:_). (35)
T (?7ff) T odd" (?7rf) ?T

If we assume that the jitter has a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance
0"2, we obtain for its Fourier transform:

(36)

If the jitter amplitude is small, i.e., 27rJO" < < 1, we can use the approximation:

(37)

Using this approximation, one obtains for the spectrum at the output:

Note that for 27fJO"« 1, one can consider the output signal speetrally as being
a filtered version (by R(J)) of an inputsignal, that in itself consists of the sum of the
original input signal (with an extra roll-off 1 PU) 12) and white noise [9]. The noise
power is proportional to the average number of transitions per second (~ ~).

6



4 Discussion

We have indicated how the channel coding theorem and its converse can be proven
for the DMJC, thereby establishing the fundamental importance of the information
theoretic channel capacity for this channel. Furthermore, we have shown that under
certain conditions, timing jitter may manifest itself speetrally as white noise injected
at the input of a linear system.

Using numerical examples from optical recording [2],one may try to estimate the
Shannon capacity for storage on the basis of measured CNR ratios. If we assume
that the noise stems from an additive Gaussian noise source (and not from jitter)
we obtain estimates for the capacity of up to 14 bits per micron using the classical
formula for the Shannon capacity of bandlimited AWGN channels.

On the other hand, if we assume that the observed noise stems from jitter, we
may calculate an upperbound to the storage capacity of about 4 bits per micron.

Recently, another channel model has been proposed [10], that models timingjitter
by considering the time increments between transitions as random variables that may
be affected by noise. It turns out that under certain conditions, the capacity of this
channel can readily be determined, which cannot be said from our model. However,
we think that the recording environment with its clock recovery mechanisms may be
more accurately modelled by assuming that the receiver is aware of the global time,
i.e., the receiver has some uncertainty with respect to the exact time (e.g., the tran-
sitions are shifted locally due to random physical effects), but the absolute timing
uncertainty typically does not increase with time.
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The discrete memoryless timing jitter channel
and its capacity in the case of weak

synchronisation

Andries P. Hekstra *

Abstract
In his classical paper cA Mathematical Theory of Communication' [1], Shannon intro-
duced the one way channel coding problem: the receiver has probabilistic uncertainty
about the amplitudes of the input signal to the transmission channel, however, is in
perfect synchronisation with the transmitter. Following [2], our interest is in the effect
of time uncertainty on the transmission of information. This leads to the communi-
cation sit uation in which the channel faithfully reproduces the input amplitudes, but
introduces a probabilistic time uncertainty.
The discrete memoryless increments timing jitter channel is defined and its capacity
determined using the average message error probability. A runlength description of
the input signal transforms the problem into a classical channel coding problem in
Shannon's sense. A weak synchronisation assumption must be made to guarantee for
synchronisation on the level of run lengths.

1 Introd uction
In his classical paper [1], Shannon mathematically described one way communication
and gave a single letter characterization of the information capacity of the general dis-
crete memoryless (DM) one way communication channel (OWC). In a communication
system, as defined by Shannon, each channel input gives rise to one channel output.
Sender and receiver are aware of the sequence number of the transmission, which can
be regarded as a global clock to the system. The channel capacity expresses the rate at
which communication is possible given the statistical uncertainty at the receiver side
about the channel inputs of the sender, given the receiver's knowledge of the channel
output sequence.

In many practical communication systems exact synchronization is either impossible
or impractical. By the very nature of communication situations, sender and receiver
are either physically remote or remote in the time dimension (storage applications).
Oftentimes, the receiver recovers the transmitter time from the received signal. Then,

'PTT Research, P.O. Box 421, 2260 AK Leidschendam, The Netherlands
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the receiver will not only have uncertainty about the amplitudes of the channel inputs,
but also about their timing. Time uncertainty can affect the rate at which communi-
cation is possible.

Asynchronicity has been studied in the context of multi-user information theory. Willems
[3] has solved the asynchronous Slepian- Wolf sit uation. Verdu [4,5] has studied asyn-
chronicity for the multiple access channel. However, asynchronicity is commonly under-
stood as the existence of a random time offset between different users that is constant
in time. This contrasts with timing jitter, for which time disparities fluctuate. The
influence of timing jitter on pulse amplitude modulated systems and sampling has been
dealt with in the literature [6-9]. However, the first attempt to quantify the effect of
timing jitter in terms of informationtheoretical capacity functions was by Baggen and
Wolf [2].

At the 11th Benelux Symposium on Information Theory, Baggen and Wolf presented a
channel model for timing jitter. Their channel has binary inputs and outputs. Random
time disparities between receiver and sender at the transition times of the input signal
were modelled as independently, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. The
channel capacity was approximated from above and below using run length descriptions
of the input signal. Start and finish time of a run in the input signal were displaced
by successive time disparities.

To the author this suggested a different model, in which time disparities at successive
transition times of the input signal are modelled as a random walk [10]. Brownian mo-
tion, sampled at the transition times of the input signal was put forward as continuous
time example of a time disparity process". Because the run lengths are distorted by the
difference of successive time disparities, definition of the time disparities as a running
sum of independent random innovation variables makes that successive run lengths are
affected by statistically independent distortions. This simplifies the analysis and allows
for exact determination of the channel capacity. In accordance with communication
practise, the st atist ics of the innovations can be allowed to depend on the actual input
run ]t:'ngt.h, aR exemplified by the sampled Brownian motion example, without that this
will complicate the analysis. Moreover, in our model the timing uncertainty introduced
by the channel (without the effect of coding), increases as time grows to infinity, which
is a marked difference with the Baggen- Wolf model.

This naturally leads to the definition of the general discrete memoryless increments
(DMI) timing jitter channel (DMI TJC). See figure 1. Input and output alphabet are
binary and equal. Thus, input and output signals of the DMI TJC are sequences of
binary numbers. However, the channel operation is specified in terms of a run length
description of the input and output signals. The run length description of a binary
sequence consists of its first symbol, and the lengths of the successive runs in the signal.
Let u denote the length of a run in the input signal. Similarly, let v denote the length
of the corresponding run in the output signal. Runs in the input sequence give rise
to runs in the output signal consisting of the same channel symbol. The DMI TJC is
characterized by a transition probability matrix P·(vlu).

laf course, the velocity of the receiver time with respect to the transmitter time should be con-
strained from being negative.

10



Figure 1: DMI timing jitter channel

In the analysis, we restrict ourselves to DMI TJC for which the output run lengths are
strictly positive almost surely. Because for such channels sender and receiver agree on
the run sequence number, such channels are called weakly synchronous. The run se-
quence number serves as a global clock to the run length coded communication system.
Since we are interested in nonterminating transmission, we require the total number
of input runs to be fixed for a given code. As encoder and decoder are synchronized
on the level of run lengths, this is the natural extension of block coding to TJC. The
capacity of the DMI TJC equals the supremum of the mutual information of the input
run length and the output run length, normalized by the expected input run length.

The DMI TJC will be considered as a special case of the capacity of per unit cost, as
defined by Verdu [14J. In [10], a slightly different definition of capacity is adopted, that
leads to a more self-contained presentation (average message bit error rate criterion
instead of probability of decoding error).

2 Definitions and preliminaries

The operation of the binary DMI TJC is most easily specified in terms of a runlength
description of the input and output sequences of the channel. For an arbitrary sequence
a, let ai denote (al,a2,'" ,a;), and let aO be void. Define a runlength description
(n, t, s, r) of an arbitrary sequence a as follows. A run is a subsequence of consecutive
symbols that are all equal. The starting index ('starting time') of the i-th run is
denoted ti. The symbol making up the i-th run is denoted Si. Finally, r, denotes the
length of the i-th run.

tj = 1,
t2 = tI +rl,
t3 = t2 + r2,

Sj = al, r] = size{ailai = sl,i = 1,2, ... },
S2 = at" r2 = size{ailai = S2, i = t2, t2 + 1, },
S3 = at" "a = SiZe{ailai = S3, i = i«, t3 + 1, }, (1)

The length of the sequence a equals (tn + rn - 1). For binary sequences, S will always
be a sequence that alternates between the two symbols of the alphabet. Therefore, it
suffices to indicate the first symbol SI' For the sake of brevity, because the sequence t
can be regenerated from the sequence r, t is omitted from the formal definition of the

11



runlength description (n, 81, T) of a binary sequence a.

As remarked before, the operation of the binary DMI T J C (U, V, P') is most easily
specified in terms of a runlength description (N, Xl, uN) of the input sequence XT and
a runlength description (N, Y1, VNJ of the output sequence yT2 of the channel. A binary
DMI TJC consist of two finite alphabets U, V, and a probability transition matrix
P·(v[u). U must be a subset of the set of positive natural numbers P = {I, 2, 3, ... }.
V must be a subset of the natural numbers N = {D, 1,2, ... }. The input run length is
denoted U, the output run length is denoted V.

The operation of the DMI TJC can be considered in two different ways:

• on the level of input sequence XT and output sequence yT2,

• on the level of the runlength descriptions (N, Xl, UN) and (N, Yl, VNJ of the
input and output sequences.

The noun 'transmission' will be used to denote the first case; 'communicate' and 'com-
munication' will refer to the second approach. The crucial matter is that, when con-
sidered in terms of runlength descriptions of the input and output sequence, the T JC
features in a well known one-way communication system as defined by Shannon [1].
See Figure 2. (Prior to the communication of UI, the first actual channel symbol Xl
of the input sequence is faithfully transmitted to the receiver.)

Figure 2: DMI TJC, runlength description

A DMI TJC is called weakly synchronous if the output run length V is positive almost
surely,

P'( {D}[U) = D. (2)

From hereon, we consider only weakly synchronous DMI TJC. For these channels, the
sender and receiver agree on the run sequence number. The source generates a message
W, uniformly distributed over {I, ... ,M}. A message is to be transmitted to the other
side using at most T transmissions (input symbols), numbered t = 1,2, ... ,T. The
sequence number of the runs in XT and yT2 is denoted n, n = 1,2, ... ,N. The total
number of runs is required to be constant. The encoder is completely described by an
encoding function e, that maps the message into the runlength description of the input
sequence XT: first channel input symbol Xl, and the sequence of run lengths UN,

(3)

12



All input run length sequences with positive probability must satisfy the following time
constraint

(4)

The decoder produces an estimate W of W, based on its knowledge of the sequence of
received channel outputs yT, that has runlength description (N,Xt, VN) by means of
a decoding function d:

(5)

An (N, M, T, Fe) code for the DMI TJC consists of an encoding and a decoding function
such that the following average message error probability constraint is satisfied.

Fr{W # W} = Fe. (6)

A rate R ;:: 0 is achievable for a DMI TJC if and only if for all E > 0 there exists an
To such that for every T ;:: To there exists an (N, M, T, Fe) code with

r = (1/T)log2(M) ;:: R - E, (7a)

(7b)

All logarithms in this paper are to the base 2. By definition, the set of all achievable
rates is closed. The capacity of the DMI TJC is defined as the maximum achievable
rate.

3 Statement of result
Theorem 1
The capacity of the binary DMI TJC (U, V, r) is given by the following single letter
characterisation.

C = max {R ;:: OIR 'S (I(U; F)/ EU), Fuv = FUF{,IU} (8)

Here, F, E denote the probability and expectation operator respectively. I( U; V) de-
notes the mutual information of the random variables U on U and V on V.

4 Proof of result
When considering the run length description of the DMI TJC, our definition of capacity
corresponds to that of capacity per unit cost (Verdu[14]). Therefore, our result follows
as a corrolary from Theorem 2 in [14].
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5 Example

To illustrate the use of the capacity formula, consider the following binary symmetric
DMI TJC model,

u = V = {I, 2}
P*(211) = p·(112) = p = 1 - q

for some fixed v, 0 :::;p :::; 1. Abbreviate Pu(l) to ex. Then,

(9)

(10)

This maximum can be evaluated for any p. Figure 3 shows how I( U; V) = h(p + (q -
p)ex) - h(p) as a function of EU = 2 - exis a shifted segment of the curve of the binary
entropy function. The aforementioned maximum corresponds to the slope parameter
of a tangient to this curve.

1-h(p)

t

o

htx)

t
:···1··· ···1··
o p -x q

Figure 3: Illustration of capacity of example

6 Discussion

From our point of view, the Baggen-Wolf channel is a discrete timing jitter channel
with memory. As such, its capacity will be more difficult to determine. Even if time
goes to infinity and without the effects of coding, the distribution of the time disparity
introduced by the channel still has finite support. Consider the replay of a disk or tape.
The velocity of the replay can be modelled as random. This will give rise to a certain
spectrum of the velocity. The time jitter channel makes the simplifying assumption
that the velocity has a white spectrum (and more than that: is i.i.d.). Thus, if we
assume a Gaussian2 distribution of the replay velocity, the receiver time disparity is

20f course, the velocity of the receiver time with respect to the transmitter time should be con-
strained from being negative.
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a Brownian motion process. With discrete input run lengths, this Brownian motion
process is sampled at random transition times of the input signal, giving rise to a ran-
dom walk process. A DMI TJC for which EU=EV is said to have zero average jiiter,
because then the expected value of the cumulative jitter is zero (although the variance
increases with time).

There is a straightforward generalization of the above capacity results to nonbinary
DMI TJC. For a DM! TJC with A levels, log(A -1) must be added to the capacity per
run. Another direct generalization is that to channels for which the output run lengths
depend on the input run lengths and the channel symbol that makes up the runs:
P*(vlu, x). Then, I(U; V) is to be replaced by I(U; VIX), with Px(O) = Px(l) = 1/2.
For TJC that introduce amplitude uncertainties, there is a probability that successive
runs by chance get the same amplitude, and thus merge into a single run. Such chan-
nels are no longer weakly synchronous.

Determination of the capacity of the DMI T JC is a special case of 'capacity per unit
cost' as defined by Verdu [14]. Generalized Aritrnoto-Blahut algorithms for the com-
putation of capacity formulas I(X; Y)/ E[b(X)] exist in the literature (see [14]).

1 Conclusions

We conclude that a timing jitter channel that models timing disparity between sender
and receiver as a random walk allows for exact determination of the channel capacity.
This holds true even in the, from a practical point of view, very interesting case in
which the timing jitter depends on the length of the input runs. In our approach, the
Baggen- Wolf channel is a timing jitter channel with memory, whose capacity remains
an open problem.
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Abstract

A set of cellular automata is proposed for the generation of pseudorandom
sequences. These generators are comparable to linear feedback shift registers
with regard to attainable speed and implementation complexity. But as opposed
to LFSR, they are suited for cryptographic applications due to their highly dis-
tributed nonlinearity.

1 Introduction

The idea of generating pseudorandom sequences by cellular automata (CA) is due to

Stephen Wolfram. From the application point of view CA are very regular and hence

very suited for a chip implernentation. Moreover they are expected to produce very

fast cryptographic encryption which is needed in integrated braadband communication

networks. Wolfram [1] discusses some features CA-rules should have for producing
binary sequences with good statistical and cryptographic properties. However, the

actual rules he proposes suffer from low efficiency and the existence of many short

internal cycles. We propose a set of CA-rules that don't have these deficiencies.

This paper summarizes the main results. For the technical details, the reader is

referred to [5]. In the following section the definition of cellular automata is given,

Section 3 addresses the central idea of this paper: the existence of invertible nonlinear

CA configurations. In the 4th section the cycle distribution of such a configuration

is compared to these of random permutations. We also look for CA-rules with better

cycle distributions. In section 5 and 6 the statistical and cryptographic properties

of the proposed CA-rules are described. In the last section we formulate our main

conclusions.
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2 Cellular Autornata

Finite cellular automata can be described as highly symmetric finite state machines
with only local connections. In this paper we will only consider binary I-dimensional
CA consisting of a register of N cells with values ai E {O, I}. These values are updated
in discrete time steps according to a fixed rule of the form

(1)

~() is called a 2r + I-neighbourhood rule. N. In our paper only periodic boundary
conditions are considered, hence the indices should be taken modulo N.

The array of values al to aN constitutes the state of the configuration at a certain
time. This N-tuple is an element of the set of all possible states: the state-space A.
One iteration can be viewed as a transformation within A.

3 Invertible Nonlinear(IN) Configurations

3.1 Existence of IN configurations

Consider the rules Wl and W2 proposed by Wolfram [1], :

In his paper Wolfram states that some of the results obtained for W2 "are slightly
less favourable for random sequence generation" as compared to Wl. He subsequently
concentrates on W 1 and doesn't give any results for rule W2. According to Wolfram,
a least squares fit to data obtained for Wl in cycling experiments, yields

log2 IIN ~ 0.61(N + 1) (2)

with ITN the expected period of the longest cycle. In cycling experiments on configu-
rations of W2, we found cycles with periods comparable to the total number of states:
#A. These configurations turned out to be invertible and they behave like we expect
from a random permutation [2][3].

The expected length of the cycles depends strongly on the number of states with
more than one predecessor [5]. The longest cycles are obtained when all states have
a unique predecessor. A Wl configuration and a W2 configuration produce longest
cycles of comparable periods if the former is 60 % longer than the latter.
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3.2 Proving the invertibility

We found an explanation for the invertibility of W2 configurations looking for an

efficient procedure to reconstruct the predecessor of a given state. Hence given the

values at time t : a~, ... aN, the values at time t - 1 : al, ... aN must be found.

For this purpose two kinds of mechanisms can be constructed:

Seed: If a; a;+l is equal to ° 0,
1 0,

ai-l = 1

ai-l = °
Leap: If a; a:+1 is equal to 1 1,

° 1,

ai-l = ai+l

ai-l = ai+l

By means of these mechanisms it can be proven that each state has exactly one prede-

cessor for odd N. This proof can be found in [5]. Invertibility is a necessary condition

for long cycles, but not sufficient. Weaknesses appear if the distribution of the states
in cycles is examined.

4 Cycles of the Permutations

The state transition diagram of an invertible CA configuration consists of the cycles of

the permutation. There are fLi cycles of period Pi' The total number of cycles will be

denoted by r and is equal to Li fLiLi' Table 1 shows a typical cycle distribution for an

invertible W2 configuration.

Harris[2] and Shepp & Lloyd[3] have extensively studied probability distributions
of random permutations. A random perrnutation () of a set of n states is an element of

the set of all n! possible permutations, chosen in an unbiased way. In this paper the

following results are used[2]:

1. The probability for a state to be III a cycle of () with period P is l/n. The

expected period E(P) = n/2.

2. for large n the number of cycles r of () has a normal distri bution with mean

E(f) = log( n) + Î and variance (]'2 = log( n) + Î- 7r2/6

h= 0.577 ... is Euler's constant).

The cycle distributions of W2 suggest that these configurations cannot be regarded as

random permutations of A. In the following discussion the cycle of period 2, containing
only the all-zero and all-one state, is neglected.

The first result is contradicted by the fact that all occurring periods are a multiple

of 23. This is caused by the circular symmetry in the configuration. In general each
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11, P l~i Pi fLi P, ,
1 3459591 1 48484 1 1104
1 1630792 1 18423 46 552
1 1608206 1 11914 120 276
1 1358104 1 4117 41 138
1 123280 1 2024 1 2
1 53935 1 1150

Table 1: Cycle distr ibution for rule W2 , N = 23 and # A = 223 = 8388608.

product fLi . Pi is a multiple of N. This effect can be isolated by regarding the permu-

tations in a partition of A established by equivalence under rotation [5]. We will call

this partition .4.,.
The second result is contradicted by the large number of relatively short cycles with

periods 6 x 23, 12 x 23 and 24 x 23 in table 1. These cycles are caused by propagating
local structures on a periodic background. This means that a local disturbance of

a spatial periodic pattern propagates through the automaton in time but remains

confined to a limited number of sites. More than one disturbance can be present,

and if far enough apart, they propagate independently, separated by the 'insulating'

periodic pattern. Figure 1 gives an example of two separately propagating structures
on a pattern with period three. Short cycles caused by this effect, and the states on

it, will be called defective. All other states and cycles will be called sound. The set

of all defective states is denoted by Q. For a certain rule there can be more than one
spatial pattern giving rise to defective cycles. See again [5] for a treatment of these

phenomena.

Figure 1: Propagation of disturbances in a circular W2 configuration. Successive lines give
states on successive time steps.
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JLi P JLi Pi JLi PiI

1 1877773230 1 208475 1 24397
1 153235387 1 207886 1 11780
1 66801125 1 174840 1 5611
1 28423714 1 161851 1 3100
1 18883433 1 77748 1 31
1 1441903 1 49135 1 2

Table 2: Cycle distribution for rule Dl, N = 31 and # A = 231= 2147483648

4.1 Looking for Better CA-Rules

In table 1 the total number of cycles r = 220, but for a random permut.ation of A,
E(r) ê:::: 13 and lTr ê:::: 3.4. Neglecting the defective cycles of table 1, r would be 13.

Hence the permut ation over all states of A that are not defective can be considered a

random permutation of #(Aw \ Qw) states.
Using this permutation to generate pseudorandom sequences implicates that we

have to make certain that our initial state is sound. To avoid this we have been

looking for CA-rules that give rise to invertible nonlinear configurations, (IN-rules in

the following) without defective cycles. Summarizing the results:

• The complement of W2 is an IN-rule too, but no sound cycles are generated. W2

and its complement are the only IN-rules with neighbourhood 3.

• There are 8 IN-rules with neighbourhood 4. Only 4 of them produce sound cycles.

The fraction of defective states in configurations using these rules is higher than

in the case of W2.

• There are 102 IN-rules with neighbourhood 5. Most of these have more defective

states than rule W2, but about 20 are better and for 7 rules we have found no

defective cycles for all configuration lengths N ::; 31.

To prove the invertibility of a configuration, seeds and leaps can be constructed. A

list of the 7 best rules( D-rules in the following) is given in the Appendix. D-rule

configurations with prime N can be considered random permutations of A..,. We have

calculated the state transition diagrams for N ::; 31 and found cycle distributions

conformable to the probability distributions in [2] and [3].

An extensive motivation of this statement for N > 31 is given in [5]. In short, if

defective cycles only begin to appear at high lengths, the number of defective states

will be insignificant for practical parameters: Q will be negligible for N = 127. Table

2 shows the cycle distribution of a configuration using Dl (see Appendix).
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5 Statistical Properties

There are numerous approaches to the generation of pseudorandom sequences using

invertible nonlinear CA configurations. In the most simple scheme, the output of the

generator is the stream of consecutive values of a fixed cell. Another possibility IS

modifying the configuration by adding a rotation over p cells to the rule :

(3)

The invertibility still holds and the cycle distribution in Au is unmodified [5]. A number

of statistical tests on these bitstreams are performed, see [5] for a detailed description.

For the time being, the main conclusions are:

• If the rotation constant p is equal to the site in which a CA-rule is linear (e.g.

p = I for D2 and D3, 2 for the other D-rules), certain subsequences cannot occur.

These rotation const ants should not be used.

• For other rotation const ants , including 0, we found no significant deviations from
random behaviour, even for large portions of the investigated cycles. The pre-

liminary results of statistical testing are quite satisfying.

• There is no indication that the length of the CA configuration is an important

parameter with respect to statistical properties other than the cycle distribution.

6 Cryptographic Strength

Given the pseudorandom sequence, a cryptanalyst must be unable to predict the value

of the next bit. The cipher is completely broken if one can determine the state at a

certain moment. Given a state, its predecessor can be reconstructed in O(N) time,

but the calculation from part of the output sequence to the state at a certain time is

not so straightforward. Meier and Staffelbach [4] have devised an attack for p = 0 for

the rules Wl and W2, which is also applicable for Dl to D5. It is however not obvious

how to extend this cryptanalysis for rules D6 and D7.

The dependencies between bits in the stream can be made more complicated by

choosing a p -=I o. The subsequent values of a fixed cell in a CA configuration with

a certain p, can be depicted as values of this configuration with p = 0 but with the

particular sampled cell rotating in time. This is visualized in figure 2. The large dis-

tances between the cells and the overall nonlinearity make the dependencies extremely

complicated. The attack of Meier and Staffelbach is not applicable in this case. We

believe that for p :::: yIN it is very unlikely that an algorithm to calculate a cellvalue

can be found that performs better than just trying all possible states for t = O.
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Figure 2: The samples of the spacc-time pattern that form the output sequence in a config-
uration with length 127 and p = 11. The distance in space and time between each pair of
-known cellvalues is at least 11.

The only weakness we see is the existence of short cycles. But for practical param-

eters the probability for a key to be a state in a short cycle is negligible:

• Consider a configuration with N = 127.

#A..; ~ 1036, hence E(f) ~ 84 with (J" ~ 9 and Probf I' > 200) ~ 10-38

• It can be shown that the number of states on cycles shorter than a certain period

P can be no more than (f - 2) . (P-1). For instance, if I' = 200 the fraction of
states in cycles shorter than 26-1 is upper bounded by 4 x 10-15•

We propose a CA configuration with rule D7, length N = 127 and p = 11 for the

generation of cryptographic strong pseudorandom sequences.

7 Conclusions

The invertible nonlinear CA configurations of length N using D-rules produce binary

sequences of expected period 2N -1. Very fast hardware devices with minimal area can

be implemented in a straightforward way. Attainable speed of software implement a-

tions can be very high too because we can use the inherent parallelism of the standard

word-wise boolean operators. We propose a CA configuration for the use of pseudoran-

dam sequence generation. The cryptographic strength of this generator is based upon
its distributed nonlinearity.
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Appendix

Name Description Length

Dl : ai = ai-2 EB ((ai-I V ai) V ((ai+1 /\ ai+2)) 4 ,j'N

D2: ai = ai-l EB ((ai V ai+2) V ((ai-2 /\ ai+I)) 3 ,j'N

D3: a; = ai-I EB ((ai+l V ai+2) V ((ai-2 /\ ai)) (2 ,j'N) & (3 ,j'N)

D4: ai = ai-2 EB (ai-l V ((ai V ai+2) /\ (ai V ai+! Vai+2))) 2 ,j'N

D5: ai = ai-2 EB (ai+l V (ai-l EB (ai /\ ai+2))) 3 ,j'N

D6 : ai = ai'-l EB ai' EB ai'+J' ai' = ai-I EB (ai V ai+l) (2 ,j'N) & (3 ,j'N)

D7 : ai = ai'_ I EB ai' EB ai'+1 , ai' = ai-l EB (ai /\ ai+J) (2 ,j'N) & (3 ,j'N)

Table 3: Selected neighbourhood-5 rules

Table 3 lists the seven D-rules. A configuration using one of these CA-rules is
invertible if the corresponding condition for the length N, appearing in the last column
of table 3, is met. k ,j'N means k does not divide N.
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OPTIMAL DECISION TREES AND TEST ALGORITHMS

P. Vanroose *

First, the construction of optimal decision trees from decision tables is
rev iewed. A n elaborated example is used to point out some deficiencies
of the classical approach. A new costfunction is then proposed, which
takes into account the identification reliability aspect.

INTRODUCTION

A test algorithm or decision tree is a tree model for the identification of
objects, based upon the outcome of a number of tests. Each internal node
of the tree corresponds to a test to be performed. The outcome of the test
determines which branch is taken. The leaves correspond to the possible
objects to be identified. A test algorithm for a set of objects and a set of tests
is optimal under a certain cost criterion if the events are identified with the
smallest possible cost.

AN INTRODUCTORY EXAMPLE

Suppose that on an assembly line in a factory a robot has to perform
certain manipulations on the components that pass by. Suppose three types of
components, called A, Band C, can possibly come along the conveyor-belt,
and the robot is supposed to perform manipulatión èf; on componentA, MD
on B andMc on C.

A
Moreover, componentsA, Band C can be positioned on the conveyor-belt

in any orientation. The robot looks (with a camera) at the next component
passing by and his task is now to identify this object to be handled, i.e.,
determine if it is either A, B or C. To this end, he can perform some tests, i.e.,
measure some features of the image of the incoming object, such as: what is

• The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Division ESAT, K.U.Leuven,
Kard. Mercierlaan 94, B-3001 Heverlee (Belgium).
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the gray level? does it have straight edges? what is its size? what is its aspect
ratio? Based upon the outcomes of these tests the identification is made. The
complete test information is given by a decision table. The entries of the table
are the test outcomes for each test/object combination.

object A B C
probability 0.5 0.3 0.2

test / testing cost
TI (gray level) I 2 2 2
T2 (edges) 5 6 6 0
T3 (size) 2 5 5 4
T4 (aspect ratio) 3 4 I 1

Of course, it is generally a bad idea to perform all available tests in
sequence until the object is determined uniquely. Rather, a test algorithm
should be designed which identifies objects in an optimal way, i.e., with an
as low as possible (average or maximal) testing cost. A possible testing cost
is the time it takes to perform the test. In that case, an optimal test algorithm
will have the smallest possible (expected or worst-case) execution time.

A test algorithm can be represented by a decision tree. In our example,
the optimal decision tree turns out to be

B c
with an expected total cost of 4 and a worst-case cost of 5. It was already
clear from the decision table that test TI should not be used because it does
not give any information, and also test T2 should not be used because it gives
the same information as T 3 but with a higher cost. On the other hand, both
T3 and T4 will be needed. Remark that starting with test T3, although it is
"cheaper" than T4, gives a higher expected cost 4.4. This indicates already
why there is no straightforward way to build the optimal tree top-down.

CONSTRUCTING OPTIMAL DECISION TREES

Stated in its simplest form, the decision tree problem consists of designing
an automatic translation mechanism of a decision table into an optimal test
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algorithm, i.e., an optimal decision tree. A decision tree will be called optimal
if its overall testing cost is minimal. Several overall testing cost functions
can be appropriate, such as the average or worst-case testing time, or the
tree storage cost which is a memory criterion rather than a time criterion, or
the so-called total acquisition cost which is the sum of the costs of all tests
involved, each counted only once.

It has been proved (see [6, section 3.1]) that all these costs are pairwise
incompatible, i.e., no tree exists where two cost measures are minimized
simultaneously. So, the optimization criterion to be used, which can be a
combination of the cost functions cited, has to be chosen carefully for the
decision problem under consideration. In our earlier robot example, one will
maybe want a worst-case testing cost (because decreasing the maximum robot
decision time allows an increase of the speed of the conveyor-belt) combined
with a total acquisition cost as to minimize the software to be built into the
robot.

If we could dispose of all thinkable binary tests, and if all tests had the
same cost, the optimal decision tree (under the average-time cost criterion)
would simply be the binary Huffman tree [1] associated with the given objects
(more exactly: with their probabilities). Thus, the decision tree problem is a
generalization of the fixed-to-variable length source coding problem.

T.e. Hu et al. [4] proved that a (slightly generalized) Huffman construc-
tion yields optimal trees under more generaloverall cost functions including
maximal tree depth, which is a worst-case testing cost.

A more general solution to the problem of constructing optimal decision
trees is the dynamic programming method (see, e.g., [2]). As with the
Huffman construction, an optimal solution is built stepwise from optimal
subsolutions. An important drawback of this approach is its time complexity,
which can be exponential in the input size. As a matter of fact, constructing
optimal decision trees is known to be an NP-complete problem in most cases
[3]. This makes the dynamic programming method unpractical for large sets
of objects.

Therefore, heuristics have been designed which in most cases lead to
nearly optimal decision trees. One such heuristic is the information heuristic
[5]: build the tree top-down and select at each stage that test which minimizes
the remaining uncertainty. The resulting tree is called first-order optimal.
Unfortunately, this heuristic has a rather restricted application, as it does not
handle testing costs. The same is true for other heuristics: they are too ad-hoc
to be widely applicable.
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THE RELIABILITY PROBLEM

As discussed in the previous section, important drawbacks of known
decision tree construction methods are their time complexity or their ad-
hoc heuristics which are likely to be inappropriate for a given identification
problem.

A second drawback is that the constructed decision trees are always homo-
geneous, i.e., all tests should have a fixed number k of outcomes, resulting in
a k-ary tree. A more flexible test algorithm should allow a non-homogeneous
decision tree. Test outcomes should be quantized during the tree construction
process in such a way as to optimize the test algorithm.

A third and most important restrietion of the known construction methods
is that they do not take into account that a test outcome could be unreliable.
Let us return to the robot example. Because the object to be identified can be
presented to the camera in any possible orientation, some of its features (such
as the aspect ratio) may be measured rather inaccurate. So, instead of giving
exact values, the decision table should rather give ranges of values, or better
even probability distributions.

A good decision tree should now not only have a low overall testing cost
but also a high identification reliability. There will of course be a trade-off
between low cost and high reliability. A possible way to cope with this is
to incorporate a reliability measure as part of the cost function and then find
an optimal (or near-optimal) tree, i.e., one which minimizes the new cost
function.

To be able to describe a reliability measure, we need the following nota-
tions.

Denote by 0 the stochastic variable describing the occurrence probabilities
of the objects. In the example, fo(A) = 0.5, fo(B) = 0.3 and fo(C) = 0.2.
Suppose the objects are numbered m = 1, ... ,M. Fix an internal node N of
the decision tree and suppose it uses test T and has k branches. Let Tm be the
stochastic variable describing the probability distribution of test outcomes for
test T on object m. So, Tm is the probabilistic entry on row T, column m in the
decision table. We will suppose that the stochastic variables Tm are mutually
independent. Denote by T the stochastic variable describing the probability
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distribution of test outcomes for test T at node N, i.e.,

'L!O(m)!Tjv)

!rev) = m 'L!o(m)
m

where the sums are taken over all objects belonging to the subtree emanating
from node N. Let Sb (b = 1, ... , k) be the set of objects belonging to the bth
subtree of N emerging from branch b, and let P be the stochastic variable
describing the branching probabilities, i.e.,fp(b) is the conditional probability
that the object belongs to the set Sb, given that it belongs to SI u· .. uS k:- Thus,

!p(b) = _m_E---"S. _

'L !O(m)
and

'L!O(m)!Tjv)

f (b) mES.
TIPV I = ---''---'L-!o-(-m-)-

Using these notations, the unreliability measure in node N for test T is
defined to be the conditional entropy H(PIT). This measures the uncertainty
of doing a good branching in node N, given the test outcome. H(PIT) is zero
in the case of a completelyreliable test, as is assumed in the classical decision
tree construction problem.

Define the overall unreliability measure U of the tree as the average over
all objects of the total unreliability encountered along the path to the leaf
corresponding to that object. Using Massey's path length lemma [7], this is
equal to the sum of the unreliability measures H(PIT) in each node, weighted
with the probability of reaching that node. So,

The unreliability measure U described here can now easily be incorporated
in the overall average testing cost function by adding a·H(PIT) to the cost of
test T, where ais a positive weight factor. An optimalor near-optimal tree
will be found by minimizing the new average testing cost function.

Let us apply this to the robot example. Suppose the decision table is given

I c: aj\.~~.

by
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A B C
Tl 1(0.2),2(0.5),3(0.3) 1(0.4),2(0.4),3(0.2) 1(0.5),2(0.4),3(0.1)
T2 4(0.2),6(0.7),8(0.1) 6(1.0) 0(1.0)
T3 3(0.1),4(0.3),5(0.6) 4(0.1),5(0.9) 3(0.1),4(0.9 )
T4 1(0.1),2(0.2),3(0.3),4(0.4) 1(1.0) 1(1.0)

where the values in brackets denote probabilities.
The decision tree using T4 and T3 and with average cost 4 that was given

earlier has uncertainty measure

u = H(P4IT4)+0.5 ·H(P3IT3)

= H(P4) - H(T4) + H(T4IP4) + 0.5· H(P3) - 0.5· H(T3) + 0.5· H(T3 iF3)
= h(0.5) - H4(0.55, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2) + 0.5· H4(0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4)

+0.5 . h(~:;) - 0.5· H3(0.04, 0.42, 0.54) + 0.6· h(O.I) + 0.4· h(O.I)

~ 0.60047 (binary entropy).

The decision tree given by

B A

has average cost function 7.4 and uncertainty measure

u = H(P2IT2)+0.8.H(P4IT4)

= h(0.2) -H4(0.2, 0.1, 0.65, 0.05)+ 0.8 .H3(~:~' °ö~i, °ö~i)

+0.8· h(~:~) - 0.8 .H4(Oö~i, ~:~, °ö.
1
i, ~:~) + ~:~ ·H4(0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4)

~ 0.43789.

So, this tree is 37% more reliable than the original one, and only for values
of alarger than 7.77 it will be considered better.
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Abstract

The Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BISDN) based on lightwave technol-
ogy is supposed to become the all-purpose exchange area communications network of the
future. All digital video services are integrated with applications ranging from videophone,
teleconferencing to digital TV (signals according to the CCIR rec. 601) and High Definition
TV (HDTV) distribution. A desirable feature of the various video services is the upward
and downward compatibility in resolution in order to guarantee a free exchange of services,
transmitters and receivers. This paper proposes an n-Ievel progressive hierachical intraframe
coding scheme based on subband coding. In this scheme several spatiallow-resolution services
are available as subsets of the coded HDTV data which can directly be received at lower bit
rates. Progressive coding of the HDTV signal is employed in order to prevent quantization
errors from propagating to higher resolution signals. Special attention is given to the design
of the quantizers required for the progressive coding.

1 Introduction

Recently there has been an increasing interest in bandwidth compression of digital video for
the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (BISDN) [1,8,4,2,3). This future network
- based on lightwave technology, using ATM and intelligent networking - will become the
all-purpose exchange area network. BISDN will integrate both interactive and distribution
video services. The first services will consist, for instance, of person to person communication
(i.e. videophone), person (or group) to group communication (i.e. videoconference) and
videosurveillance at bit rates below 2 Mbit/s. The distribution services include digital TV
(according to CCIR recommendation 601) - sometimes refered to as Extended Quality TV
(EQTV) - and High Definition TV (HDTV) distribution at bit rates of 45 and 135 Mbit/s,
respectively.

All of the forementioned video services will be receivable at user network interfaces on
service-specific terminals. A desirable feature would be, however, if one user-terminal could
present images from a range, if not all, video services. To accomplish this, the video ser-
vices must be developed with an upward and downward compatibility requirement. Up-
ward/downward compatibility can be defined as the possibility to visualize a low/high-
resolution video service on a high/low-resolution video monitor. For example, upward com-
patibility implies that an EQTV signal can be visualized on a HDTV monitor. With down-
ward compatibility, it is possible to visualize a HDTV signalon a videoconference monitor or
even a videophone display. For downward compatibility low-resolution signals of the various
services must be directly available on the network in order to prevent excessive processing of
the data at the low-cost receivers. This requires a hierarchical coding scheme in which the
high resolution video service is transmitted with low-resolution video services available as
subsets. The great advantage of such a hierarchical coding scheme is that it does not require
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Level Aspect Ratio Y U&V "Resol utien"
L4 4:3 180x144 90x144 QCIF
L3 4:3 360x288 180x288 CIF
L2 4:3 720x576 360x576 EQTV
LJ 16:9 1920x1152 960x1152 HDTV

Table 1: Level definition

any extra channel capacity for the low-resolution signals. Although, when fully implemented,
it may be necessary to have both spatial and temporal hierarchies in order to ensure com-
patibility, we focus on the spatial hierarchy in this paper.

Two-level intraframe hierachical coding schemes have been presented in [8,7,2,4] for the cod-
ing of HDTV for the BISDN network. Here the HDTV signal is coded for the H4 channel
of approximately 135 Mbit/s. The lower-resolution signal is an EQTV signal which is coded
at a H2 channel rate of approximately 45 Mbit/s. The EQTV signal is obtained from the
HDTV signal by two-dimensionallowpass filtering and 2:1 subsampling together with an ad-
justment of the aspect ratio from 16:9 to 4:3. In such a two-level hierarchical coding scheme
the HDTV signal consists of the EQTV signal along with additional HDTV information,
called the HDTV complement (HDTVc), enhancement or surplus signal. Because of the hi-
erarchical relation between the signals, the compression of the EQTV signal at 45 Mbit/s
causes severe coding artifacts in the reconstructed HDTV signal at 135 Mbit/s. Therefore,
the EQTV signal needs to be coded progressively, which means that also some refinement
information about the coded EQTV signal is transmitted in the coded HDTVc signal.

In [2,3] an intraframe progressive hierarchical coding scheme for HDTV based on a sub-
band decomposition is presented, called the Refinement system. In this paper the system
of [2,3] is extended to an n-level hierarchical coding scheme. The principle of this scheme is
described in Section 2. In Section 3 we will focus on how to quantize the succesive refinement
information in the enhancement signals. J;;xpenmental results are descnbed III Section 4 and
will be discussed subsequently in Section 5.

2 The n-level Refinement System
2.1 Generation of the levels

The purpose of the Refinement system is to encode a HDTV signal for the H4 channel of
the BISDN network with some lower-resolution subsignals available at lower bit rates. If the
number of subsignals is limited to 3 and each level Lm is defined as the low-pass filtered
and 2:1 decimated version of the previous level Lm-I' we obtain Table 1. If a level Lm has
an aspect ratio smaller than the previous level Lm-l then the side panels of level Lm are
stripped off. Such an aspect ratio adjustment occurs in Table 1 in the transition from level
LI to level L2. The spatial dimensions of the levels L4 and L3 are similar to the dimensions of
the, respectively, common intermediate format (CIF) and the quarter CIF (QCIF) signals [5].

The Refinement system performs a tree-structured subband decomposition in order to create
the subsignals and to achieve a sufficient compression of the HDTV signal. This subband
decomposition is constrained by the fact that the spatial dimensions of the lowest subband
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must be equal to or smaller than the spatial dimensions of the highest layer L4. This implies
that at least a 10 subband decomposition is required. The principle of the transmitter of
the Refinement system is shown in Figure 1. On the right hand side of the figure the coding
pyramid is drawn. The HDTV signal is decomposed into 13 subbands which implies that
the highest layer L4 consists of four subbands. The frequency range of the EQTV signal is
defined by the 10 subbands in the upper left corner of the subband decomposition. However,
because the EQTV signal has an aspect ratio of 4:3 instead of 16:9, only three-quarter of
these subbands belong to the EQTV signal. In this section the center part is selected, but
other solutions are possible. The resolution levels L3 and L4 are defined by the center parts
of the lower 7 and 4 subbands, respectively.

2.2 Coding and decoding of layers

After the subband decomposition, the transmitter of the Refinement system has to encode
the layers L4, ... ,L1 at bit rates of respectively T4, ... ,Tl. This is done by first coding layer
L4 under supervision of its private bit allocation. This bit allocation selects a quantizer
from a set of possible Max-Lloyd quantizers for each subband and optimally (in MSE sense)
distributes the available bits r4 across the subbands 1 to 4.

This procedure is could be done for each of the layers. However, in the receiver the layers
are decoded and subsequently summed before reconstruction. This implies that the quanti-
zation errors made in layer Lm will be inserted in all layers Ln, n < rn, which can causes
very severe artifacts in the reconstructed higher resolution signals. In order to avoid these
errors, the transmitter inserts the quantization errors of each coding stage at layer Lm in
the next layer Lm-l by means of difference subbands. These difference subbands contain the
differences between the original subbands and quantized subbands at layer Lm. Therefore,
the bit allocation at layers Lm, rn < 3, has to take in account both the quantization errors
from layers Lm+i, i > 0, and the original subbands at that resolution level. At layer Ll the.
bit allocation has to take also in account the side panels of subbands 1 to 10.

The available bit rate Tn for layer Ln is hence used to achieve a higher resolution than
level Ln+ 1 and to compensate coding errors from the levels Ln+i' i > o. To reconstruct the
signal at resolution level Lm at the receiving side the layers Ln, n2m are used. The available
number of layers is defined by the transmitted service (EQTV, HDTV or videophone). The
receiver, however, may choose to use fewer layers to reconstruct a signal. For instance, if a
HDTV signal is shown on a QCIF resolution monitor or if multiple low-resolution services
are shown on a HDTV monitor, only the layer L4 is used in the reconstruction. On the
other hand, if a receiver is capable of displaying a higher level than the offered service, ex-
tra zero-layers can be inserted before reconstruction, which results in a zoomed service at
full- resol ution.

2.3 Subband quantization

Each coding stage has to encode a layer which can contain original subbands - subbands
which come directly from the signal decomposition - but also difference subbands containing
the quantization errors from the previous layer. At layer L4 the lowest subband contains
a low-pass version of the original subband. Since the data in this subband is still highly
correlated, we employ a DPCM coder for this subband. The PDF of the resulting prediction
error can reasonably well be described by a generalized gaussian PDF (GG-PDF) with a shape
parameter of c=0.75, denoted as GGc=075 [9]. Subbands 2 to 13, which are obtained directly
from the subband decomposition, do not exhibit much correlation and are therefore PCM
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Datatype
Layer Subbands 1-4 Su bbarids 5-7 Subbands 8-10 Subband 11-13 Side panels

L4 Original - - - -

L3 Quant. errs Original - - -

L2 (Quant. errs) 2 Quant. errs Original - -

LI (Quant. errs )3 (Quant. errs):' Quant. errs Original Original

Table 2: Origin of data

coded. Again a gaussian PDF is used to describe the distribution of each of these subbands,
however the shape parameter is chosen as c=O.5 [9]. Finally, the difference subbands contain
data which is uncorrelated and is therefore PCM coded. The distribution of the data in
these subbands, however, cannot be determined immediately and will be discussed in more
detail in Section 3. Once .the PDFs and coding strategy for each of the subbands at a certain
layer have been established, the appropiate Max-Lloyd quantizers (followed by VLC) can be
selected under supervision of a bit allocation.

3 N-layer Quantization

In the n-Ievel Refinement system several subbands are quantized more than once. For the 13
subband decomposition Table 2 describes in detail the origin of the data that is coded in each
subband at each layer. If a subband is quantized for the first time its PDF can be described
with GG-PDF with a shape parameter c=O.5 or c=O.75. After the quantiz ation, using a Max-
Lloyd quantizer with 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,15,16,31,32,63,64 or 128 levels, the quantization errors are
passed on to the next layer by means of difference subbands. Now the question arises how the
PDFs of these difference subbands (or quantization errors) must be described. A first initial
guess would be to assume that the quantization errors resulting from the first quant.iz.ation
stage are uniformly distributed. However, this assumption is not valid, particulary not if the
quantization errors result from quantizers with few levels.

The PDF of the resulting quantization errors can be constructed as follows [6]. The Max-
Lloyd quantizer, with decision levels dk (k = 1, K), divides the PDF of a subband into K parts
[deCk-i, deCk], each of which is represented by a representation level r epç (decl = -00, decK =
+00). The PDF of the quantization error is constructed as the sum of all decision intervals
shifted over -repk. This shift expresses that the quantization error resulting from a value
equal to the the representation level is equal to zero. The resulting PDF has a variance equal
to the distortion of the Max-Lloyd quantizer.

For each c-value there are 14 possible quantizers available at the first quantization stage.
Hence in designing the Max-Lloyd quantizers for the difference subbands, 28 possible PDFs
need to be considered at the second quantization stage. As an example, Figure 2 shows the
GGc=05 PDF and the resulting three PDFs of the quantization errors, when quantized with
respectively, 2, 15 and 128 levels. All PDFs have unity variance and are compared to the uni-
form distribution. Clearly, the PDFs are not uniformly distributed. The quantization errors
resulting from quantizers with a few number of levels in particular, deviate strongly from the
uniform PDF. For all 28 possible PDFs new Max-Lloyd quantizers have been designed with
respectively 2,3,4,5,6 and 7 levels, which can now be used to optimally quantize the subbands
in the second stage.

When a subband is quantized for the third and fourth time a similar problem as described
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Cn Tn (bpp) Cn Tn (bpp)
L4 l.5 1.42 0.5 0.47
L3 5 l.18 2 0.35
L2 26 l.15 45 2.54
Ll 135 l.21 135 l.0

Table 3: Total channel capacity (Mbit/s) for each resolution level, and related bit rates (bpp)
for each layer.

above is encountered. Although the quantization errors from these subbands are the results of
two or three quantization steps, still the assumption of a uniform PDF is not valid. Designing
new quantizers for these quantization errors would, however, result in a very large number
of quantizers. For instance if 5 and 3 new quantizers are considered in the third and fourth
quantization stage, respectively, the total number of quantizers would become 2 x 14 x 6 x
5 x 3 = 2520. Fortunately, experimental evidence shows that most of the quantization
error PDFs after the second quantization stage closely resemble one of the PDFs after the
first quantization stage. Therefore, as a suboptimal but computationally far more efficient
solution, we use a look-up table which maps all possible quantization error PDFs after of
the second coding stage back to the best fitting PDF after the first coding stage. The last
quantization stage also uses this look-up table, although the possible input quantization error
PDFs are now, of course, quantization error PDFs after the third quantization stage.

4 Experimental results

In this section an experiment is described that compares two particular choices for the bit
rates r4, ... ,rl. The HDTV channel will be coded for the H4 channel of the BISDN network
which determines the channel capacity for level LIon approximately 135 Mbit/s. For the
other levels we investigate two possibilities. In the first set 'A' the bit rate of each level is
approximately equal to ratio of the number of pixels at that level and the HDTV level times
135Mbit/s. The channel capacities for the levels L2, L3 and L4 are then respectively 26, 5 and
1.5 Mbit/s. The corresponding bit rates in (bpp) for the luminance signals (80% of the bit
rate, including non-active areas) of the corresponding layers are tabulated in Table 3. Note
that the bit rate rn indicates the number of bits which can be used to code the layer Ln, i.e.
is used to code the differential information. The total bit rate at a certain resolution level can
be computed as the weighted sum of the bit rates at the higher layers. The second set of bit
rates 'B' has been chosen on the basis of some proposed standards. The bit rate of the second
level L2 (EQTV) is equal to the H2 channel capacity of 45 Mbit/s. Levels L3 and L4 do not
relate to any service (due to the HDTV framerate) but a choice of respectively 2 Mbit/s
and 0.5 Mbit/s are relatively close to the low bit rates of, for example, videoconference and
videophone. Also for this set the available bit rates for each layer has been tabulated in
Table 3. In contrast with set 'A' these bit rates are now totally different for each layer.

With the above bit rates a test sequence has been coded which has been constructed
by shifting a window of 576*960 (quarter HDTV) across a still picture image of 1440*1200
pixels, called" Theatre". The obtained SNR values of all layers are plotted in Figure 3 for
the two sets of bit rates. The solid and dotted curves result from respectively the set 'A' and
set 'B'. As expected from the bit rates in Table 3 the SNR values of layers L3 and L4 for set
'B' are much lower than for set 'A'. The EQTV curves have, curiously enough, a comparable
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SNR, although the bit rate in set 'B' is almost twice as high as the bit rate of set 'A'. This is
caused by the propagation of the large quantization errors at the layer L3 into the difference
subbands at the layer L2. Because the quantizers used for these difference subbands have at
most 7 levels, insufficient bits can be assigned to these subbands, resulting in a suboptimally
coded layer. In future studies quantizers with a larger number of levels must be considered
in order to avoid these effects. At the HDTV layer Ll bits can again be assigned to these
subbands which results in a SNR that is comparable to the SNR of the HDTV signal coded
with bit rate of set' A'.

5 Conclusions & Discussion

An n-level progressive hierarchical casing system is presented which codes HDTV for the
BISDN network with severallow-resolution signals directly available as subsets of the coded
HDTV data. The progressive coding of the difference subbands is done by newly derived
quantizers for the quantization errors and by using a look-up table. Due to this look-up table
the number of quantizers can be limited and the performance can be increased. The side panel
information at the layer Ll need to be coded independently from the multiple quantized centre
parts in the lower subbands because of the difference in statistical properties.

The Refinement system can code HDTV at 135 Mbit/s with good quality. The quality of
the other levels depends on the assigned bit rates to each layer. Future studies will consider
quantizers having more levels than currently considered, because in order to prevent quanti-
zation errors from propagating to lower levels, par ticularly the relatively large quantization
errors need to be requantize adequatly.
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Variable Length Coding in a Hybrid nCT Codec
P.P.c. de Klerk and R. ter Horst!

ABSTRACT

Variable Length Coding (VLC) is the final compression step in a hybrid DCT codec.
Several high performance VLC techniques are available in the literature. Traditionally
Huffman coding is used, but other techniques perform just as well if not better.
An assesment of the usability of various VLC schemes for application in transform image
coding is made. Software simulations have been carried out in order to determine which
VLC technique performs best in a hybrid DCT codec, keeping in mind the possibility of
hierarchical coding. The conclusion from this comparison is that the Universal Variable
Length Coding (UVLC) scheme gives the best performance [Macq90J. The UVLC scheme
has been improved, and the resulting new UVLC performs 6% better than the best
Huffman coding scheme.

I. The hybrid DCT codec employed in our studies.

Several hybrid DCT schemes for the coding of moving video signals [Plom87] have
been agreed upon in various standardization bodies, such as CCITT SG XV, ISO-
MPEG and CMTT. To study the various variable length coding methods a hybrid DCT
codec is used in our simulations. See Fig. 1.

T = DCT8.8
a = Quantizer (lineair)
FM = Frame Memory
HC = Motion Compensation

on blocks of 16.16
in pel domein

VLC vertebte Length Coding

Input = typical 720x576. 50Hz
non-interLaced

MC

Fig.I: Hybrid DCT scheme

Each block of 16x16 pixels out of the input image is compared to a prediction block
which is taken from the frame memory (FM), employing motion compensated
prediction (MC). This motion compensation uses the motion vectors that were

! PIT Research, P.O.box 421. 2260 AK Leidschendam
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determined by the displacement estimator (DE). The DE searches within the previous
frame for the minimum absolute error match of a certain 16x16 macroblock. Spatial
redundancy in the resulting prediction-error is exploited by transferm coding. An 8x8
two dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used. The overall coding efficiency
depends crucially on the Variable Length Coding (VLC) applied to the quantized DCT
coefficients.

With regard to the input of the variable length encoder there are two known methods:

• apply the VLC to 8x8 blocks consisting of all DCT coefficients pertaining to a
certain 8x8 image block,

• apply the VLC to so called stripes consisting of DCT coefficients that
correspond to a certain two-dimensional frequency pair. These socalled stripes
also appear in subband coding schemes [Macq88].

When the VLC is applied on block basis, a block of 8x8 DCT coefficients is scanned
in a zigzag way. The DCT coefficients are processed in this zigzag order (see Fig. 2).

OCT
8 * 8
BLockwise

zigzag scanning

Fig.2: Zigzag scanning of an 8x8 DCT block

A stripe consists of all DCT coefficients of 16 consecutive lines of the image,
corresponding to a certain trequency pair. Rows are processed one after another; see
Fig.3.

Stripe

OCT coefficient (0,0)

MSB

block ®

LSB~~ ~~
-------------------------+-+-+ -'

block G)
block CD

Fig.3: Stripe scanning of N 8x8 DCT blocks
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11. VLC techniques.

Variable length coding amounts to assigning shorter codewords to more likely input
symbols, aiming for reduction of the number of bits necessary to encode a message.
VLC techniques can be split into two groups:
• adaptive, and
• nonadaptive.
With a nonadaptive VLC, it is necessary to make an estimate of the probability of
each symbol to be transmitted. This must be done before the VLC can be used.

If an adaptive VLC is used, a priori symbol probability estimation is not necessary
because the VLC performs such an estimation itself, on the basis of the input data.
Adaptive VLCs can be split into two groups:
• learning and
• non-learning.
Learning adaptive VLCs carry out a probability estimation based on all previously sent
symbols. Non-learning adaptive VLCs first estimate the probabilities by scanning input
data and then start coding; this estimation is independent of all previous blocks of
symbols sent. At first, learning adaptive VLCs can be inferior to a nonadaptive VLC
because a learning period is required. However, adaptive VLCs can be advantageous
when symbol probabilities are slowly timevarying.

The most common nonadaptive VLC techniques are Fano, Shannon [Shan48] and
Huffman [Huff52] coding. All these techniques require a priori symbol probability
estimation to determine the codebook. The symbol with the highest probability is
assigned the shortest codeword. The Fano and Shannon methods give good results, but
the Huffman method has an equal or even better performance than the other
techniques.

There are several learning adaptive VLC techniques known to achieve a very high
efficiency:

• Ziv-Lempel coding [Welc84]
Ziv-Lempel is a learning adaptive technique which stores a table of sequences
of input symbols which were recently coded. Ziv-Lempel coding is a variable-to-
fixed length coding technique whereas all other VLC techniques mentioned in
this paper use fixed-to-variable length coding. After a certain learning period
the algorithm compresses effectively.

• Arithmetic coding [Lang84]
Arithmetic coding is also a learning adaptive technique which is originally
based on Shannon coding. Arithmetic coding is a data compression technique
that encodes data by creating a code string which represents a fractional value
on the real line between 0 and 1. This method is symbolwise recursive. One
symbol is coded per iteration. On each iteration, the algorithm successively
partitions an interval of the real line and retains one of the partitions as the
new interval. Thus, the algorithm successively deals with smaller intervals, and
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the code string lies in each of the nested intervals. At each iteration the
probability of an input symbol is adjusted. The input string is recovered by
using magnitude comparisons on the code string to recreate how the encoder
must have successively partitioned and retained each nested subinterval.

The recently proposed Universal Variable Length Coding [Macq90] is a non-learning
adaptive coding technique. In this VLC, first the binary representations of the
coefficients are put in columns of a table. See Fig. 4. The upper row contains the most
significant bits (MSBs).

1 2 3 4 N

MSB
MSB-1
MSB-2

x X -r-
~ X ~ -r-
~ ~ ~

~ ~
~ ~
~ ~

~ ~ %
m; fa ~

1"71 First Non
l.:0J Zero Bit

Run of--- Zero BitDeT
coefficient

IBits
Transmit ted
Uncoded

Fig.4: Table of binary representations of a DCT stripe

The first row of bits is scanned from left to right. The positions of the nonzero most
significant bits are coded with Adaptive Truncated Runlength Coding (ATRL)
[Tana82]. The adaptivity lies in the fact that the codebook of the ATRL depends on
the number of 'l's in a row and the width of the table. When a '1' is encountered, the
corresponding runlength of the preceeding zeroes is coded using the ATRL codebook.
In addition the remaining bits of the coefficient are sent uncoded. The pertaining
column can be removed from the tabel. Succesively all 'l's in the first row are dealt
with. All the corresponding rows are removed from the table, until the upper row is
allzero. Then, the first row is removed from the table and the second row becomes the
first row and the same scheme is repeated. This algorithm continues until all
coefficients are sent. Decoding is done by ATRL decoding and reconstruction of the
table.

Ill. Usability of VLC techniques for image coding.

In hybrid DCT codecs, most commonly Huffman coding is used. Fano and Shannon
coding tables could also be employed but they are just as good or less efficient than
Huffman coding. The advantages for using Huffman coding are:
• simplicity,
• good coding efficiency,
• possibility of hierarchical coding.
The disadvantages are:
• Huffman coding is nonadaptive,
• the need of large coding tables.
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The adaptive Ziv-Lempel coding scheme is not suitable for the coding of DCT
coefficients. It takes to much time for the algorithm to learn and, keeping in mind that
OCT coefficients are 12 bits long, a very large coding table would be needed.

Arithmetic coding achieves very good performance, even better than Huffman coding
[Seab89, Gonz90]. The disadvantages are:
• a poor error sensitivity,
• no possibility of hierarchical coding.

UVLC is a new coding technique which is also adaptive and should give good
performance. The technique itself is quite simple and the error sensitivity is normal.
Another advantage of UVLC is that hierarchical coding is still possible. The
disadvantage is that it takes more computing power than a search in a Huffman table.

In Table 1 the three remaining VLC strategies are compared on the basis of efficiency,
possibility of hierarchical coding, error sensitivity and complexity.

Table 1: Comparison of VLC strategies.

I I
Efficiency Hierarchical Error- Complexity

coding sensitivity

Huffman 0 0 0 +
Arithmetic + - - -

UVLC + + 0 0

IV. Which events should be coded?

When coding OCT coefficients on block or stripe basis there are three possibilities as
to what events are coded:
• code only levels; a level is a amplitude of a quantized OCT coefficient,
• code a runlength of zeros (zero coefficients, or zero bits in the table in the case

of UVLC) and a level (2 events)
• code a combination of a run of zeros and a level; a runlevel (1 event).
Only Huffman is suited for coding these three different events. When coding only
levels, one Huffman table of levels is needed. When coding run and levels two tables
are needed, one for coding the runs of zeros and one for coding the levels. When run
and levels are coded as one event, one large table of the combined events run and
levels is needed. Arithmetic coding is suited for coding levels as an event, and UVLC
is suited for coding runs and levels on bitplane level.
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Table 2: Suited events to code

Level Run and Level Runlevel
(1 event) (2 events) (1 event)

Huffman

I
+

I

+

I

+

I
Arithmetic + - -
UVLC - - +

V. Comparison of several VLC techniques on block and stripe base.

Huffman tables have been made for the coding of levels, runs and levels (2 events)
and runlevels. These three Huffman coding techniques have been applied to the
coding of DCT coefficients on block and stripe base. Arithmetic coding and UVLC
have been applied also to the coding on block and stripe base. In table 3 the
comparison is made in bits per pixel with motion compensation and without buffer
regulation. The stepsize of the quantizer was 8. The 'aquarium' sequence was used to
train the Huffman VLCs. The 'aquarium', 'mobile calendar' and 'pere noel' sequences
were coded.

Table 3: Simulation results using the VLC techniques on stripe and block base.

I I

Block Stripe

Result Entropy Result Entropy
(bit/pixel) (bit/pixel) (bit/pixel) (bit/pixel)

Huffman Level 1.22 1.13 1.37 1.20
Run&level 1.14 1.08 Ll8 LU

Runlevel 1.10 1.07 1.13 1.11
Arithmetic coding 1.13 1.13 1.15 1.20
UVLC coding 1.27 - 1.07 -

VI. Conclusion from comparison.

From Table 3 it is clear that the UVLC scheme on stripe basis has the best coding
performance. When using UVLC it is still possible to code hierarchically, the error
sensitivity is comparable to Huffman codes and the complexity of the scheme is only
slightly higher. When a Huffman code is applied, the best way to do so is on block
basis and code the combined event of a run and a level.
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VII. Improvements on the UVLC scheme.

Some improvements have been made to the UVLC scheme. To test the new UVLC
scheme the sequences 'aquarium', 'mobile calendar' and 'pere noel' sequences were
coded. The stepsize of the quantizer was 8.
The improvements consist of:
.1 A more refined class prefix is used, which leads to a improvement of 0.5%. The

class prefix indicates on which bitlevel the scanning of the bitplanes starts
[Macq90]. It is now possible to start on all 12 different bitplanes .

• 2 An extension of a stripe from 90 blocks to 180 blocks gives an improvement of
2.5%. This extension is done only for luminance and in case of CCIR pictures .

• 3 For the coding of the places of the MSBs ATRL coding is used. If arithmetic
coding is applied this gives an improvement of 2%. This method however
increases the error sensitivity and the hardware complexity.

VIII. Conclusions.

The UVLC scheme [Macq90] is a efficient algorithm for coding DCT coefficients that
allows for hierarchical coding in an relatively simple way.
Some improvements have been made using a more refined class definition and an
extension of the stripe length. This new UVLC scheme has a 3% better performance
than the previous UVLC, and a 6% better performance than the best Huffman coding
scheme.
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Non-linear filtering of image sequences using
order statistics

Richard P. Kleihorst, Reginald L. Lagendijk, Jan Biemond
Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering

Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands

Abstract

An image sequence noise filtering scheme is proposed that operates in the
temporal direction. To handle the non-stationarities in the ID pixeltr ajecto-
ries, the signal is decomposed into a stationary and a nonstationary part. This
decomposition is done by estimating the local statistics of the signal with the
aid of ordered statistics estimators. The estimators are designed to have mini-
mum variance for a particular signal distribution. After the decomposition, the
stationary part of the signal can be filtered by a regular noise filter, the result
of which is combined with the nonstationary part to produce the final filtered
sequence.

1 Introduction

In the area of image sequence processing noise filtering is one of the most important
tasks. In many cases image sequences collected by visible, infrared, and other scan-
ners are corrupted by noise due to imperfections of the scanner or recording medium.
Reducing the noise will not only improve the visual quality of the image but will also
increase the performance of the subsequent image processing task, such as coding
and analysis.

The observed noisy signal g(i,j,k) can be modelled as:

g(iJk) = f(i,j,k) + n(i,j,k), (1)

where f(i, j, k) is the original signal, and n( i, J., k) is a signal independent noise signal
(observation noise). The indices for vertical, horizontal and temporal directions are
i,J· and k, respectively. The purpose of filtering is to estimate f(i,j, k) from the
observed noisy version g(i,J·, k).

Noise reduction can be achieved by filtering each frame, denoted by gk(i,j), in-
dependently using well-known image filtering techniques, or by filtering the image
sequence in small 3D sub-windows, in this way incorporating both temporal and
spatial information.

However, the approach followed in this paper does not use any spatial correlation
at all, it merely divides the sequence into (number of rows) * (number of columns)
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Figure 1: Our filtering approach uses the ID pixeltrajectories from the image sequence
as the input signals

ID time series or pixel trajectories gij (k). The values of the discrete time series are
the pixelvalues in each successive frame (figure 1).

An advantage of this temporal filtering approach is the relative ease of imple-
menting the filtering in hardware. This implementation will consist of several delay
lines. This is because only information from previous (and/or some future) pixelval-
ues at the specific location has to be stored. Furthermore, it is possible to implement
the algorithm on a parallel computer without using inter-process communication. In
addition, because the filtering approach is purely temporal, the filtering does not
directly cause any smoothing of edges in the spatial domain, which is attractive from
a visual point of view.

Due to movements in the scene of the sequence, the signal gij(k) can not be
modelled as a stationary signal. Most classical filters however, are designed to work
on stationary signals. Therefore, the filtering of the signal gij(k) can be made more
efficient if 9ij(k) is first transformed into a stationary signal.

One way to deal with non-stationaries in the temporal signal is to use motion
estimation of objects and then filter along the motion trajectories [I]. In this way,
motion estimation is used to find the path of maximal correlation in the temporal
direction and indirectly create a more stationary temporal signal. Motion estimation
however, is a very time consuming operation, and not successful in, for instance,
occluding areas. Therefore, this paper investigates a noise filtering approach for image
sequences that removes the nonstationarities in the temporal signal in a different way,
namely by trend removal and normalisation. A "regular" filter can then be used for
the filtering of the resulting signal.
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Figure 2: Overview of the estimation and filtering process

An additional feature of our noise filtering approach is that it can be applied to
the filtering of sequences corrupted by observation noise having several types of prob-
ability distributions. For instance, the approach will work on sequences corrupted by
Gaussian noise and also on sequences with speckle noise or line dropout.

2 Trend removal and normalisation using order
statistics

The sudden changes in gray-value level in the ID pixel trajectories are caused by
movements of objects. In fact, homogeneous or stationary parts are pixels from
regions of one particular object. This suggest the possibility of representing the data
9;j(k) = g(k) as a realisation of the process: (the decomposition model)

g(k) = J-l(k) + a(k) . y(k), (2)

where J-l(k) is a slowly changing function known as a "trend component" or current
location, a(k) the current scale and y(k) is a "residual signal" with a time invariant,
zero location and a time invariant unity scale. Our aim is to estimate and extract the
deterministic components J-l(k) and a(k) from g(k) and to expect that the residual
or noise component y(k) will reasonably satisfy the requirements for a wide sense
stationary process. We can then use it in conjunction with J-l(k) and a(k) for purposes
of filtering of g(k) [2]. The entire process is illustrated in figure 2.

Estimators of sample location and scale can be based on the class of order statistic
(OS) filters. Linear combinations of ordered observations, the so called L-estimators
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are known for their robustness [3] and have the following form:

m

j(k) = L aig(i)'
i=l

(3)

where g(l) ::; ... ::; g(m) is an ordered sample of odd size m centered at k, and ai are
the filter coefficients.

Discrete filtering strategies based on order statistics have remained a topic of
increasing interest since the development of the median filter: a(m+l)/2 = 1 [4],which
is a simple type of L-estimator of particular importance for applications in speech
and signal processing. The average filter ai = l/m is the only data-independent
member of the group of L-estimators. There are many other well-known types of
order statistic filters, such as the minimum filter, and the alpha-trimmed mean filter
which "censores" extreme observations, and is therefore useful in situations with noise
with a distribution with heavy outliers.

Our aim is to design the coefficients ai of the OS filter so as to optimally estimate
the current statistics (Jl and a) of the sample. We assume that values X drawn from
the temporal series data g(k) are distributed according to:

1 (X-Jl)p(x) = ~Q -0- , a> O. (4)

This equation connects to each observation sample a parent distribution Q(), with a
particular location u. and scale a. The location and scale can be compared with mean
and standard deviation respectively in case of a normal distribution. These three
parameters (Jl , a and Q) depend on the type of region the pixel is an element from,
for example object or background. Each homogeneous region will have a particular
parent distribution, modified with a location and scale. Note the resemblance with
the decomposition model described earlier. Accordingly, if we normalise our sample:

X-Jl
y=--,

a
(5)

then y has QO as probability density function.
If we should take a sample X of size m i.e. (Xl,X2"" ,xm) from our observation

and order the data (xP), X(2), ... , X(m)) the above relation still exists between the rank
orders of X and a sample Y from the normalised signal y:

Y(I) ::; Y(2) ::; ... ::; Y(m-l) ::; Y(m) (6)

(7)X(r) = Jl + a . Y(r)

Taking expectations in equation (7), we find:

(8)

The moments of the rank orders of Y depend on QO. If Q() is known, these moments
can be directly calculated. Also, the covariance matrix B of an ordered sample Y
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Figure 3: A linear relation exists between the ordered observations and the moments
of the ordered parent distribution.

can be calculated from Q():

(9)

From equation (5) we can see that the covariance matrix of ordered samples X is
(/2B.

Equation (8) suggests that if we take a sample from X and order this, we expect
to find a linear relation between X(r) and E{Y(r)}, see figure 3. The parameters from
this linear relation are the location (offset) and the scale (elevation) of the current
sample X taken from the observation g(k). We can estimate these parameters by
using the common weighed least-squares estimation [5]. First, we will write these
linear relations into matrix vector equations. With the definition of x, A and Bas:

(10)

we obtain:
x = AB (11)

Here, B is called the parameter vector to be estimated, and A is the design matrix.
We require our estimate B to have minimal variance, so:

+-- mme (12)
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Note that this inner product is weighed with the inverse covariance matrix of the
ordered input samples for decorrelation of these samples. The solution to equation
(12) is:

(13)
Now, the optimal estimators for location and scale are the OS filters composed by

the upper and lower rows of C respectively. At this point, another reason for using
order statistics to estimate location (and scale) becomes clear: the estimate of the
location of the population is unbiased and has a variance that never exceeds that of
the sample mean. This is because the "ordered" estimate is derived to yield minimal
variance and the sample mean is also a member of the set of linear combinations
of "ordered" observations. When the estimate does not equal the sample mean, for
instance when its distribution is not Gaussian, the estimate using ordered statistics
will have a smaller variance than the estimation by the sample mean.

Note that in above estimator the parent distribution Q is defined by giving a
certain E{Y(r)} and B for each region in the scene. If the covariance matrix B
and the averages E{Y(r)} from the ranks of the parent distribution are recurrently
updated from the normalised signal itself, the estimators tend to approximate the
optimal estimators for the particular distribution of the normalised signal. If the pixel
trajectory 9ij (k) is in an inactive region the estimator for the location gets similar to
the sample mean ai = l/m, and if the trajectory is in an active region (with a lot of
motion), the estimator for the location becomes a "censored" (the extreme values of
the sample are neglected) or even median type of estimator.

In this recurrent case, the covariance matrix must be initialised at the start of
each signal. The initial matrix can be the identity matrix or the covariance matrix
of samples from an ordered standard normal distribution. Also, the average vector
can be choosen as the average vector of an ordered standard normal distribution.

If solving (13) for every pixel is too complex because of the computational effort
to determme C, an appropiate simplification can be made by fixing the estimators at
a proper distribution Q for the normalised signal. For instance, the alpha-trimmed
mean estimator with a = 0.6 for location works reasonably well for several types of
symmetric distributions [6].

3 Results

The above scheme was applied for filtering a noisy image sequence. The "Trevor
sequence" was corrupted with Gaussian noise added to a level of lOdB. Using the
above scheme of normalisation a residue was produced. The covariance matrix B
and average vector E{Y(r)} were updated from the residual signal itself. The current
statistics were estimated in a temporal window of three frames (m = 3). Then, the
residual signal was filtered by a standard third order RLS filter to reduce the noise in
the residual signal, and the filter output was, after being retransformed, added to the
location signal. In figure 4, for the 128 frame long test sequence the improvements
in signal noise ratio are plotted for each frame. The decrease around frame 110 is
caused by severe motion in the scene. For comparison, the results of applying a 3
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Figure 4: Improvements on a Trevor sequence corrupted with white noise up to 10dB
signal to noise ratio

taps temporal median filter and a VVienerfilter, also constrained to 3 taps, are given.
It is clear that the median filter is very good in preserving sharp transitions, but has
a lower noise suppression power. Because the temporal signal is non-stationary, the
Wiener filter has a very limited performance.
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On the reduction of Moiré pattern distortion
in digital diagnostic X - ray imaging

C.H. Slump*

Abstract

Sampling analog signals will cause aliasing interference if the signal has fre-
quency components higher than the folding frequency, i.e. half the sampling
frequency. This distortion originates in the folding of these higher frequency
components into the lower signal frequency spectrum and in the consequent in-
terference.
Usually aliasing artefacts are avoided by analog low-pass filtering of the signal
prior to digitization. However, in the area of digitizing video signals from a CCD
based sensor such anti-alias filter is not feasible. The problem grows in impor-
tance due to increasing resolution requirements in many imaging applications
urging for CCD technology.
This paper reports about the development of image restoration algorithms for
the reduction of Moiré interference arising from anti - scatter grids applied in
digital diagnostic X - ray imaging. The approach followed here is to remove the
alias distortion by means of inverse filtering.
Results are discussed, including simulation results with acquired images.

1 Introduction
011 the II-th Symposium all Information Theory attention was paid to the reduction of
alias distortion in digital signal processing by means of Wiener filtering [1,2]. The alias
distortion arises from sampling analog signals if the signal has frequency components
higher than the folding frequency, i. c. half the sampling frequency. The interference
originates in the folding of these higher frequency components into the signal frequency
spectrum. We have mentioned the practical situatiou of digital diagnostic X - ray
imaging, where low - dose X - ray exposures give rise to (wide band) noisy images.
In applying CCD based imaging systems, there is no possibility for analog (electrical)
anti - aliasing filtering. Hence, the images do show Moiré (aliasing) pattern distortion
which can be disturbing in medical diagnostic applications.

This paper reports on the development of image restoration algorithms for the
reduction of the Moiré interference patterns arising from anti - scatter grids in the
application area of medical diagnostic imaging Fig. 1 contains a block diagram of a
typical digital diagnostic cardiac imaging system. X-ray pulses are generated (typ. 5

"University of Twente, Dept. Electrical Engineering, lab. for Network Theory, P.O. Box 217, 7500
AE Enschede, The Netherlands
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- 8 ms) at a rate of 15 - :30 frames/s in order to freeze the motion of the coronary
arteries which are injected with a contrast agent by means of a positioned catheter.
The X-ray photons which have traversed the patient are converted into a video image
by the image intensifier - TV system. The resulting video signal is digitized in 8 bits
after analog processing. The images are stored on a real time digital disk in 512 * 512
* 8 bit up to 60 frames/s or in case of biplane up to 2 * 30 frames/so
Parallel to the storage on disk, the images are processed (i.e. MTF corrected) and
displayed on a monitor. A versatile user-interface is provided for viewing and post-
processing.

video

digital
storage

processing
MTF

estor atior

monitor

Figure 1: Block diagram of a typical digital diagnostic X - ray system

Anti - scatter grids do consist of a parallel pack of thin lead stripes separated by
X - ray transparent material, their purpose is to intercept the X - ray photons that
have scattered, i.e. have changed direction while traversing the imaged object, see
fig. 2. The scattered photons do not contribute to the meaningfull information in the
image, as they give rise to a low - (spatial) frequency blurring of the image - data. The
periodicity of the lead stripes is in the same order of magnitude as the pixel matrix of
the CCD sensor, with Moiré pattern interference as a result.
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2 Simulation experiment

In order to validate part of the theoretical expectations in [1], [2] that aliased frequency
components can be removed if a priori information about their location is available, a
small simulation experiment is set up. Due to the known periodicity of the grid, the
position of the aliased peaks in the Fourier spectrum can be deterrnined in advance.
As high resolution CCD based digital X - ray images are not available at present,
images are acquired using a CCD equiped with a FT6 sensor which has 1209 pixels
horizontally and 590 vertically. X - ray films mounted on a lightbox are imaged via an
optical lens system. By means of an Imaging Technology VSI00 frame grabber in a
PC, video frames are digitized in 8 bits matrices of 512 x 512. The acquired images are
stored on the disk of the PC and transferred off - line to the network of HP - Apollo
workstations of the lab. for Network Theory where the image is restored using the
SPIDER package.
In fig. :3 the image acquired with the frame grabber - CCD FT6 sensor - light box system
is presented, with clearly visible the Moiré pattern distortion. The input pattern on the
lightbox consists of an transparent film on which the X - ray scatter grid is modelled as
a bar pattern with 100 % modulation. Fig. 4 shows the (log) modulus of the Fourier
transferm of the image of fig. :3. By applying inverse Fourier filtering [:3] p. 220, [4] p.
:378, the aliased peaksin the Fourier spectrum are filtered out, the resulting image is
shown in fig. 5.

3 Discussion

The simulation experiment presented ill the previous section, although performed with
acquired (real) images, reveals little about the impact for high resolution digital imag-
ing. There was no object imaged, the image only contained information due to the
line pattern modelling the anti - scatter grid. An interesting coupling between the
information from the object and the grid is to be expected. Furtermore, the quantum
noise was not taken into account.
The (preliminary) result is promising, the research in CCD image restoration will be
continued by the following steps:

• digitizing X - ray films of anti - scatter grids with CCD camera - light box system

• digitizing X - ray films of medicalobjects with CCD camera - light box system

• apply digital processing to remove the Moiré pattern due to the anti - scatter
grid

• design an adaptive procedure in which the characteristics of the grid are extracted
on behalf of the restoration procedure

• verification and validation of the simulation results.

The application of this type of processing in a real - time medical environment is the
goal of this project.
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Figure 2: Cross section ofaX - ray anti - scatter grid

Figure 3: The 5122 image acquired by the CCD FT6 sensor - frame grabber system.
The Moiré pattern is clearly visible.
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Figure 4: The modulus of the Fourier transform of the Moiré pattern distort.iou.

Figure 5: The resulting image after inverse Fourier filtering,
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An Intraframe Feedforward Coding System

P.H.N. de With and S.LJ. Nijssen *

Abstract
ln this paper, we consider a feedforward buffered bit-rate reduction scheme,
based on cosine transform coding, in which the data is analysed prior la
coding. However, this data analysis is relatively complex and we therefore
provide coding techniques which reduce the system complexity. The aim is to
define a compression system with fixed-length coding of small data blocks,
since this is beneficia! for recording applications and packet transmission
systems.

1. Introduetion

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coding with variable-length coding of the spectral
components after transformation, is a popular system for image compression, because it
yields a high coding efficiency. Mostly, the variable rate output is buffered and monitored
by feedback quantizer control [1.1,to obtain -on the average- a constant bit rate. However,
the temporal varying output bit rate resulting from a feedback controlled system seems less
attractive for practical applications, such as digital video recorders, or particular
transmission systems. For example, a desired feature of a video recorder is to search at a
high speed in a video sequence. During the search, the video heads cross tracks at nearly
random positions, resulting in a burst-wise data recovery [2], from which -at least-
recognizable pictures must be reconstructed. With feedback compression systems having
a varying output bit rate, the relation between the recovered data bits and the location
of the data in the picture is not fixed, resulting in complicated picture reconstruction and
localloss of picture quality. A similar situation occurs in packet-switching networks, where
data is segmented into small packets that may be received at different instants and in a
mixed order.

In this paper, wc describe a coding system which is bcncficial for both applications
given. The major advantage of the system is that relatively small groups of DCT blocks,
henceforth termed segments, are coded independently and as a fixed entity. This property
makes the segments independently decodabIe, while the fixed codelength ensures a unique
relation between the segment location on tape and the its location in the reconstructed
picture. Because of this specific feature, feedforward DCT coding has been first proposed
for recording applications. Ooi et al. [3] proposed a DCT coding system for digital video
recording in which a horizontal stripe of blocks from a picture is coded as a fixed segment,
using zonal coding at discrete bit rates. Yamamitsu et al. [41 proposed a feedforward
scheme with adaptive zonal coding and a varia bIe bit cost per DCT block, using a
suboptimal code. This paper presents a threshold coding scheme with a more robust

+ The authors are with Philips Research Laboratories,
P.O. Box 80.000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, lhe Netherlands.
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variable-length coding technique and describes possible quantization strategies, thereby
paying attention to low complexity.

2. System architecture

Fig. 1. Encoder block diagram of the feedforward ocr coding system.

The main steps in the bit-rate reduction system are shown in Fig. 1. After the construction
of a frame from two interlaced fields, the picture is partitioned into segments of data
blocks (PP). Each segment is then compressed with DCT coding techniques into a fixed
codelength, while applying variable-length codes (VLC). This type of coding can only be
realized if the transformed data is analysed prior to coding, requiring temporal data
storage. During the temporal storage of a segment, several coding strategic» are carried
out simultaneously, from which only one is chosen for final quantization and coding (see
also Fig. 2). This 'analysis of the limited future' explains the term feedforward buffering.

It can be noticed that the segment buffer is located before the quantizing step,
whereas in a feedback system it is situated after variable-length coding. Since
uncompressed data must be stored in this buffer, its size is defined by the segment size,
expressed in DeT blocks. Another important clement in feedforward coding is the data
analysis part, which is absent in most feedback systems. Because of the speed requirements,
that result from sampling frequencies exceeding 10 Mllz (luminance), all different coding
strategies must be carried out in parallel. In principle, a leedback system uses only one
strategy. However, in contrast to the increased system complexity of Ieedforward coding,
two important advantages remain, namely a fixed relation between data on tape and the
reconstructed image and the limitation of channel error propagation to other segments.

3. Quantization and coding strategies

In this section we focus on the analysis part of tbc system for assessing the best coding
strategy. The major steps for bit-rate reduction based on transform coding are
quantization and coding. Let us assume a sample block f(iJ) of size N x N. After
transformation, a spectral component F(u,v) remains, defined by

N-I N-I
4 '\ '\ (2i + 1)U1t

F(u,v) = ~2 C(u)C(v) c: i...Jf(iJ) cos[ 2N
N ;=0 j=0

(2) + 1)V7t
] cos[ 2N ] , (I)

in which (u,v) denotes the spectral coordinates for O:s; U,v:S; N - I. The constant
C(O) = II/i, C(u) equals unity for t s u.v s: N- I. After transformation, various
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quantization and coding strategies are performed simultaneously to obtain the best result
within the given bit rate (see Fig, 2).§}--B-~·§}--B-~BSEL~

1 1 1
1 1 1

1 1 r---o 1/

~~

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the segment analysis part in the encoder.

The selection of the optimum strategy can be formulated as follows, Let Q and Cn denote
the quantization and coding step on block basis, respectively, The subscript indicates that
only the bit cost resulting from a particular strategy is considered. The result of the coding
step is the bit rate R, expressed in bits/sample, defined hy

K-I

R= _1-2LCB[Q[F(u,v), O:s;u,v:s;N-I]],
KN 1<=0

(2)

where K is the segment size in DCT blocks of N x N samples, The optimum coding
strategy mopt out of a set of M strategies is such that

I Rm opt - Rd I ~ 0, 0 :s; m s; M - I, (3)

where R; denotes the desired bit rate. Equation (3) can only be satisfied if K and M are
sufficiently large. In order to simplify the total system complexity, wc have limited
ourselves to a particular class of quantizers Q and coding algorithms C, The details are
described in the following subsections,

A, Quantiz ation

Nill [5] proposed a DCT with a multiplicative weighting which matches the human visual
system (HVS). The sensitivity of the HVS decreases exponentially for higher spatial
frequencies, We have verified experimentally that such a frequency weighting indeed
improves the subjective image quality, We have therefore used an exponential weighting
function W(u,v), resulting in a weighted coefficient F,,(u,v), specified by

FJu,v) W(u,v).F(u,v) ,
(4)

W(u,v) Ae-B(u+v), (u,v) #- (0,0)

where A and B are constarits. The following measures have been conducted to reduce the
complexity. Firstly, the weighting function has been separated from the quantizer
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processing. This limits the dynamic range, i.e. the difference between maximum and
minimum coefficient value, per processing step. Secondly, only linear quantizers have been
used for the various strategies so that the quantized coeflicient

F'ç/..u,v) = FJu,v)JS. (5)

Both measures enable real-time implementation with small-sized multipliers. Thirdly, the
step size S of some quantizers has been combined with other step size values according to
S' = 2pS, P being an integer. Combining (4) and (5) , we find that the quantizing function
-without strategy subscripts for clarity - is

e-R(u+v)
F(ju,v) = Ar~u,v) -=----

2PS
(6)

B. Coding

Because of the multiple coding strategy in the analysis part, a simple bit-assignment
teehnique is essenrial. We have focussed on threshold coding systems, since they yield the
best performance. In this class of algorithms, single-table coding techniques have the
potential to be implemented with simple hardware. De With [61 proposed combined
differential and runlength amplitude coding with one table, which is too computational
for a feedforward system. Yamamitsu el af. [41 used a simple adaptive zonal coding
technique from Tanaka [7], without any end-of-block (EOB) codeword, so that the error
propagation is negatively inf1uenced. We have adopted therefore a single-table runlength
coding technique from Vogel [8], which requires only runlength counting and makes use
of an EOB codeword. The robustness can then be improved by using self-synchronizing
codes (see [6]). The algorithm works as follows.

STEP I: load a coefficient and test if it is zero,
STEP 2: if zero coefficient, increment zero counter and go to step 4.
STEP 3: if nonzero coefficient then:

a. jointly code the value of the runlength counter and the coefficient,
b. reset the runlength counter.

STEP 4: go to step I. If the actual coefficient is the last one in the
block, then go to step 5.

STEP 5: Terminate the block with an EOB word. Ignore the runlength value.

The above-mentioned algorithm is essentially a zero runlength coding algorithm which
jointly encodes a nonzero coefficient preceded by an arbitrary run of zeros. The
combinations (runlength, amplitude) are coded as an event. Zero values of the amplitude
and/or runlength are allowed. An example of an encoding table showing the wordlengths
is given in Table I.
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Remarks
• Events which have a very low probability of occurrence have no codeword in the table

but are mapped onto a concatenation of two subevents. Hence, (I" I FQ I ) ==
(I, - 1,0) + (0, I FQ I ). For example, (4,7) is mapped onto (3,0) + (0,7) .

• Events of the form (I" 0), 1,2 L" have the same wordlength and have no sign bit. The
parameter L, is a constant. A similar situation occurs for events of the form
(0, I FQ I ) for I FQ I 2 La.

magnitude
o I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 I5 16 I7 18 19 20

0 11 2 3 4 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 9 14
zero 124 6 7 7 8 9 9 10 10 10 11 11 12 12 12 12 12 12
run 2 12 5 7 9 101011121213

3 126 8 10121213
4 126 9 1112
5 127 10 11 12
6 137 10 12
7 13 8 12 12
8 13 8 12 (EOB 4)
9 13 9 12
10 13 9 13

TABLE l.Wordlength distribution of the events (runlength,amplitude).
The sign of each coefficient amplitude is not included.

4. System parameters

In this section we discuss some design aspects and system parameters during the
development of the coding algorithm.

J) Quantiz ation
To reduce complexity, it is very effective to limit the number of different weighting
functions from (4) , because the data signal has the highest resolution at that stage. We
ha ve used only three different weighting functions, which are plotted in Fig. 3. In the
normalized case, A = 1 and B = 0.05, 0.078 and O.I. Furthermore, we used only eight
different step sizes for the quantization, Ir orn which three must be implemented by
multipliers. The remaining values can be made by shifting and additions. Table 2 shows
the combinations used for quantization step sizes and weighting functions.

2) Optimum strategy selection
The general conditions (2) and (3) have been tightened. From computer simulations wc
round that the output bit rates after analysing a segment R«, 0:<;;m s; M-I, must form
a monotonic1y increasing function, Then the optimum strategy m,p' is the value where

(7)
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oxponentid function
B ~ 0.05, 0.D78, 0.1

a

a+---.----r---r---,----r---.-~
3 4

CXlEFflCENT F'/J,ul

rig. 3. Different weighting functions with exponcntial roll-off.

strategy 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

weighting f. 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2
step size 16 8 6 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 2

TABLE 2. Diagram showing the combinations of weighting Iuuctiou
types and various quantization step sizes.

It must be emphasized that the optimum solution would select a quantization strategy that
yields the best subjective image quality within the given bit rate Rd' We have implicitly
assumed that 'quality' is similar to 'bit rate', which is not always true!

3) Number of strategies and segment size
The segment size K has been taken as the leading parameter. The size of this parameter
is usually determined by the highest possible search speed that must be reached in the
recorder. Additionally, to obtain acceptable qualities during the search mode, data blocks
must be shuffled. Further explanation is beyond the scope of this paper. We have
experimented with several segment sizes (see Fig. 4) and the number of strategies
(M = 8, or 16) and measured the cortesponding signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Figure 4
shows that for segment sizes exceeding 30-60 DCT blocks, the SNR remains nearly
constant. Another conclusion is that M = 16 gives a substantially improvement in picture
quality, compared to M = 8. This can be explained by a more efficient use of the available
bit rate which is especially important for small segment sizes.

5. Results and conclusions

Intraframe feedforward DCT coding has been simulated for moving sequences, using
standard TV YUV components with 25 Hz frame rate and 13.5 MHz and 6.75 MHz
sampling frequency for luminance (Y) and chrominance (U IV), respectively. The output
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CAR M=16

CAR M=8

Fig. 4. Obtained SNR as a function of the segment size for input
pictures 'CAR' and 'GIRLS' and 8 or 16 strategies (4:2:0 sampling).

bit rate chosen is around 25 Mbit/s (approx. 1.5 bits/sample), at which a high subjective
image quality is obtained. The quality is certainly comparable to that of a feedback
controlled system. The experiments have shown that it is indeed possible to code relatively
small segments (say 30-60 DC'T blocks) in fixed length with a negligible loss in picture
quality.
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Effect of binary modulation codes with rate
R = l/N on equivalent discrete-time models for

channels with intersymbol interference

J.W.M. Bergmans*

For a continuous-time transmission system with mierssimbol interjerence and noise
in which signaling occurs by means of non-overlapping rectangular pulses, a relation
between the equivalent discrete-time models for uncoded and coded transmission is de-
rived. It applies to binary modulation codes with rate R = I/N, where N is a positive
integer. Examples suggest that these models are often affected by coding in a manner
that is incompatible with a commonly adopted definition of coding gain.

1 Introduction

In the literature on coding for channels with intersymbol interference (ISI), codes are
usually designed for simple discrete-time channels tha.t are meant to capture the essence
of a corresponding continuous-time channel. For example, partial-response channels
of the I - V and I - V2 variety have been used as coarse descriptions of digital
magnetic recording channels at low and high information densities, respectively [6,4].
The coding gain G is commonly defined as G = Rd;'in(c)/d;'in(u), where d;'in(c) and
d;nin(71,)are the minimum Euclidian distance between any two coded and uncoded
sequences, respectively, after filtering by the assumed channel-impulse response [6,4].
This response is taken to be independent of the rate R of the code. Hence the only
difference between the uncoded and coded channel that is reflected in G is a factor R.
This factor seems to stem from wideband channels, where the SNR decreases linearly
with the signaling rate and the channel does not otherwise change. Because of their
restricted bandwidth, continuous-time channels with ISI typically change much more
abruptly when the signaling rate is increased. This change should in turn be reflected
in the discrete-time channels on which code design is based. Here we address this issue
for the typical case that signaling occurs with non-overlapping rectangular pulses.

In section 2 we define nomenclature and show that the folded signal-to-noise ra-
tio FSN(n) of the continuous-time channel determines a complete class of equivalent
discrete-time channels. In section 3 we derive a relation between FSN(n) for uncocled
and coded storage that a.pplies to code rates R = I/N, where N is a positive integer.

"Philips Research Laboratories,
P.O. Box 80.000,5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
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Of greatest practical interest is the case N = 2, for which R = 1/2. Section4 illustrates

these results for partial-response channels. Invariably, coding is found to affect these

channels in a manner that is incompatible with the above definition of coding gain.

2 Preliminaries

~lïäii.Îler ------: :- -üptlmum- ----------;
n( t): demodulator :

1· , I:: t h d t = kTIN:d d 1· a inear s (t) , , r(t)' ma ce, X
m mo u ation k modulator' ® ' 'filter ' k

liT encoder NIT eet) NIT: \bJ : : wet) :NIT
t I I I~ ~ • J

Figure 1: Continuous-time system model.

In fig. 1, an uncocled binary data signal dmof data rate liT is transformed by means

of a modulation encoder into a binary data signal ak E {-1,1} of data rate NIT. Here
N is a strictly positive integer that determines the information rate R = 11N of the

code. Uncoded transmission corresponds to N = 1. A linear modulator with impulse

response c( t) transforms ak into a continuous- time signal

(1)

where c(t):~h for 0 :<; t < TIN and 0 otherwise. Hence non-overlapping rectangular

pulses are used for signaling, and s( t) E {-l, l}. This signal is applied to a noisy

dispersive channel with impulse response het) and additive Gaussian noise net) of

power spectral density (PSD) N(D). Here D is a normalized measure of frequency,

with D = 1 corresponding to the symbol rate liT. The received signal is

r(t) = f ak(c * h)(t - k ~) + net),
k=-oo

(2)

where '*' denotes linear convolution. For future reference we define the spectral signal-

to-noise ratio SN(D) of the cascade of modulator arid channel as

SN(D)~ N IC(D)R(D)12

T N(D) , (3)

where CCD) and R(D) denote the Fourier transforrns of c(t) and het), respectively.
This definition does not make sense for frequencies at which both C(D)R(D) and
N(D) vanish. In this case we define SN(D)~O.
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The optimum demodulator for r(t) consists of a matched filter and a sampler which

closes at the instants t = kTjN. The impulse response w(t) of this filter has Fourier

transform W(D) = C*(D)H*(D)jN(D), where '*' denotes complex conjugation. The

output Xk of the demodulator is a sufficient statistic for optimum detection of ak [3J

and may be written
(4)

Here fk is the sampled overall impulse response of the system and Uk is the noise

component of Xk. The equivalent discrete-time model for Xk implied by (4) is depicted

in fig. 2.

:-ëqüivärëüt-------------------------'
kliserete-time

channel U(D) = FSN(D)

1
fk ®F(D) = FSN(D) f----. 2:: I---~--~

,~------------------------------------

Figure 2: Equivalent discrete-time model for the output Xk ofthe optimum demodulator
of fig. 1.

In appendix A we show that the transfer function F(D)g 2::%"=-00 fke-j27rDk/N of ik
and the power spectral density U(D) of Uk are both equal to

FSN(D)g f SN(D + iN). (5)
i=-OQ

vVe refer to FSN(D) as the folded signal-ta-noise ratio of the channel. This function

is non-negative and periodic in D with period N. It completely determines the model

of fig. 2. When FSN(D) does not vanish across any measurable frequency interval, a

noise-whitening filter may be used to transform this model into one with U(D) = No
and IF(Dji2 = FSN(D)jNa for all D, where No is some real-valued constant. White-

noise models of this kind are frequently encountered in the communications literature

[3,6J. Optimum receiver performances depend only on IF(D)j2 jU(D) = FSN(D) and

are identical for both models. Since IF(D)12 jU(D) is insensitive to transformation

by arbitrary invertible filtering operations, FSN(D) characterizes a complete class of

discrete-time models that are all equivalent to the original continuous-time system in
terms of attainable performance.

The average value

SNRg2. (N FSN(D)dD
N Jo
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of FSN(rl) is the average received signal-to-noise ratio per transmitted bit, which gov-
erns the well-known matched filter bound [3].

From now on we use N as a subscript to the above functions whenever we wish to
emphasize their dependence on N. As noted earlier, it is commonly assumed in the
literature on coding for ISI channels that coding degrades SNR in linear proportion to
the rate R = llN of the code, but does not affect the shape of ik. In terms of the
present notation this is equivalent to

(7)

We will see that these relations are only va!id in very specific cases, notably for wide-
band channels.

3 Effect of coding on FSN(D)

Theorem: Let XN(rl) be the low-pass function

XN(rl)~ sin2?rrl sin-2 7). (8)

Then for all II E lE,

1 N-l

FSN1(rl) = N L XN(rl + n)FSNN(rl + n).
n=O

(9)

Proof: See appendix B.

In the communications literature it is customary to describe discrete-time functions
in terms of V-transforms. Let V be the delay operator that corresponds to a delay
of TIN seconds. vVe define the V-transform x(V) of a signal Xk of sampling rate
NIT as x(V)~ 2::~-oo XkVk. The V- and frequency domains are related according to
VN = ej2rrn The V-domain version of XN(rl) is

(10)

and the counterpart of (9) reads

(11)

Here [.] denot.es the equivalent of spectra! folding, i.e. subsampling by a factor of N
according to [x(V)]~ 2:~-oo XiNViN. Thus [x(V)] is a function of VN
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4 Effect of coding on partial-response channels

In this section we assume that the coded channel has impulse response fk with V-
transform fN(D) = (1 + V)M or fN(D) = (1 - D)(1 + V)M for NI = 0, 1 or 2. This

collection includes the wideband channel (f(V) = 1) as well as most partial-response

channels for which coding has been investigated to date [6,4]. We take noise to be

white with variance No, and set No = 1without loss of generality. Then FSNN(D) =
fN(V)fN(V~l). Equation (11) specifies the function FSN1(D) = h(V)h(V~l) of the

corresponding uncoded channel. Here h(V) is the counterpart of fN(V) and charac-

terizes the impulse response of the uncoded channel with white noise of variance 1.
A unique minimum-phase root h(V) may be identified from FSN1(D) by means of

spectral factorization techniques [2, chapter 7]. Table 1gives an overview that includes

SNR losses .c~SNRl/SNRN due to coding.

fN(V) N h(V) i:
1 ~ 1 vIN N

1 +D ~1 vIN + -JN - 1+ VNf;N~l 2N -1

(1 + V)2 ~2 v'4N + -J4N - 6 + V4N~4N ~6
8N 6
-3-

I-V ~ 1 l-DN 1
(1 - V)(1 + V) = 1 - V2 ~2 v'2(1 - VNj 2

(1 - V)(1 + V)2 2 N v'2 D' 3(1 - V )(1 + 2 + 1+V2)
~3 V6(1 - VNj 3

Table 1. Characteristics of uncoded minimum-phase channels corresponding to

various coded partial-response channels.

Only the wideband channel (fN(D) = 1) conforms to the coding gain definition of

section 1in that coding does not affect its nature anel .c = N. For the bipolar (1- V)
channel, the uncocled channel also has a bipolar nature and no SNR is lost (.c = 1).
This behavior was observed earlier in [5] for the stylized magnetic recording system

with differentiating playback head of [1]. Here the (1 - D) model arises naturally

for any code rate R at low normalized information densities. Since Z = 1, actually

att ainable coding gains are a factor N larger than according to the definition of section

1. Por example for R = 1/2 (i.e. N = 2), a coding gain of 4.77 dB was found in [1] for
bi-phase at low densities. This is 3 dB more than the gain that was attributed in [4]
to bi-phase on a bipolar channel.

Depending on the underlying continuous-time channel, a single uncoded discrete-

time channel may lead to different coded channels, at different SNR losses. For example,
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the coded bipolar (1- D) and class IV (1- D2) channels both correspond to an uncoded
bipolar channel.

The coded channels with fN(D) = (1 + D), (1 + D)2 and (1 - D)(l + D)2 all
have significantly more amplitude distortion than their uncoded counterparts. A con-
sequence is that coding degrades the performance of receivers with bit-by-bit detection
by a factor that comes on top of L. For the zero-forcing decision-feedback equal-
izer (ZF DFE), the compound loss in predetection signal-to-noise ratio amounts to
À =< f N(D) >2 I < i,(D) >2, where < feD) > denotes the zeroth coefficient of feD)
according to < L~_= fkDk >= fa [3], For example, for N = 2, it is seen from Table 1
that À amounts to 3+ 2v2, 18 and 3+ 2v2 for the respective channels just mentioned,
These losses clearly exceed the corresponding losses L.

5 Final remarks

Extending the above results to multilevel data alphabets is a straightforward matter.
The argument of appendix B may be generalized to rational code rates R = LIN,
Here the equivalent discrete-time channel for uncoded signaling is no longer uniquely
determined by its coded counterpart, and the consequences of coding are less clear-cut
than for R = l/N.

A Equivalent discrete-time model for Xk

Since fk is a sampled version of (c * h * w)(t), F(D.) must be a folded version of
C(D.)H(D.)W(D.) = C(D.)H(D.)C*(D.)H*(D.)IN(D.) = TSN(D.)IN according to

00

F(D.) = L SN(D.+ iN) = FSN(D.), (A.I)
i=-oo

Similarly, the noise PSD U(D.) is a folded version of the noise PSD N(D.)IW(D.)12 =
N(D.)IC(D.)H(D.)IN(D.)12 = TSN(D.)IN behind the matched filter, i.e. U(D.) = FSN(D.),

B Proof of Theorem

The NRZ pulse Cl (t) of width T may be constructed by 'gluing' N NRZ pulses of width
TIN together according to

(B.l)
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In frequency-domain notation this relation becomes
N-l

C1(D) = CN(D) L e-j2rrDiIN. (B.2)
;=0

The right-hand side contains a geometric series that can be summed to yield

1- e-j2rrD

C1(D) = CN(D) . D .1 - e-J2rr IN
(B.3)

Consequently IC1(D)12 = XN(D)ICN(D)12, where we have used the definition (8). From
this relation and the fact that H(D) and N(D) do not depend on N we find with (3)
that SN[(D) = XN(D)SNN(D)/N. Now from (5),

00 N-l 00

FSN1(D) = L SN[(D + i) = L L SN[(D + n + jN)
i;::::-oo n=O j=-oo

1 N-l co

N L L XN(D + n + jN)SNN(D + n + jN). (B.4)
n=O j=-oo

Since XN(n) is periodic in n with period N, we conclude that

1 N-l 00

FSN[(D) = - L XN(D + n) L SNN(n + n + jN)
N n=O j=-oo

1 N-l

N L XN(n + n)FSNN(n + n),
n=O

(B.5)

where the last equality is due to (5).
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Abstract

Runlength-limited sequences, or (d, k) sequences, are used in recording sys-
tems to .increase the efficiency of the channel. Applications are found in digital
recording devices such as sophisticated computer disk files and numerous domes-
tic electronics such as stationary- and rotary-head digital audio tape recorders,
the Compact Disc, and floppy disk drives. In digital recorders, the coded infor-
mation is commonly grouped in large blocks, called frames. Each frame starts
with a synchronization pattern, or marker, used by the receiver to identify the
frame boundaries and to synchronize the decoder. Inmost applications, the sync
pattern(s) follow the prescribed (d, k) constraints, and they are unique, that is,
in the encoded sequence, no block of information will agree with a sync pattern
except at the beginnings of the frames. Usual1y,the above arrangement is termed
a prejiz-sutichronized format. The prefix-synchronized format imposes an extra
constraint on the encoded sequences, and will therefore result in a loss of capac-
ity. There is an obvious loss in capacity resulting from the fact that the sender
is periodically transmitting sync patterns, and there is a loss in capacity since
the sender is not permitted to transmit patterns equal to a sync pattern during
normal transmission. The relative reduction in channel capacity associated with
the imposition of this additional channel constraint is calculated.

1 Introduction

A binary sequence is said to be dk constrained if the number of "zeros" between pairs
of consecutive "ones" lies between d and k, k > d. (See e.g. [1].) An encoder has the
task of translating arbitrary user information into a constrained channel sequence.
Commonly, the user data is partitioned into words of length m, and under the coding
rules, these m-tuples are translated into n-tuples, n > m, called codewords. A certain
number of codewords constitute a frame. All frames are marked with a unique
sequence of symbols, referred to as marker or synchronization pattern, in short, sync
pattern. In the encoded sequence, no block of information will agree with the sync
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pattern except at the beginnings of the frames. A receiver restores the channel bit
clock, usually a phase-locked loop is used for this purpose, and subsequently the
synchronization pattern is used to identify the frame and codeword boundaries. The
sync pattern and the related synchronization circuitry must be designed with great
care, as the effect of sync slippage is devastating since entire blocks of information
might be lossed, which is just as bad as a massive dropout.

Prefix-synchronization codes can be designed by judiciously discarding a number
of potential codewords in such a way that the given marker is not a codeword and also
does not occur anywhere in the coded sequence as juxtapositions of codewords or the
given marker. Alternatively, potential sync patterns can be found by making use of
"by-products" of code implementation. Since, see Ashley and Siegel [2], the capacity
of dk-constrained sequences is irrational, it is clear that code implementations, which,
by necessity, operate at rates of the form rnf n, where m and n are integers, can never
attain 100% of the capacity. It was noted by Howell [3]that implemented codes differ
from maxentropic, "ideal", sequences by the addition of certain constraints, which he
called incidental constraints. He found that certain bit pat.terns , which could readily
be used as a basis of constructing sync patterns, are absent in sequences generated
by the popular (1,7) and (2,7) codes.

The main objections one may have to this simple approach are firstly that the
sync pattern is found in a rather heuristic and incidental fashion, and secondly, we
have, generally speaking, no idea how far we are away from a sound engineering
compromise between redundancy and efficiency, and, specifically, how the choice of
a certain sync pattern may affect the complexity of the encoder and decoder. Given
that both the choice of the (d, k) parameters and the choice of the sync pattern involve
a careful evaluation, it is clearly appropriate to explore approaches and strategies of
a more general, rather than specific, applicability in which the issues of sync pattern
selection and code design are beneficially combined.

In 1960, frame synchronization of unconstrained binary sequences in a general
setting was addressed by Gilbert [4]. He showed, among others, that to each given
frame length, there corresponds some optimum length of the sync pattern. Gilbert's
work was extended, m H)'(g, by Guibas and Odlyzko l6J, who provided elegant com-
binatorial arguments to establish closed form expressions for generating functions.
In this paper, we will concentrate on the frame synchronization problem of (d, k)
sequences. We commence, in Section 2, with a brief description of dk-constrained
sequences in combination with the prefix-synchronized format based on a marker s.

In Section 3 we enumerate constrained sequences for given forbidden pattern sand
(d, k) constraints. Resulting channel capacities are discussed in Section 4.

2 Preliminaries
Sequences (with a leading "one") that meet prescribed (d, k) constraints may be
thought to be composed of phrases of length (duration) j + 1, d ::;j ::;k, denoted
by Tj+l' of the form 10j, where oj stands for a sequence of j consecutive "zeroes".
Observe that such a decomposition is unique, in other words, the collection T :=
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{Ti I i = d + 1, ... , k + I} is a code over the binary alphabet in the sense of [8]. The
length L(t) of a string t = t1··· t«, ti E T, over T is defined as L(t) = L:~1 L(ti),
where L(Ti) := i.

The sync pattern is composed of p phrases, S = SlS2 ... sp, and since it is assumed
that the sync pattern obeys the prescribed (d, k) constraints, we have Si E T. Each
frame of coded information consists of the prescribed sync pattern S and a string of
I cascaded phrases t1 ... ti. The frame is organized according to the format

(1)

The total number of binary digits contained in a frame is prescribed and is denoted
by Lframe, that is,

p I

Lframe =L L(sj) +L L(tj).
j=l J=l

The valid choices of t1, ... .t, are those for which no p consecutive phrases taken from

(2)

(3)

agree with the sync pattern s.
The capacity of a code is a measure for the average amount of inforrnation con-

tained in a symbol of a codeword. To compute the capacity of a prefix-synchronized
dk-code based on the marker s, it is sufficient to enumerate the number of admissible
frames of each length. This problem will be addressed in the next section.

3 Enumeration of Sequences

In this section, we will count the number of admissible frames of a given length Lframe.

Our methods can be viewed as an extension of those of Guibas and Odlyzko [6], but
can, in fact, be traced back to the work of Schuetzenberger ([7], Remark 3). (See also
[8], II-7 and the notes following VI on semaphore codes.) Schuetzenberger himself
attributes these results to von Mises and Feller (See [9]).

First we develop some notation. As usual, we denote by T* the collection of
all strings over T. The empty string will be denoted by A. A string t = t1 ... t;
composed of n phrases has phrase length Itl := n. For strings t, u E T*, tu denotes
the concatenation of tand u. For A, B ç T*, we let AB := {ab I a E A, b EB}.
With each collection A ç T* we associate its generating function <PA, defined as

<PA(Z) := L z-L(a).
aEA

Observe that the coefficient of z-N in <PA(z) counts the number of strings of length N
in A. For A,B,C ç T*, we write A+B = Cif AUB = C and AnB = 0.
Also, we write A . B = C if AB = C and each c E C can be written as c = ab
in precisely one way. These definitions provide a useful bookkeeping mechanism.
Indeed, observe that A + B = C implies <PA(Z) + <PB(Z) = <Pc(z), and A· B = C
implies <PA(Z)<PB(Z) = <Pc(z), as the reader may easily verify.
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Let F be the collection of all strings t = tIt2· .. tn composed of n > p phrases
with the properties that

j = 2, ... ,n - p. (4)

Let tN be the coefficient of zN in the generating function 4YF(Z) of F. Our aim
will be to enumerate the number of distinct binary N-tuples in F, i.e., to determine
the numbers tN' Observe that the number !LJra=,+L(s) is nothing but the number of
admissible frames. Following [6],we introduce two additional collections of sequences
G and H, defined as follows. The collection G consists of all strings t = tI'" tn
composed of n ~ p phrases such that

j = 2, ... ,n - p + 1. (5)

The collection H consists of all strings t = tI' .. tn composed of n ~ 0 phrases such
that

t.i··· tj+p-I i= s, j = 1, ... ,n - p + 1. (6)
Note that by definition the empty sequence A is contained in H, the string s is
contained in G, and F, G and H are mutually disjoint. We will now proceed to
determine 4YF, 4YG and 4YH· The idea is to derive relations between these generating
functions from certain combinatorial relations between the collections F,G and H.
To derive our first result, we observe the following. Let t = i, ... t; be a string in G.
Then the string t-r = tI ... tnT, T ET, is contained in F or in G \ {s} but not in both
since F and G are disjoint. On the other hand, if t' = tI ... tn+1, n ~ p, is contained
in F or in G \ {s}, then the string t = tI ... t.; is contained in G. We have proved the
following result.

Proposition 3.1. G· T = F + G \ {s}.
Let us define

-iZ . (7)
d+1S;iS;k+1

Observe that Pdk = 4YT. Then the above Lemma has the following consequence.

Corollary 3.2. 4YG(Z)Pdk(Z) = 4YF(Z) + 4YG(z) - z-L(s).
The following results can be derived in a similar way.

Proposition 3.3. T· H = G + H \ {A}.

Corollary 3.4. Pdk(Z)4YH(Z) = 4YG(z) + 4YH(Z) - 1.

Our third relation involves the auto-correlation set Rss associated with the string
s, defined as follows.

ti; := {w E T I WSI'" Sk = s for some k ~ I}.

Proposition 3.5. {s}H = u.; G.

Proof. (i) Let W E RsS) t = tI' .. tn E G. By definition of Rss> there is a k ~ 1
such that WSI'" Sk = S. By definition of G, tI'" tp = s, so that wt = Stk+1'" i.:
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Moreover, since k ~ 1, tk+1 ..• i; E H.
(ii) Conversely, let t = t i : .. tn E H. Put U := st, and write U = Ul·· . un+p" Let
j be the largest integer such that Uj+1··· Uj+p = s. Note that j is well-defined
(j = 0 is admissible) and, since t E H, 0 ~ j ~p - 1 holds. By definition of i,
Ui := Uj+1··· un+p is contained in G. Let W := Ul··· Uj and put k := p - j. Then
st = WUi with Ui E G, and since WSl ... SI<;= Ul ... UjUj+l ... up = sand k ~ 1, also
wE n.; 0

Corollary 3.6. ,pR.. (Z),pa(z) = z-L(s),pH(Z).

From the relations between ,pF(Z), ,pa(z), and ,pH(Z) described in the Corollaries
3.2-3.6, we may derive the following result.

Theorem 3.7. The generating function ,pF (z) associated with F satisfies

(8)

Proof. From the Corrolaries 3.4 and 3.6, an expression for ,pa(z) not involving
,pH(Z) may be derived. If this expression for ,pa(z) is combined with Corrolary 3.2,
the Theorem follows easily. 0

Corollary 3.8. The number of admissible frames of length L = Lframe is the
coefficient of z-L in the power series expression of the R.H.S. of (8).

4 Capacity
The number of distinct (d, k) sequences of length n, denoted by Ndk(n), grows, for
sufficiently large n, exponentially:

N (n) r-;» a 2C(d,l<;)ndk - 1 , (9)

where al is a constant independent of n, and the rate of growth, C( d, k), is termed the
(noiseless) capacity of the dk - constrained channel. The capacity of a dk-constrained
channel, denoted by C(d, k), is the 2-base logarithm of the largest real root of the
characteristic equation [10]

Pdk(Z) = 2::= z-i = 1.
iEdk

(10)

Using the above characteristic equation, it is not difficult to compute the capacity of
dk-constrained channels. The capacity C( d, k, s) of dk- sequences where the marker
s is forbidden can be found from the next theorem.

'I'heorern 4.1. C(d, k, s) = log2À, where À is the largest real root of

(11)

Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.7. 0bserve that the numerator and denom-
inator of the R.H.S. of (8) have no common factors. 0
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From this expression, the loss in capacity due to the marker can be bounded in
terms of L( s). We only state the result here, for a proof we refer to [11].

Corollary 4.2. For given sync pattern length L( s), we have log2 À/ ::; C( d, k, s) ::;
log, Àu, where À/ is the largest real root of

Pdk(Z) - z-L(s) - 1 = 0

and Àu is the largest real root of
p-l

Pdk(Z) - z-L(s) - 1 - (1 - Pdk(Z)) 2:=: z-i(d+l) = O.
i=l

The lower bound is attained if s is overlapp-free, i:e., if Rss = {A}.
Results of computations for selected (d, k) parameters are collected in Table 1.

For more extended computations and for a discussion of code design, encoder- and
decoder complexity and other implementation issues, we refer to a forthcoming paper
[11].

5 Discussion

We have shown how to compute the capacity of dk-constrained channels that admit
a prefix-synchronized format based on a given marker s. Let us remark that it is
possible to extend these results to the case where a collection of markers is used
for synchronization purposes. Again it is possible (at least in theory) to compute
capacities by extending the results of Section 3.
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s C(1,3,s) C(l, 7, s) C(2,7,s)
1000 .40569
1010 .46496
10100 .45316
100010 .48673
100100 .50630
101010 .51737
1000000 .66262 .48913
1000010 .66262
1000100 .50902 .66262 .48913
1001010 .50902 .66262
1010010 .51606 .66422
10000000 .66903 .49791
10000010 .66903
10000100 .66903 .49791
10001000 .52934 .67047 .50202
10001010 .52352 .66903
10010010 .52352 .66903
10010100 .52785 .66998
10100010 .52669 .66965
10101010 .53691 .67302
100000010 .67296
100000100 .67296 .50395
100001000 .67296 .50395
100100100 .67448 .50841
1000000100 .50811
10000000100 .51097

Table 1: Capacity of selected (d, k, s )-constrained channels.
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Relaxed conditions for successful
generalized minimum distance decoding
Henk D.L. Hollmann and Ludo M.G.M. Tolhuizen 1

Abstract.
We present a new condition for Generalized Minimum Distance decoding to guarantee correct
decoding. Then we apply our results to the decoding of product codes. It is shown that the class of
error patterns that is corrected by a slightly adapted version of the well-known decoding algorithm
for product codes is much larger than was known up to now.

1 Introduction

In a famous paper [1], G. David Forney, Jr.. introduced the concept of Generalized Min-
imum Distance Decoding. This decoding method for error correcting block codes with
an erasure-and-error decoding algorithm (e.g., BCH codes [3], [2]) applies to the situation
where some side information is available on the reliability of each received symbol (soft
decision information).

The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 2 we introduce our terminology
and we state Forney's result. In Section 3 we derive Forney's result under a much weaker
condition. We do so using very much the same methods as in [1]. The method of general-
ized minimum distance decoding is not only useful for practical applications, but also for
theoretical investigations. For example, this method can be used to devise an algorithm
to decode product codes up to the minimum distance [3,5,6]. We shall discuss the conse-
quences of our improvements to the decoding of product codes in Section 4. It is shown
that the class of error patterns that are corrected by a slightly adapted version of the well
known algorithm for decoding product codes is much larger than was known before.

2 Background and definitions

Let us assume that an error correcting block code C ç Qn is used to transmit messages
over a noisy communication channel, where Q denotes the symbol alphabet of C. We will
furthermore assume that C has an erasure-and-error decoding algorithm that can correct
any combination of f erasures and e errors for which f + 2e < d, where d is a lower bound
for the minimum Hamming distance of C. (For example, C could be a BCH code with
designed distance d.) Recall that the Hamming distance bH(X, y) between two words x and
y in Q" is defined as

bH (x, y) := 1 { i 1 Xi i- v. } I·

Let Q denote the output alphabet of the channel. For convienence, we will assume that
Q ç Q, i.e., we consider Q as embedded into Q.

lThe authors are with Philips Research Laboratories, P.O.Box 80.000, 5600J A Eind-
hoven, The Netherlands
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Now suppose that a codeword cE C is transmitted, and let r E Qn be the received word.
We will assume that at the receiver end of the channel a hard-decision estimate r E Q"
for T (and hence for c) is obtained, together with a reliability vector a = (al"'" an),
0:::;Ct; :::; 1. The quantities ai can be thought of as measuring in some sense the reliability
of the estimate ri for c., Large values of ai will correspond to highly reliable estimates.
The idea is to use the soft-decision information contained in a in the decoding of T. This
is done in the following way.

Let ai := 0, a;, ... ,a;" together contain all distinct values assumed by the quantities
ai, numbered such that ai :::;a; :::;... :::;a;" :::;1. Moreover, assume that the positions are
partitioned into sets FI, ... , Fm such that ai = ak if iE Fk' Now, the decoder successively
considers the positions i contained in the sets

F(k).- k F.
.- Uj=1 J' (1)

k = 1, ... ,rn, in r as erasures and applies the erasure-and-error decoding algorithm for C
to r, thus producing a set of tentative codewords c(1), ... ,c(m). Then as definite decoding
the word c(i) is selected, where çU) minimizes o,,(r,c(k)), k=I,2, ... , m. Here,

n

o,,(x, y) = L aioH(xi, y;).
i=l

(2)

In a famous paper [IJ, Forney has shown that the above decoding scheme, which he
called qenerali zed minimum distance decoding (GMD), decodes correctly (i.e., correctly
retreives c from T) whenever 0 :::;ai :::;1 for all i, and

n

2o,,(c,r) + L(1 - ai) < d.
i=l

(3)

In fact, Forney originally formulated his condition as

i(C, T) < ~d, (4)

where i(X,T) := /:7-1 i(Xi,Ti) and

{
(I - ai)/2,

i(Xi, r;):= (1 + ai)/2,
if z, = Ti;
if z, t Ti·

(s)

3 A new condition for successful GMD

It turns out that GMD retrieves the transmitted codeword if the condition (4) is weakened.
Our method of proof will be the same as Forney's [1], with some small refinements.

In what follows, we will consider the reliability class FI as erasures. (Recall that ai = °
for iE Fl' We allow the case where FI = 0.) Let

(6)

denote the number of erasures. Of course, we assume that f < d. We introduce a new
measure i+ as follows. For x, yE Q" and P ç {I, ... ,n}, let

iP(X,y):= Li(Xi,Yi),
iEP

(7)
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and put
,'(x, y):= max ,P(x, y).

PÇ{ l. ....n }\P1
IPI=d-f

(Here ,(Xi, Yi) is as defined in (5).) We will show that GMD edecodes correctly under the
weaker assumption that

(8)

J < d, ,'(c,r) < (d - J)/2. (9)

Just as in [1], this is done in two steps. First we show that the correct codeword is selected
from the tentative decodings if it is among them (Theorem 3.1); next it is shown that the
correct codeword is indeed among the tentative codewords (Corollary 3.3).
Remark that condition (4) implies both parts of condition (9). Observe also that there
can be at most one codeword satisfying (4) or (9); indeed, it is easily seen that

,(c, r) + ,(c', r) 2: d, ,'(e,r) + ,'(e',r) 2: d - J, (10)

if e and c' are distinct code words. Finally we remark that both parts of condition (9) are
homogeneous in a. (Indeed, for each P<;;:: {I, ... ,n}\Fl of size d-I, the condition ,P(x,y)
< Hd-f) is equivalent to the condition LiEP ai (1-2dH(Xi,Yi)) >0.) In what follows, we will
assume that the a;'s are scaled such that 0:::; ai :::;1, but the homegenity of condition (9)
mentioned above implies that our results hold whenever ai 2:0 for all i.

For notational convenience, we put

d':= d - J, with E := {i I c, i= Ti}. (11)

Theorem 3.1. If (9) holds, then ba(c,r) < ba(c',r) for all codewords c' i= e.

Proof. Let D := {i ti: Fl I c, i- c:}. By the definition of ba, we have

ba(e,r) - ba(e',r) = I:a;[bH(ei,ri) - bH(C;,ri)].
iED

(12)

Now remark that for iE D n E', we have

(13)

and for iE D \ E', we have

(14)

If we now combine (12), (13), and (14), then we find

iEDnE' iED\E' iED

By definition, we have IDI 2: d'. By the assumption (9), the average value of ,(ei, ri) over
the d' "heaviest" non-erased positions is less than 1/2. Therefore, certainly

1TDI i~ ,(Ci, r;) < 1/2,

which, in combination with (3), shows that ba (e, r) - ba (c', r) < 0, as was to be proved.
o
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Theorem 3.2. Let P ç {l, ... ,n} \ FI' IPI = d'. If, ..t(c,r) < d'/2, then there IS

an integer t, 1 :S t :S rn, such that

!F(t) n PI + 21(E \ F(t)) n PI < d'. (15)

Proof. Let a' be the vector a' = (ai, ... , a;',.). (Recall that ai = ai: for i E Fb and
ai :S ... :S a;'" :Sl.) Let a(t) be the vector with m-I components defined by

t-I

(t)._~a .- (0, ... ,0,1, ... 1),

t = 1, ... ,m, and let
m

F(x) := L[(1 + xJIE n Fj n PI + (1 - Xj)I(Fj \ E) n Pil.
j=2

Observe that F(x) is an affinely linear function of the vector x = (X2,"" xm), i.e., F(>\x +
J.Ly) = >"'F(x) + J.LF(y) if À + J.L = 1, and also

F(a') = 2,...t(c,r),

and
F(a(t)) = !F(t) n PI + 21(E \ F(t)) n PI,

1 :S t :S m. The idea of the proof is that a' is in the convex hull of the a(t), t = 1, ... , m.
Indeed, let

>"'1 .- a;,
>"'t a;+l - a;, 2 :S t :S m - 1,
x; 1- a;".

Then our assumptions imply that 0 < x, < 1, 1 :s: J' < m, 2:7'=1 >"'j= 1, and

m

a' = L >"'ta(t),
t=1

It follows that
m m

F(a') = F(L >"'ta(t)) = L >"'tF(a(t)),
t=1 t=1

and since by assumption, F( a') < d', we find that F( a(t)) < d' holds for at least one I.
and the theorem follows. 0

Corollary 3.3. If (9) holds, then

!F(t)1 + 21E \ F(t)1 < d

for some integer t, 1 :S t :s: m, or, in other words, e = e(t) for some t.

Proof. Let P be a subset of the positions, IPI = d', of the form

P = E' U F2 U , .. U r, U R,
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with 1 S; k S; rn - 1 and R ç Fk+l' (Note that, as remarked before, condition (9) implies
IE'I < d', so that a set P of this form can indeed be found.) According to Theorem 3.2,
there is an integer t, 1 S; t S; rn, such that (15) holds. We claim that t S; k. Indeed, if
t > k, then

IF(t) n PI + 21(E \ F(t)) n PI 2: IPI = d',

contradicting (15). But if t S; k, then

W(t) n PI + 21(E \ F(t)) n PI = W(t) \ Fli + 21E \ F(t)l,

and since W(t) \ Fli = W(t) I - I, the corollary follows. D

As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3, we find that GMD correctly
retreives c from r if condition (9) holds.

4 Application of GMD to the decoding of product
codes

Let Cc and Cr be two codes over the same alphabet of length n, and nr> respectively,
and minimum distance de and d., respectively. The product code Cp=Ce x Cr consists of
all nexnr matrices with all rows in Cr and all columns in Cc [2,3]. We describe a small
modification of a well-known decoding algorithm for product codes. First, all columns of
the received matrix are decoded with an erasure-and-error decoder for Cc. The reliability
aj of each symbol in column j is defined as

{
0 if no decoding could be made in column j,

1 - (2wj + p;}/de otherwise.

Here, Pj and Wj denote the number of erasures and the estimated number of errors in
column i, respectively. We assume that 2wj + Pi <d" as otherwise we do not expect to be
able to do a decoding. Next, GMD is applied to each row of the column-decoded matrix.
It can be shown that any error matrix with P erasures and r errors is corrected, provided
that p+2r <drde ([6]; in [5], the no-erasures case is treated). As Cp has minimum distance
d.d, ([2,3]), this decoding scheme corrects up to the correcting capabilities of Cp.

We note that in both [5] and [6] Forney's results ([IJ) are invoked. As we improved on
Forney's result, we should be able to improve on the results from [5] and [6]! Indeed, as
before let us use GMD in each row of the matrix after column decoding. Let F 1 denote
the set of columns with a-value 0, and let Pj and Vj denote the number of erased and
erroneous positions, respectively, in the j-th column of the received matrix.

If f=IF11<d., and Ij for each (d.-f)-subset P of {i,... ,nr}\Fl we

.11L mm(d"vj + -Pi) < -2(dr - f)d"
JEP 2

then the correct codeword is retrieved.

Theorem 4.1.
have

Proof. Let ci and ri denote the j-th column of the transmitted matrix and the received
matrix after column decoding, respectively. We consider the decoding of the k-th row of
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the received matrix after column decoding. We claim that for each j\t'F 1 we have

Indeed, if cj=rj, then(cj)k=(rj)k and so ')'((cj)..,(rj)..) = Hl-aj) = (2wj + pj)/2dc =
(21/j + pj)/2dc• Now suppose that Cj =l=rj. Then, by denoting by d' the number of non-
erased positions in which two words differ, we have

(Here Yj denotes the j-th column of the received matrix before column decoding.) So
')'((cj)drj)..) s: 1(1 + aj) = (2dc - 2wj - pj)/2dc s: (21/j + pj)/2dc•

Moreover, for each j we have that OS: aF::;! and so ')'((Cj)kl(rj)..) S:1. So for each
(dr-f)-subset P of {I, ... ,nr}\Fl we have

According to the results in Section 3, the above inequality implies that GMD correctly
retrieves the transmitted codeword in each row. 0

Corollary 4.2. If for each dç-subset P of {1,... .n,} we have

then the correct code word is retrieved.

Proof. As I/j+1pj2: 1dc for jEFll the conditions of the corollary imply the conditions
of Theorem (4.1). 0

Corollary 4.2 may be interpreted as follows. An error matrix is decoded correctly if its
d, most seriously corrupted columns are not corrupted too seriously. It does not matter
what happens in the other columns. One may typically think of combinations ot burst
errors, corrupting a few columns, and random errors corrupting the other columns.

Remark that in order to lower the probability of miscorrection when GMD is applied,
each row-candidate could be tested on condition (9). Also, upon completing the decoding
of a received matrix, each column could be tested for membership in Cc'

It is interesting to note that in the non-erasure case, that is, if Pj=O for all j, it can
be shown ([4]) that the received matrix is closer in Hamming sense to the transmitted
codeword than to any other codeword if the condition of Corollary 4.2 is fulfilled.

5 Concluding remarks

1. For a more extended report of this work, with also includes comparison with other older
results and generalizations to Q-ary signalling, we refer to [7).
2. After completion of this work, the authors learned that other authors obtained similar
results indepently. Our work includes the main result from [8) and [9], but we feel our
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methods are both interesting and more simple. Also [10] and [n] has results very similar
to ours, albeit without proofs.
3. The authors gratefully acknowledge the inspring work of their colleague Stan Baggen.
Baggen formulated Corollary 4.2 for the no-erasure case and provided an ingenious but
involved proof very different from ours.
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METHODS FOR CASCADING
RUNLENGTH-LIMITED SEQUENCES

Jas H. Weber and Khaled A.S. Abdel-Ghaffar*

Abstract

In magnetic storage devices, it is often required to map the data into runlength-
limited sequences. To ensure that cascading such sequences does not violate
the runlength constraints, a number of merging bits are inserted between any
two subsequent sequences. Tang and Bahl (1970) and Beenker and Schouhamer
Immink (1983) proposed two merging methods for this purpose. We present a
new merging method and compare the efficiency of the three methods.

1 Introduction
Many modulation systems used in magnetic and optical recording are based on binary
runlength-limited codes. A string of bits is said to be runlength-limited if the number
of zeros between two consecutive ones is bounded between a certain minimum value
d and a certain maximum value k. The lower runlength constraint is imposed to
reduce intersymbol interference, while the upper runlength constraint is imposed to
maintain synchronization. For a general introduction on the theory of runlength-
limited sequences and its applications we refer to the excellent overview papers by
Siegel [3] and Schouhamer Immink [21.

In order to guarantee that cascading runlength-limited sequences of fixed length
again gives sequences satisfying the runlength constraints, merging techniques have
been given by Tang and Bahl [4] and Beenker and Schouhamer Immink [1]. In this
paper we propose a third method and compare the efficiency of the three methods.

We will use the following notation. Let M(n,d,k,I,r) denote the set of binary
vectors of length n, starting with at most I zeros, ending with at most r zeros, and
having at least d and at most k zeros between two consecutive ones. The cardinality
of M(n,d,k,I,r) will be denoted by M(n,d,k,I,r). Throughout this paper we will
assume that the integers n, d, k, I, and r satisfy n ;::::2k + 2, 1 ::; 2d ::; k, 0 < I ::; k,
and 0 ::; r < k. These intervals seem to cover all choices which are of practical
interest .

• J.H. Weber is with the Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Information Theory Group, P.O. Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands. KA.S. Abdel-Ghaffar
is with the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of California,
Davis, CA 95616, USA. K.A.S. Abdel-Ghaffar was supported in part by NSF Grant NCR 89-08105
and by an IBM Faculty Development Award.
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A way to guarantee that cascading of vectors from .M (n, d, k , I, r) gives sequences
still satisfying the d and the k constraints is to insert B merging bits between any two
consecutive vectors. If we use the set .M (n, d, k, I, r) as a runlength-limited code where
each codeword corresponds to a message, then the actual number of bits needed to
represent a message is N = n + B. The code rate R can thus be defined by

R = log2M(n,d,k,l,r).
N

Our goal will be to maximize this code rate for given values of d, k, and N. Note the
following with regard to the choices of I and r . On one hand, it seems a good idea to
take large values for I (and r), since M(n,d,k,l',r) ~ M(n,d,k,l,r) ifO:S: 1:S: [':S: k.
On the other hand, small values of I and r may require less merging bits than large
values, which allows an increase in n for a fixed N.

The rest of this paper will be organized as follows. In Section 2 we consider
merging rules for certain choices of I and r , which lead to the determination of
the minimum number of merging bits needed for any choice of I and r . Then, in
Section 3, we compare the different methods in efficiency. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 4.

2 Merging rules

In this section we treat some methods for cascading vectors from M(n,d,k,l,r) by
inserting B merging bits between any two consecutive vectors. A very simple method
can be used when I and r are such that I + r :s: k - d. In these cases we can choose
B = d and set all merging bits equal to zero [1]. However, by letting the merging
bits depend on the tail of the preceding vector and the head of the next vector, more
efficient schemes can be achieved. In order to describe such methods, let s denote
the number of zeros following the last one in the preceding vector and let t denote
the number of zeros preceding the first one in the next vector. Further, let aj denote
the sequence of length ja in which the vector a of length a is repeated j times. For
example, 100(10)504 is a short notation for the vector 10010101010100000 of length
17. Finally, la J and ral will denote the largest integer not exceeding the real number
a and the smallest integer not less than the real number a, respectively.

Tang and Bahl [4] presented a method for the case I = r = k with B = d + 2
merging bits. The way in which the merging bits are chosen is listed in Table 1.

Beenker and Schouhamer Immink [1] introduced the idea of reducing the maxi-
mum number of starting and ending zeros in a vector in order to lower the necessary
number of merging bits. Their method for I = r = k - d uses only B = d merging
bits. The way in which these bits are chosen is shown in Table 2. Beenker and
Schouhamer Immink's method appeared to be more efficient than the one of Tang
and Bahl in all cases considered in [1].

In Table 3 we present a merging rule with B = d + 1 which maintains the d and
the k constraints as long as I and r satisfy 1+ r :s: 2k - d. The choice I = k -ld/2 J and
r = k - rd/21 maximizes M(n, d, k, I, r) over all possible l and r with 1+ r :s: 2k - d.
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Table 1: Tang and Bahl's merging rule with B = d + 2, l = r = k, k ~ 2d ~ 1.

8,t I merging bits
lOdl
lOd+l
Od+ll

Od-slos+l
Od+2

8 ~ d and t ~ d
8 ~ d and t < d
8 < d and t ~ d

8 < d and t < d and 8 + t > k - d - 2
8 < d and t < d and 8 + t :::::k - d - 2

Table 2: Beenker and Schouhamer Immink's merging rule with B = d, l = r = k - d,
k ~ 2d ~ 1.

8,t
Od

Od-sios-l
lOd-l

merging bits
8+t:::::k-d

8 + t > k - d and 8 :::::d
8 + t > k - d and 8 > d

Table 3: New merging rule with B = d + 1, l + r = 2k - d, k ~ 2d ~ 1.

8,t
Od+l

OtlOd-t
Odl
lOd

Ot+d-klOk-t

merging bits
8+t<k-d

8 + t ~ k - d and 8 < d and t < d
8 + t ~ k - d and 8 < d and t ~ d

8 + t ~ k - d and 8 ~ d and t < k - d
8 + t ~ k - d and 8 ~ d and t ~ k - d
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We are now ready to derive for fixed d, k, and n, the minimum value of B as a
function of I and r . This minimum value is denoted by ;3(l, r).

Theorem 1 For all d, k, and n such that n 2 2k + 2 and k 2 2d :::0: 1 we have

;3(I,r) = f ~+1ld + 2

Ij max{l,r} ::::k - d
Ij max{l, r} > k - d and I + r ::::2k - d
Ij 2k - d < I+ r ::::2k

Proof. We start by showing that in each of the three cases, the value of ;3(1,r) IS

at least equal to the indicated number. First, observe that for all I and r we need at
least d merging bits to deal with the situation of a vector ending with a one while
the next vector starting with a one (s = t = 0). Next, note that if I > k - d it is
impossible to choose d merging bits to deal with the situation s = 0 and t = k - d + 1.
If r > k - d a similar argument holds. Finally, if I + r > 2k - d it is impossible to
find d + 1merging bits to deal with the situations s + t = 2k - d + l.

The second part of the proof, in which we must show that the value of ;3(1,r) is at
most equal to the indicated number in each of the three cases, immediately follows
from the merging rules presented in Tables 2, 3, and 1, respectively. 0

Note that the value of ;3(1,r) does depend on the values of d and k, but does not
depend on the value of n.

3 Efficiency
In this section we try to find out which merging rule is most efficient. As mentioned
before, a suitable efficiency measure is the code rate R for fixed d, k, and N. It
follows from Section 2 that we need to compare the following three options:

M(n,d,k,k,k)
M(n + l,d,k,k -ld/2J,k - rd/21)

M(n + 2, d, k, k - d, k - d)

(Tablel,B=d+2)
(Table 3, B = d + 1)
(Table 2, B = d)

The method giving the largest value can be called most efficient, since in all three
options N = n + d + 2 bits are assigned to a message.

The following theorem shows that Beenker and Schouhamer Immink's method is
always at least as efficient as Tang and Bahl's.

Theorem 2 For k :::0: 2d :::0: 1 and n :::0: 2k + 2, we have

M(n+2,d,k,k-d,k-d) 2 M(n,d,k,k,k),

with equality Ij and only if k = 2d.

Proof. We first give a one-to-one map <P from M(n,d,k,k,k) into M(n+ 2,d,k,k-
d, k - d). Let x E M (n, d, k , k , k). Let a denote the number of leading zeros in x and
let b denote the number of trailing zeros in x. Hence, 0 ::::a ::::k and 0 ::::b ::::k. We
consider four cases:
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(i) a s: k - d - 1 and b s: k - d - 1: </>(x) = OxO,

(ii) a s: k - d - 1 and b 2: k - d: </>(x) = OxI.

(iii) a 2: k - d and b s: k - d - 1: </>(x) = Lxû,

(iv) a 2: k - d and b 2: k - d: </>(x) = Ix l .

It is clear that the map </>is indeed one-to-one, and so M(n + 2, d, k, k - d, k - d) 2:
M(n,d,k,k,k),

To show strict inequality for k > 2d, consider the vector ti = 10dl0Y(lOd)Z, where
y = n + d + 2 - l(n + 2)/(d + 1)J(d + 1) and z = l(n + 2)/(d + I)J - 2, Notice
that ti E ,M(n + 2, d, k, k - d, k - d), However, ti is not the image of any vector in
M(n,d,k,k,k) under </>,since all images starting with a one are followed by at least
k - d (> d) zeros,

To show equality for k = 2d, it is sufficient to give a one-to-one map 'lj; from
M (n + 2, d, 2d, d, d) into M (n, d, 2d, 2d, 2d), Let x E ,M(n + 2, d, 2d, d, d), The image
'lj;(x) is obtained by deleting the first and the last coordinates of x, Again, it is easy
to see that this map is indeed one-to-one, D

The new method with d + 1 merging bits can also be shown to be at least as
efficient as Tang and Bahf's. This is done in the next theorem,

Theorem 3 For k 2: 2d 2: 1 and n 2: 2k + 2, we have

M(n + 1, d, k, k - ld/2J, k - 1d/2l) 2: M(n, d, k, k, kj,

with equality if and only Ij k = 2d = 2,

Proof. We first give a one-to-one map </>from M(n, d, k, k, k) into M(n + 1, d, k, k-
ld/2J, k -Id/2l), Let x E M (n, d, k, k, k), Let a and b denote the number of leading
and trailing zeros in x, respectively, Hence, 0 s: a s: k, 0 s: b s: k , and each x can be
written uniquely as O"x'Ob, where x' is a vector of length n - a - b both starting and
ending with a one, We consider four cases:

(i) a < k - l d/2 J and b s: k - 1d/2l: </>(x) = oa+1x'ob,

(ii) a 2: k - ld/2J and b s: k -ld/2l: </>(x) = io-x'o'.

(iii) a < d and b > k-ld/2l: </>(x) = 10b-k+r3d/21-1x'oa+k-r3d/21+1,

(iv) a 2: d and b > k -ld/2l: </>(x) = 10b-k+r3d/21-1x'oalOk-r3d/21,

We now show that </>is indeed one-to-one. Notice that </>(x) starts with a zero in case
(i), with a one followed by at least k - ld/2 J zeros in in case (ii), and with a one
followed by at most 13d/2l-1 « k -l d/2 J) zeros in cases (iii) and [iv}, Furthermore,
</>(x) ends with at least k - 13d/2l + 1 zeros in case (iii) and with k - 13d/2l zeros
in case [iv}. Hence, from </>(x), we can determine which case applies to x, and next
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we can determine in each case x' and the values of a and b, and thus x. This shows
that <f; is one-to-one.

To show strict inequality, consider the vector u = (lQd)ln/(d+l)Jon-(d+lJln!(d+l)Jl.
Notice that u E .M(n+l,d,k,k-ld/2J,k-id/2l). However, unless k = 2d = 2, u is
not the image of any vector in .M (n, d., k , k, k) under <f; since all images starting with
a one followed by d zeros belong to cases (iii) and (iv) in which the images end with
at least k - i3d/2l (> 0) zeros.

To show equality for k = 2d = 2, it is sufficient to give a one-to-one map 1jJ from
M(n + 1,1,2,2,1) into .M(n,I,2,2,2). Let x E .M(n + 1,1,2,2,1). The image 1jJ(x)
is obtained by deleting the last coordinate of x. It is easy to see that this map is
indeed one-to-one. 0

So the only thing left to do is the comparison between Beenker and Schouhamer
Immink's method (Table 2) and the new method (Table 3). This problem has
not been completely solved yet. The next two theorems show that Beenker and
Schouhamer Immink's method is more efficient if k ~ l5d/2 J, but that the new
method is more efficient if k = 2d.

Theorem 4 For d ~ 1, k ~ l5d/2J, and n ~ 2k + 2, we have

M(n+2,d,k,k-d,k-d) ~M(n+l,d,k,k-ld/2J,k-id/2l),

with equality if and only if k = 2d = 2.

Proof. We first give a one-to-one map <f; from .M(n + l,d,k,k -ld/2J,k - id/2l)
into .M(n + 2,d,k,k - d,k - d). Let x E .M(n + l,d,k,k - ld/2J,k - id/2l). Let
a and b denote the number of leading and trailing zeros in x, respectively. Hence,
o ::; a ::; k - ld/2 J, 0 ::; b ::; k - id/2l, and each x can be written uniquely as oax'ob,
where x' is a vector of length n - a - b + 1 both starting and ending with a one. We
consider four cases:

(i) a < k - d and b ::; k - d: <f;(x) = oa+1x'ob.

(ii) a ~ k - d and b ::; k - d: <f;(x) = lQax'ob.

(iii) a < d and b > k - d: <f;(x) = lQb-k+2d-lx,oa+k-2d+l.

(iv) a ~ d and b > k - d: <f;(x) = 10b-k+2d-lx,oa+ld/2Jl0k-l5d/2J.

We now show that <f; is one-to-one. Notice that <f;(x) starts with a zero in case (i),
with a one followed by at least k - d zeros in case (ii), and with a one followed by at
most l3d/2J -1 « k - d) zeros in cases (iii) and (iv). Furthermore, <f;(x) ends with
at least k - 2d + 1 zeros in case (iii) and with k - l5d/2 J « k - 2d + 1) zeros in case
(iv). Hence, from <f;(x), we can determine which case applies to x, and next we can
determine in each case x' and the values of a and b, and thus x. This shows that <f;
is one-to-one.

In order to show strict inequality unless k = 2d = 2, consider the vector u =
(lQd)yozlQdlQk-l5d/2J, where y = 1 + l(n - k + ld/2J -l)/(d + l)J and z = n - k +
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ld/2J -l-(d+l) l(n-k+ ld/2J -l)/(d+l)J. Notice that ti E .M(n+2, d, k, k-d, k-d).
Wewill argue that ti is not the image of any vector in .M (n+ 1, d, k, k-l d/2 J, k-I d/21)
under <p.All images starting with a one followed by d zeros and ending with k-l5d/2 J
zeros belong to cases (ii) and (iv). If ti is the image of a vector x belonging to case
(ii), then d = a ~ k - d, which implies k ::::;2d. Since k ~ l5d/2J we get d = 1 and
k = 2. On the other hand, if ti is the image of a vector x belonging to case (iv),
then d = 1 since the last one in <p(x) is preceded by at least l3d/2 J zeros while the
last one in ti is preceded by d zeros. However, there is no vector x belonging to case
(iv) if d = 1 since b > k - d = k - 1 in this case, which contradiets the assumption
b::::; k - Id/2l

Equality for k = 2d = 2 follows from Theorems 2 and 3.

Theorem 5 For d ~ 1, and n ~ 4d + 2, we have

o

M(n + 1, d, 2d, 13d/21, l3d/2J) ~ M(n + 2, d, 2d, d, d),

with equality if and only !j d = 1.

Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorems 2 and 3. o

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have considered three cascading methods for binary sequences of
fixed length n in which any two consecutive ones are separated by at least d and at
most k zeros, where n, d, and k are integers satisfying n ~ 2k + 2 and k ~ 2d ~ 1:
a method by Tang and Bahl needing d + 2 merging bits, a method by Beenker and
Schouhamer Immink needing d merging bits, and a new method needing d+ 1 merging
bits. It turned out that Tang and Bahl's method is never more efficient than the other
two. Beenker and Schouhamer Immink's method is most efficient if k ~ l5d/2 J, but
the new method is most efficient if k = 2d. The case 2d < k < l5d/2 J has not been
solved yet.
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The Capacity Region of the Compound
Interference Channel with Additive Almost

Gaussian Noise

Vyacheslav V. Prelov", and Edward C. van der Meulen!

Abstract

A continuous memoryless interference channel with two senders and two
receivers and independent additive noise is considered in the situation that both
senders send simultaneously to both receivers. For each receiver the additive
noise is the sum of a Gaussion noise Wi and an independent small noise Zie Ei)
such that Zie Ei) -+ 0 as Ei -+ O. The average powers of the input signals are
assumed to be bounded. An asymptotic expression for the capacity region C(El, E2)
of such channel as Ei -+ 0 is obtained if the small noises Zie Ei) satisfy a certain
moment condition, i = 1,2. This asymptotic expression is exact up to terms of
order o(Ei), Ei -+ 0, for the same value of n (n = 2,3,01' 4) for which the moment
conditions are satisfied.

I. INTRODUCTION

We consider a discrete-time, amplitude-continuous, memoryless interference chan-
nel (IFC) with two senders and two receivers and additive almost Gaussian noise, for
the communication situation in which both senders send independent messages simul-
taneously to both receivers. This channel is called a compound IFC with additive
almost Gaussian noise (AAGN). It is the analogue of the discrete memoryless com-
pound IFC considered by Ahlswede [1], for the case that the input and output signals
are continuous and power-constrained and the channel noise is additive and almost
Gaussian.

More specifically, if Xl and X2 denote the input signals and Y3 and Y4 the output
signals, the channel operation of the IFC with AAGN is defined by

(la)
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and
(lb)

Here a, b, c and d are fixed, real-valued channel parameters, Wl and W2 are (possibly
dependent) Gaussian noise random variables (RV's) with mean ° and variances a~,a~,
respectively (i.e., W; '" N(O, an, i = 1,2), and Zl(<"l) and Z2(<"2) are arbitrary RV's
satisfying

EZi( <"i) = 0, EZ;( <"i) = <";, i = 1,2, (2)
with e, > 0. Moreover, Wi and Zi(<"i) are assumed to be independent RV's, i =
1,2, but the pairs (Wl, Zl(El)) and (W2, Z2(E2)) are possibly dependent. The RV's
Z! (El)' Z2( (2) represent small additional non-Gaussian noises. Indeed, Zi (Ei) --+ ° a.s.
as Ei --+ 0, i = 1,2. Hence, Wl + Zl(Ed and W2 + Z2(E2) are almost Gaussian for Ei
small. This explains why (1) describes the operation of an IFC with additive almost
Gaussian noise.

Since the IFC is assumed to be discrete-time and memoryless, at each time instant
kinputs Xlk and X2k are transmitted over the AAGN IFC, resulting in outputs 13k
and Y4k, respectively, defined by

(3a)

and
(3b)

where {Wid~l,i = 1,2, is a sequence of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.)
RV's, Wik rv N(O, af), and {Zik(Ei)}~lli = 1,2, is a sequence of i.i.d. RV's with
arbitrary common distribution such that EZik(Ei) = 0, EZ;k(Ei) = Er For each k ~ 1,
and i = 1,2, Wik and Zik(Ei) are assumed to be independent, whereas (Wlk,Zlk(Ed)
and (W2k, Z2k(E2)) may be dependent pairs.

In an IFC, the senders and receivers are alllocated at different terminals. Here, at
time instant k, Xlk serves as input at terminal1and X2k is the input at terminal 2.
At the same time, output Y3k is received at terminal 3 and output Y4k is received at
terminal4. When using the AAGN IFC during a block of N transmissions, we impose
power constraints on the input words (Xll' ... , XlN) and (X21' ... , X2N) of the form

1 N

N l>?k:::; Pi, i = 1,2,
k=l

(4)

where PI and P2 are fixed positive constants.
In the compound IFC communication configuration considered here (and as intro-

duced by Ahlswede [1]), each transmitter attempts to communicate simultaneously
with both receivers by sending the same message to both output users. The capacity
region of the compound AAGN IFC, specified by (1), (2), and (4), is defined as the
set of all rate pairs which are achievable using the average error probability criterion,
and is denoted by C(El, (2)' We are interested in studying the asymptotic behavior of
C(EI, (2) as El --+ 0, E2 --+ 0. Since by definition, Zi(O) = 0, i = 1,2, we note that C(O, 0)
stands for the capacity region of the compound additive (pure) Gaussian noise IFC,
also under the input constraints (4). In the Theorem below we provide an asymp-
totic expression for C( El, (2) as Ei --+ 0, i = 1,2, if certain moment conditions on the
additional noise variables Zl (El) and Z2( (2) are satisfied.
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Il. STATEMENT OF THE RESULT

First consider the following region. Let R( Ell (2) be the union of all pairs (Rl, R2)

such that
o ~ s. < min{I(XI;Y3 I X2),I(XI; Y4 I X2)}
o ~ Rz ~ min{I(X2;Y3 I Xd,I(X2; Y4 I Xd}
n; + Rz ~ min{I(XI, Xz; Y3),I(XllXZ; Y4)},

(Sa)
(Sb)

(Se)
where the union is taken over all independent probability densities !x"X2(XI, xz) =
!X,(XI)!X2(XZ) such that EX? ~ Pi,i = 1,2. Arguing as in Gallager [2J [Chapter 7J,
it then follows from the results by Ahlswede [IJ, that R( Eb tz) is an achievable rate
region for the compound AAGN IFC. Our main result is now the following.

Theorem: If the added small noises ZI(tI) and Zz(tz) satisfy, besides (2), the
condition that

(6)
for n = 2,3 or 4, some a,O < a < 1, and all ti sufficiently small, i = 1,2, then the
capacity region C(tI, (2) of the compound AAGN IFC can be represented as the set
C( tI, tz) of all pairs tn; Rz) such that

o ~ s, ~min{C(aZPd(17i + ti)) + o(tn,C(eZPd(17~ + t~)) + O(E;)} (7a)

0::::: Rz < min{C(d2Pz/(17~ + Em + O(E;),CWpz/(17i + tm + O(t~)} (7b)
n, + R2 < min{C((aZPI + bZpz)/(17i + Ei)) + o(t~),

C((e2 PI + dZPz)/(17~ + tm + O(E;)}, (7e)
as ti -+ 0, i = 1,2, where n corresponds to the value 2,3 or 4 for which (6) holds, and
C(t) = (1/2) log(l + t).

To prove the forward part of the Theorem, we evaluate the mutual information
functions appearing in (5) for a properly chosen independent input probability as-
signment. We then apply Remark 2.S of Prelov [3J, which states that if V; (Ei) is a
Gaussian RV, independent of Wi, having the same mean and variance as Ziet;), and
(6) is satisfied for n = 2,3, or 4, then the relation

h(Wi + Zi(ti)) = h(Wi + V;(ti)) + o(t7) (8)

holds for the corresponding value of n as Ei -+ O. Here, h(U) denotes the differential
entropy of U. To establish the converse part, we first derive an outer bound on C( tI, tz),
using a standard Fano argument, and then apply (8) to various entropy expressions
occurring in it.

Remark. The IFC with additive (pure) Gaussian noise is defined by (la) and (lb),
by setting ti = 0 and thus Zi(ti) = o. The capacity region of the compound IFC with
additive (pure) Gaussian noise equals C(O, 0) and follows from the above Theorem by
letting ti -+ 0 in (7).
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Upper Bounds for Unit Square Resolution
J.PJ\'f. Schalkwijk

Abstract

Schalkwijk's (1983) bootstrapping strategy for the binary multiplying channel
(BMC) essentially revolves around two resolutions within the unit square, i.e. an
'inner bound type' (i-) a.nd a.n 'outer hound type' (0-) resolution. With the initial
i-resolution the variable length stra.tegy introduces an amount of i-unccrt ainty
that is only partly resolved hy the i-rcsolu tion itself, With a technique called
bootstrapping some additional i- uncertainty can now ]H' removed at any achiov-
able ril te. Finally, the o-resolut.ion removes the remainder of the i-uncertainty.
At last years Benelux Symposium it was shown that the i-uncertainty not re-
moved hy either the init.ial i-resolut.ion or by t hofinal o-rcsolut ion ran, in fact, he
removed at. a rat.e exceeding the highest achievable rate. This resulted in a slight
(8th decimal place) improverneut of the lower bound to the equal rate capacity,
In the present paper the rate at which this inter mediate part of the i-uncert ainty
can he removed is upper bounded hy a geometrical argument. This leads to an
upper bound for the equal rate r apaci ty of the BMC .. t\s was the case for the
achievable rate, this geometrical argument can he successively refined to give a

I sequence of uppr-r bounds that a re over hardor to compute. It. thus appf'ars that
the equal rate capacity of the B\-rC is an elusive qua nt ity.

1 Introduction
Assume a var iable lengthe strat.egy [1] with zero probability of error, i.e. all incer l.a.inty
that is introrluced has to he resolved! Note [2] that variable length stratcgics with
zero probability of error have the sarne capacity region as Shannon's [3] fixed lengt.h
strategies wit.h vanishing probability of error. Wc consider the equal rate RI = R2

case. The initial t- resolution (about the t-t.hresholds, sec Fig. 1) entails an uncertainty
rednetion.

Ti = al h( ad, (1)

where hex) := -1'log2 x - (1 - x) log2(1 - x) is the binary entropy Function. As
maximizing (1) over alyields Shannon's inner bound rate 0.61695, we refer to t.hc initial
t-resolution as an inner bound or i-resolution. The conrribution of the i- resolution (1)
to the overall rate has to be weight.ed with its stationary probability, qi, which equals

(2)

in a two-state Markov chain. The total uncertainty rednetion due to all terminal t-
resolutions, Sf'I:' Fig. 1, is upper bounded by the uncertainty rednetion of the single
resolution of Fig. 2. It's uncertaint.y rr-duct.ion [1] is

(3)

where a2 = 0'2a], 0 :=; 0'2 :::::1. As maximizing (3) over al and 0'2 yields Sha.nnon's
outer bound rate 0.69424, we refer to the resolution of Fig. 2 as an outer bound or
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t-res.

r:3: <.-l
Figure 1: The initial and a tr-rminal t-resolut.ion

r-,
v ~

'"

Figure 2: The o-resolution uppf'r hounds t.he combined effect of all terminal t-
resolutions.

o-resolution. The contribution of the o-resolut ion (3) to the overall rate has to be
weighted with, q", where

(4 )

The maximum rate of uncertainty rr-dnct.ion due to t-resolutions is

max(qJi + qaTo) = 0.630.')5.52.'').57.
al,0'2

(5)

This achievable [4] rate is attained when all terminal t- resolutions take place in subre-
gions that "re proport.ional in shape to the o-region of Fig. 2, and if t he shaping of the
terminal t-subrcgions of Fig. I is done at the very (bootstrapping] rate of (.'i). It is,
however, feasible that the shaping of the terminal t-subregions could he done at a rate
exceeding the equal rate capacity in which case the ra.te of (5) ca.n bc surpassed. From
[5] we know that this must indeed be possible. Presently, our best lower bound [6] for
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the equal rate capacity equals 0.610.),')52995. Tn the next section we use a gr-ornetrica l
argument to upper bound the rate at which shaping of the terminal t-subregions can
he effected.

2 Shaping

Consider the L-shape in which the terminal t-resolutions take place as the overlay of
two identical rectangels, see Fig. :J. Let the shaded terminal t-suhregion in Fig. 3 be

~ ~
~

Figure 3: L-shape of terminal t-rr-solut ions as the overlay of two identical reet angles,

proportional to tbe o-region of Fig. 2, and define

For the uncertainty rr-duct.ion (1\" ,12) associated with the shaping of this subrr-gion ,
presently limit ing ourselves to the vertical rectangle in Fig. 3, we then have

(6)

The optirnal Ior-a t ion of the point /1, with 1\1 and A2 as coordinates, in Fig. 4 is on
t.ho bound a ry of t.he capacity region. Likewise for point D, that corrr-sponds to the
horizontal rectangle of Fig. 3. Now considering t.he L- shape of Fig. 3 as a whole we see
that. the point C corresponding to t.he intersr-ction of the two rectangles lips outside of
the capacity region!

Now let us look at the shaping of a terminal t-subregion in the horizontal rectangle
of Fig. 5. If t his shaping corresponds to point B in Fig. 4 then the area rednet ion
fact or , (I, equals

(7)
Ce being the equal rate capacity of the TIMC. To shape this (7) effectively the average
duration, n, of shaping in the L-shape will have to he large. From programming various
stratr-gies we know that in order to get anywhere near the achievable bootstrapping
rate of (5), the average duration of shaping in the Lsshape has to exceed ii > 10. To
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A

Fignro ,1: Central part of the convex boundary of the capacity region.

Figure S: Shaping of a terminal t-subregion within t.hc horizontal rectangle.

obtain an upper bound, c.. on the equal rate capaci ty Ce, t.he horizontal (cCJ. vortical)
distance of point C in Fig. 4 to t.ho equal rate point on t.he capacity boundary has to
be weighted with t he relative area of t.he intersectien of t.hc two overlaying roet angles
within the L-shape. This gives a weighted inforrnat ion excess, E, of

1 - al 1
R = --(--log,).

1 + al 2
(8)

As in [4] we now compute an uppf'r bound from

ê = g, T, + g",[nêe + E] + qolo
e q, + gm i'i + go '

,I .+ + -1 d -(1 )2 _1-aJ+2a2 TI . (8)w ir-re now g, gm qo - ,an gm - - al q., go - l+aJ gm', lUS, usmg , we
obtain

CA _gJi+goTo gm [1-al( 11 )]
e - + --- --- -:- og, .

qi + qo gi + qo 1 + al 2
The first term on the RHS of (9) corresponds to the achievable bootstrapping rate of
(5). The second term in square brackets is a correction due to the favorable location
outside of the capacity region of point C in Fig. 4. Maximizing (9) as a function of al

(9)
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0.68:157,
0.17397, and
0.6739287493. (10)

Note that (10) is by no menas om best upper bound. netter upper hounds were
found in [7J, and [8J. Presently, the best upper bound [8J found by Hekstra il11(1Willerus
is c.: = 0.61628. IIowevr-r , Fig. ;[ and (9) clearly show where improvements on the
achieva.ble bootstrapping rate of (5) can be made, a.nd by filling in further L-shape
resolutions it can he successively tigt.hened.
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Ring Source- and Channel Codes

M. Salehi* F.M.J. Willemst

Abstract

We describe a ring source coding situation and a ring channel coding sitnation
where at the end of the comrnu nication process all terminals in the ring must he
able to decode the information sent by all other terminals. For ring source coding
we have found the admissible rate region for an arbitrary number of terminals
and corrolatcd sources. For ring channel coding however, we could determine the
capacity region only for rings which consisted of two deterministic channels.

1 Ring Source Coding

1.1 Definitions and Statement of Result

In the first part of this art.iele we study the source coding ring with three t crminals
(sec figure 1).

Terminal I

Uf,U!,

Terminal3 Terrninal ?

Uf,Uf

Figure 1: The source coding ring with three terminals.

These terminals Tl, T2, and T3 observe the sourcesequences uf := {Uln}n=l,N, uf:=
{U2n}n=1,N, and Uf := {U3n}n=I,N respectively. They all can send inforrnat ion to the
next terminal in the ring, hence Tl sends informat.ion to T2, T2 sends inforrnat ion to
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T3, and finally T3 to Tl. This information should enable all terminals t.o reconstruct
the sourcesequences that are observed by the two other terminals.

We assume that the correlat cd sources generate a sequence {Uln,U2nJT1n}n=1.N
whose components are independent and identically distributed.

The transmitting procedure between the terminals is allowed to he interact.ive, i.e.

M12(k) Elk (Ut',M31(1),M31(2), ... ,M31(k -1)),
Mdk) .- E2k (Ut', M12(1), M12(2),···, M12(k - 1)) ,
M31(k) .- E3k (uf, M23(1), Md2),· .. ,M23(k - 1)), for k = 1,2,"', T\·. (1)

J{ is the length of this procedure. We assume that M12(k) is the alphabet in which
M12(1.:) assumes values, and that IMd is the cardinality of M12, etc.

At the end of the transrnitting procedure each terminal decodes the sourccsequences
seen hy the other two terminals, hence

DI (Ut',M31(1),M31(2), ... ,M31(J{)),

D2 (Ut', MI2(1), Mn(2),···, Mn(K)) ,

D3 (uf, M2:J(1), M23(2), ... , Mn(I<)) . (2)

The error-prohahilities can now be defined as follows

(1)
The rate triple (RJ2, R23, R3d is said to be admissible if and only if for all f. > 0

there exist for all N large enough transmitting and decoding procedures for which

and
1

·IM12(J()1)N log (IMI2(1)1· IM12(2)1· < Rl2 + E,

1
·IM23(f{)1)N log (IMdl)I·IM2:l(2)1· < R23 + f.,

1
·IM31(T{)1) R31 + E.N log (IM31(1)1·IM31(2)1· < (1)

The set R of all admissible rate triples is called the admissible rate region. We can
now state the ring source coding theorem for three terminals:

Theorem 1 : The admissible rate region R. for three-terminal ring source coding is
equal to

{(R12,R23,R3d: R12::::: H(Ul,U3IU2), R23::::: H(UI,U2IU3),R31 :::::H(U2,U~d{ld}·
(5)

It should be noted that, although we only treat the three-terminals case here, it is not
difficult to prove similar results for an arbitrary number of terminals.
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1.2 Proof of Theorem 1

1.2.1 Converse

Consider transmission to terminall. It follows from Fano's inequality for small enough
values of f that 1I( uf, Ut' [Ûf, Ût') :S N dog([U2[·[U3[) + h( f) where h( IC) is the binary
entropy function. From

(6)

it follows that also H(Uf, Uf[Uf, M31(1), M31 (2), ... ,M31 (I<)) :S N f log([U2[ ·[U3[) +
h(E). Therefore for an admissible rate triple (R3h RI2,R23)

N(R31 + c) ~ log([M31(1)[·[A131(2)[···· ·[M31(J()[)
> ff(M31 (1), M31 (2),"', M31(f{)[Uf)

H(M31 (1), M31 (2),' .. ,M31 (f{) [uf)
-JJ(Af11(1), M11(2),"', M31(f{)[uf, U;" uI')
1(M31(1),M31 (2),··', M31([(); U;" Uf[Uf)
H(U;', Uf[Uf) - H(U;', UI' [U;', M31 (1), M31(2),"" !lf31 (T())

> H(U;', Uf[Uf) - Nf.log([U2[·[U3[) - h(f)
N (H(U2, U3[UIl- flog([U2[·[U3[) - h(f)jN). (7)

Decreasing f and noting that similar lower bounds hold for Rl2 and R21 gives the
desi red result.

1.2.2 Admissibility

We only give an outline of the adrnissiblity proof here.
The transmitting procedure has length J( = 2. In the first stage Tl sends an amount

of information to T2 that makes it possible for T2 to decode uf (with arbitrarily low
probahility of error). For this 1:; log [A112(1)[ need not be much higher than 1[([TI[U2)

(for large enough N), which is a direct consequence of Slepian and \VoWs [6] coding
theorem for corrclated sources. Similarly T2 sends Uf to T3 and T3 sends U/:! to Tl
and for the sarne reason 1:; log [M 23(1) [ need not be much higher than [[( U2 [[11), and
1:; log [M31(1)[ ner-d not be much higher than [1(U3[Ut). At the end of this first stage
T2 knows both uf and vt: T3 knows Ut' and uf, and TI knows both uf and uI'.

Til t.he second stage TI sends an additional a.mount of information to T2. With
it T2 must dccode Ut'. This is possihle since TI knows UI' at the end of the first
stage. Now 1:; log [A112(2)[ need not he much higher than H(U3[UI, U2), which is again
a direct consequence of Slepian and Wolf's [6] coding theorem. Note that T2 knows
both uf and uf. Also T2 and T3 act as a relay and send uf and uf respectively
to the next terminal in the ring. Analogously 1:; log [M23(2)[ need not he much higher
than [[(UI [U2, U3), and 1:; log [M31(2)[ need not be much higher than rr(U2[UI, U3).
At t.he end of this stage all terminals know uf, Uf, and Ut'. Adding the transmission
rates of hoth stages proves the admissihilit.y.
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In this case where the number of terminals is 3, a transmitting proccdure of length
I< = 2 can be used to achieve all admissible rates. Note that it is impossible to find a
reliable transmitting procedure which has length smaller than 2. If K = 1 a terminal
can successfully decode only the sourcesequence that is observed by the terminal before
it in the ring. In general we can say that we need a transmitting procedure length which
equals the number of terminals in the ring minus one.

2 Ring Channel Coding

2.1 Definitions and Statement of Result
Here we investigate the channel coding ring with two terminals. These terminals corn-
municate with each other over a ring (see figure 2).

II-f12

Terminal I

Xl

Channel 12

Channel 21 Terminal 2

Figure 2: The channel coding ring with two terminals.

Terminal I (TI) sends the message M12 E MI2 to terminal 2 (T2), and T2 sends
A121 E M21 to TI. We assume that the messages M12 and Af21 are uniformly dis-
tributcel over M 12 and M21 respectively. The communication proer-ss dural ion is N
transmissions.

The ring consists of two channels e12 and e21. The input of e12 in transmission n E
{1,2, .. · ,N} is Xln, its state is determined by the previous output of e21, i.e. }î,n-l.

The channel is denoted by {Xl X YI, P1'2(Y2Ixt, Yl), Y2}, where Pt'2( ·1·, .) is its transition
probability matrix. The input of e21 in transmission nE {I, 2,···, N} is X2n, its state
is rletcrrnined by Y2,n-l. We denote this channel by {X2 x Y2,Pil(Yllx2,Yl),Yd. Now
[>2'1(·1·,·) is the transition probability matrix. The ring channels are caller! dct erministic
when all entries of Pt'2 and Pil are either 0 or l.

Terminalland terminal 2 encode the messages Af12 and M2l as follows

Xln ._ Etn(i\I12,Yil,}î2,···,Yi,n-d,
X2n ._ E2n(Af21,Y21,}22,···,Y2,n-l), n=1,2,···,N. (8)

The pair (YiD, YiD) always assumes a fixed convenient value, known to both t.orrninals,
and chosen by the designer of the coding strategy. The terminals dccode in the following
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way

(9)

The error-probahilities are defined as

(10)

The rate pair (R12,R21) is said to be achievable if and only if for all t > 0 there
exist for all N large enough encoding end decoding procedures for which

and
1 1
N 10g(IMnj) 2: RI2 - E, N log(IM211) 2: R21 - E. (11)

The set 9 of all achievable rate pairs is called the ca.pacity region. We can now state
the ring channel coding theorem for two terminals and deterministic channels :

Theorem 2 : The capacity region R for tuio-t erminal det.erminisiic ring ch.annel cod-
ing i8 equal to

RI2 :::;H(Y2IYlp), R21 :::; Il(Y11Y2p),
where P(Y2,Ylp) and P(Yl,Y2p) are ring-realizable}. (12)

The distribiüions P(Y2, Ylp) and P(YI, Y2p) are said to be ring-realizable if and only if

1. L:y,p P(Y2, Ylp) = L:y, P(Yl, Y2p) for all Y2 = Y2p,

2. L:Y2 P(Y2, Ylp) = L:y2P P(YI, Y2p) for all Ylp = Yl,

3. P(Y2, Ylp) ie- 0 implies thai there exists an XI such that Pt2(Y2Ixl, Ylp) = 1,

4. P(111'Y21') ie- 0 implies that there exists an X2 such that P;I(yt!X2,Y2p) = 1.

This time it should be noted that we only treat the two-terminals case hcre with
deterrninistic channels and that we were not able to generalize these results to situations
with more terminals and/or non-deterministic channels.

2.2 Proof of Theorem 2
2.2.1 Converse

Consider transmission to terminal 2. It. follows from Fano's inequality that for E small
enough H(MI2IÛ12) :::;dog(IMnj) + h(t). From

J[(MdM21' Y21, Yn,"', Y2N)
H(MdM21' Y21, Y22,"', Y2N, M12) :::;H(Mdif12) (13)
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it follows that also Il(MJ2IM21, Y21, Yn,"', 1'2N) ::; tlog(IMnI) + h(e). Therefore

log(IMI21) lT(MnlAb)
< H(MdM2d - H(MJ2IM21, 1'21, Yn,"', Y2N) + tlog(IMl21) + hef)

[(MI2; 1'2J, 1'22,"', Y2NIM2d + tlog(IMnI) + h(e), (1,1)

or
10g(IM d) ::;_1_ (I(MJ2; 1'21, Y22,"', Y2NIM2J) + h(f)). (1.'))

1 - e:

Using this we find for an achievable rate pair (RJ2, R2d that

N(RI2 - f) ::; log(IMJ21)

_1_ (I(MI2; Y21 'y22,"', Y2NIM21) + "(t))
1 - e

< _1_ (JT(Y2J, 1'22,"', Y2NIM21) + het))1 - e

1 ~t (L H(}'2nIM21,Y2J,Yn"",Y2,n-d+h(f))
n=I,N

1~ f (L H(Y2nIAf21, Y21,1'22,"', Y2.n-l,X2,n-J,YI.n-l) + "(f))
n=I,N

< 1 ~ t C~NH(Y2nIYi,n-d + het))

< _!!_ (H(}'2IYlp) + h(f)jN),
1 - f

(](i )

where

1
Pr{Y2 = Y2, }Îp = Yd := N L Fr{Y2n = Y2, rÎ,n-l = Yd for all (YJ,Y2)' (17)

n=I.N

Similarly we find that

(18)

where

1
Pl'{Yt = Yh Y2p = Yd := N L PI'{Yln = YI, 1'2.n-1 = Y2} for all (!lI,I/2). (19)

n=I,N

Decreasing t gives us the rate constraints as stated in the theorem.
It will be clear that both P(YI, Y2,.) := Pr{Y1 = Yh Y2p = Y2p} and P(!J2, !lIp) :=

PI'{Y2 = Y2, Ytp = Ylp} satisfy condition 3. and 4. in the theorem. And if wc increase
N it follows easily from the definitions (17) and (19) that conditions 1. anti 2. must
hold for P(YI,Y2p) and P(Y2'Ylp)' This finishes the converse.
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2.2.2 Achievability

Fix N and assume that the distributions P(Y2, Ylp) and P(Yl' Y2p) are empirical, i.e. all
their entries are multiples of l/N. These distributions of course satisfy the rcst.rictions
in the theorem, i.e. they are ring realizable.

Choose for Yio a value Ylp for which there exists a positive P(Y2, Ylp) and for Y20 a
value Y2p for which there is a positive P(Yl, Y2p).

The crucial point in this achievability proof is that Tl must 'receive' N P(Ylp) states
that are equal to Ylp and T2 must receive N P(Y2p) states that are equal to Y2p' Because
of the restrict.ions on P(Yl' Y2p) and P(Y2, Ylp), this can be achieved if Tl assigns to
N P(Y2, Ylp) of the N P(Ylp) states which are equal to Ylp an output (state for T2)
which is equal to Y2, for all values of Y2. Terminal T2 must produce for N P(YI, Y2p) of
the N P(Y2p) states which are equal to Y2p an output (state for Tl) which is equal to Yl
for all values Yl. (Note that this implies that YIN = Yio and Y2N = Y20.)

Wc will only discuss transmission from Tl to T2• Now consider the N P(Ylp) states
equal to Ylp t.hat are received by TI and note that also T2 knows when TI receives a
Ylp. Terminal TI must change these states but has to produce outputs Yi that have a
fixed composit.ion within these N P(Ylp) transrnissions. The number of possihilit.ies to
do t.his is equal to the number of perrnu tat.ions of the fixed composition Yrs('fjuence of
length NP(Ylp). Therefore the information that can be conveyed to T2 is the product
of these numbers for all values that Ylp can assume, i.e.

IM 1
= IT N P(Ylp)!

12 . Il ( ),.
Y2NPY2,YIP'

YJp

(20)

From t.he theory of (conditional) types (see Csiszár and Körner [1], p. 31), it follows
t.h at

(21 )

For large values of N the 10g(N + l)/N-term vanishes and the achievability holds for
empirical distributions. By the continuity of entropy (see again [1], p. 33) however
achievahility is guaranteed for all dist.ributions.

3 Remarks

fling source coding can not be imbodded in general source coding systems such as
described e.g hy Ha n and Kobayashi [2]. Therefore we assume that it is new.

Ring channel coding also has not been recognized as a new multi-user channel (see
e.g. van der Meulen's standard work on this subject [3]). It is related however to
write-unidirectional memories (WUM's) because also there outputs affect future trans-
missions. The difference however is that here an output affects future transmissions
in the same block, whereas with V.rUM's it affects only corresponding transrnissions
in future blocks. Van Overveld investigated in her Ph.D. thesis [4] the relationship
between the binary multiplying cha.nnel (Bl\fC, see Schalkwijk [5]) and \VUI\f's. The
reason for doing this was that t.he capacity region for the asymmetric \VUM in the
case were the encoder is informeel is equal to Shannon's outer bound for the capac-
ity region of the BMC. (The ring channel capacity region is also equal to this outer
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bound region if the component channels are BMC's.) It should be mentioned that van
Overveld studied generalizations of the nMC that have circular structure just like t.he
ring channel. These models however do not have the feature that past out puts of the
network cause influence on future transmissions.

Our research on ring structures in information theory was carried out. in 1988,
when the first author held a research position in the Inforrnation Theory Group of the
Electrical Engineering Department, at the Eindhoven Univorsity of Technology.
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A Simple Phase Recovery Algorithm for M-PSK
with Asymptotically Maximum Likelihood

Detection.

P.G.M. de llot*

Abstract
In this pnper, a simple phose recovery alqorithm is described, which luis semi-

ATL performances. The alçorithm can be made adaptive in order to tackle the
problem of flwfllency oJJset nl the reCl'il'er side.

1 Introduction
A transmission system is considorod, consist.ing of a transmitter, an Acldit ivc White
Gaussian Noise (A\VGN) channel and a receiver. The transmitter t.ransrnit s differ-
entially encoded Afary Phase Shift. Keying (PSK) signals '<i = sici2rrfct with i =
0, ... , Af - 1 and Si = "flt;ci2rri/M. In this formula Je is the carrier Frequency which is
assumed to he stationary. Es is t hc en('rgy PPf signal which equals F:b log2 I", whore
Eb is the enf'fgy per informat.ion hit.

At the receiver side, we gC't.signals Ti = Si+fî·i. Wc use a stationary carrior gf'nerator
at the reer-iver side with frr-quenr-y i: and phase offset ip, Now we can calculate the
signal ri, recovered from the ca.rricr:

(1)

This signal consists of the t.ransmitted signal Si with a timo-varying phase dr-viation
</J( t) = 21f(.fc - Îc)1 - <.p and an AWGN disturbance ni. Hence, we get r, = sici'f>(I) + ni.

We assume that the phase dcviat.ion r/;(t) is slowly time-varying, so r/;(t) = 1>i is constant
during the transmission time of t.he signal Si. To recover the informat.ion from the
signals ri, two different detect.ion techniques can be considr-rr-d [4]:

1. Coherent detection of Diflorenf.ially encoded PSK (CDPSK) involves a B ER
which is asyrnptotically twice as large as t.he B'E If of Cohr-rr-nt PST\: as can
be seen in [:3][4]. However, this factor of 2 corresponr!s asyrnpt ot ically with a
neglect.ahle loss compared with normal PSI<.

2. Non-coherently detected diff('fC'nt.ially r-ncodcd PSK (DPSI<) causes asyrnptot.i-
cally a loss of maximally 3 dB towards normal PSK. From calculations we know
however, that for binary DPSK, the loss is less then 3 dIJ .

• Eindhoven University of Technology, Department. of Electrical Engineering, P.O.B. 51:1, ii(jOO MB
Eindhoven, The Netherlands
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We can conclude that CDPSK performs better than DPSK. However, CDPSK
requires more hardware for the phase recovery. An algorithm for phase recovery will
be described in section 2.

2 The Algor it hrn
The received signals can be expressed in the form r, = hlcj'9i with {Jj = ~ + 1Yi + Oi,
kj E {O,... , Af - I}, 1Y E (- ft, ft) and (}i is the argurnr-nt dcviation caused hy the
A\VCN component ni. For coherent detection, we have to make an est imate Ji of 1Yi,
based on the received signals 1'1 with I = 0, ... , i.

Let us define the notation 1,!<I» that equals riei';r, where k is an integer such that
arg r!<I» E (1Y - ft, 1Y + ft). Now we want to dr-ter mine ~i and t Iif' signal esti mat e .~iof s,
in a maximum likelihood way using the signals 1'1 = hlejtl, wit hl = 0, ... , i. Therefore,
we calculate the sequence al = riJ,) = 11'dej.9, with 1= 1, ... , i and ao = r~O) = 11'0Iej19o•
We can construct the decision function Vi, with

L Icq/ - ad2 = L ['~IS; + ala; - a; SI - ais;] = ei - L [a; SI + al'~;]
1=0 1=0 1=0

c. -.J£:t hl [cj(J,-.9d + e-j(JI-.9d] = ei - 2J7f.Lhl COS(~I - Jt).
1=0 1=0

(2)

If 1Y1 is constant and equal to 1Y for 1= 0, ... , i, it is obvious that in the optimal case
also ~I should be constant and equal to ~i for I = 0, ... , i. In the I\'fL case, wc have
to minimize V; under varying Jj. The values of Ijl with I = 1, , i are dr-t.crrninod
using the respect.i ve values of JI-l' Because all JI with 1= 0, , i are considcred to
be constant, the values of JI will vary under ~i.

Now we lr-ave the Maximum Likelihood approach hy fixing JI wit.h I = 0, ... , i.
In other words, varying ~i aft er recept ion of the ith signa I will not influcnce 171 wi th
l= 0, ... , i. The advantage of this restrict ion is that we ca n reduce the optimization
complexity and eliminate any delay in the recovery process. Now we can dr-tr-rmine
the minimum V; hy solving

av rr~ ..
___;.= 2y EsL hl sin(~j - {JI) = o.
a1Yi 1=0

(3)

so it follows that

L hl sin(~i - JI) = L 11'/1sin Ji cos JI - L Irt I cos ~i sin 171 = O. (4)
1=0 1=0 1=0

Hence,
2:;=0 S'al

2:;=0 J?al
(5)
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argri hl arg ai arg li lId
0 :344.87 0.58 -15.13 -15.13 0.58 8'ri

110.63 1.03 20.63 7.87 1.54 0

2 284.45 1.27 14.45 10.84 2.80 0

3 164.08 1.48 -1!i.92 1.67 4.17
4 73.09 1.22 -16.91 -2.51 5.35 0

5 99.62 0.44 9.62 -1.17 6.00 31'ri
6 187.30 1.25 7.30 0.28 7.24 0

7 87.64 1.31 -2.36 -0.13 8.57 0

8 281.47 1.04 11.47 1.12 9.59

~f~ .. • -~Ji-s::==r-

Figure 1: An example of the phase recovery algorithm for tJ-PSK. Argurncnts are given
in degrees. For sirnplicity, we took hl = 1 for all i.

where the phase reference signal

(6)

An example of the phase recovery algorit.hm is shown in Fignre 1.
We conjectur« that if all values of 17, with I = 0, ... , i-I are inside the interval

(Ji + k~ - 2~f'Ji + k~ + 2~f) for an integer value of k, Uw dcterrnination of Ji with
phase offset 2At was maximum likelihood. Two worst case situations in which the
algorithm does not perform maximurn likelihood for 4-PSK, are shown in Figure 2.
The first example shows a situa tion in which the asyrnptot.ic value J might be correct,
but not deterrnincd in the fastest possible way. the second example shows a situation ,
where phase synchronization is totally lost.

3 Convergence Speed

Let us den ne J3E R( i) as the n F;R value of 1.he ith signal after synch ron ization started.
For differentially encoded signals, we get easily BER(O) = ~. We can dcterrnine
BER(i) by simulation. The curves belonging to J3ER(i) on an A\VGN channel for
Af = 4 and different values of i are shown in Figure 3. TIle signal with index i = 1 has
to be dernodulated with only the knowledge of the phases of ra and rl. Therefore, we
can argue that BER(l) is equal to the BER of DPSK. Furt hcr, BF:R(=) is equal to
t.he BER of ideal CDPSK. From observations [1], we can show furt.hr-r that for small
M, BER(i) converges faster to BER(=) than for large M.
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o

arg r, hl arg ai arg J; IJd arg ri hl arg ai arg J; IJ;I
0 0 1.00 0 0.00 1.00 0 90 1.00 0 (J.OO 1.00
1 40 1.00 '10 20.00 1.88 1 '10 1.00 40 20.00 1.8R
2 -30 1.00 60 33.66 2.72 2 70 1.00 -20 6.31 2.72
3 -15 1.00 75 17.52 3.51 3 50 1.00 50 17.67 3.;,]
4 0 1.00 90 54.00 4.30 4 65 l.00 -25 R.61 430
5 0 1.00 90 60.57 5.14 5 50 1.00 50 16.06 5.10
6 0 1.00 90 65.24 6.0:3 6 65 1.00 -25 9.65 5.R9
7 0 1.00 90 68.70 6.95 7 50 1.00 .50 1:)21 6.68
8 0 1.00 90 71.34 7.89 8 65 1.00 -25 10.26 7,17

Figure 2: Two worst case examples, in which the phase recovery algorithm does not.
perform MI, for 4-PSK. Arguments are given in degrees. For sirnplicity, wc look ITil = 1
for all i, and we transmit an all zero information sequence.

Divsalar and Sirnon [2] perform condit.ioned MI, phase recovery based on N signals.
This means that for N = 2, t licy get DPSK, and for N -> 00, t.hoy get idr-al CDPSK.
Although our phase recovery scheme does not garanty J\"!Ldetection in all sit.uat.ions ,
the curves of nE R(i) do not show differences with thc thr- scheme of Divsalar and
Simon for N = i + 1. However, their scheme requires an amount of hardware re-lated
to AfN-I, while our scheme requires hardware related to ,H.

Now we calcu lat.e the convergenre performances of Af-COPSI< for F:,,/No -> 00.
Correct dernodulat ion of the ith signal can be disturbed by an unprecise phase reference
signal 1i-1or by the AWGN component in Ti. The average signal energy 8(fi-rl of the
phase reference signal li-1 tends to

since our phase recovery algorithm operates perfect under asyrnptotic conditions. The
total noise energy present on the signal li-I is NUi-I) = ~. If we norrnalizc 1i-1
such that IUi_rl(n)I = v'"E;, the noise energy becomes N, = ~. The noise energy
caused by AWGN on Ti is equal to NT = tft. The total noise energy influencing our
estimate Si for large Eb/No is equal to N ::::N] + NT = tft~, where the inequality
tends to equality for large M. The signal energy S = ES) so t.he total signal-to-noise
ratio determining our coherent reception reliability for large F;b/No and JU is given by

8
N

2Es
-----
No i + 1

(8)

Hence, under asyrnptot.ic condit.ions, we see that the asyrnptotic loss in terms of
signal-to-noise ratio of the BE R( i) curves of M-CDPSK wit.h regard to B F;R(00) is
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Figure 3: simulated BER(i) on an AWGN channel as function of Eb/No for ~-CDPSK

i 1'"" (dB) i 1'00 (dB)
1 3.01 8 0.51
2 1.76 16 0.26
3 1.25 32 0.13

" 0.97 00 0.00

Table 1: The asyrnptotic loss I;;} of flBR(i) curves towards the BER(oo) curve of
M-CDPSK for different i and large M

linearly dependent to ~ for large M. The curve of BER(l) (corresponding with 11'-
DPSK) shows an asyrnptot ic loss of up to 3dTJ. The asyrnptot.ic losses ,;;,1 of flER(i)
towards nE R(00) as a function of i for large !If are shown in Table 1.

4 Adaptivity
In practice, phase recovery can be disturbed by channel properties like fading and
frequency inst.ahilities or incorrect frequency adjustment at the receiver side. Hence,
eP is not a stable value but a time varying function ePk. Therefore, an adaptive phase
recovery algorithm is required which is able to follow ePi by Ji. This can be achieved

a 1',;/ (dB) a 1'00 (dB) a 1'00 (dB)
0.00 3.01 0.70 1.14 0.98 0.09
0.25 2.43 0.80 0.79 0.99 0.04
0.50 1.76 0.90 0.46 1.00 0.00
0.60 1.16 0.9!) 0.21

Table 2: The asyrnptotic loss ,;;,1 of adaptive M-CDPSK towards normal M-CDPSK
for different Q and large M
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by replacing (n) by:
f - { aIi-1 + (1 - a)ai (i ~ 1)
,- (l-CI')ao (i=O) (0)

where the adaptation constant 0 SaS 1 determines the adaptation speed of ~i. Note
that such adaptation avoids data overflow in the Ii registers as well. If a decreases, the
adaptation speed increases, but the BER increases as well. In Figure 4, the simulated
performances of adaptive 4·CDPSK on an AWGN channel with different values of Cl'

are shown. We see that a = 0.9 involves almost no performance degradat ion compared
with normal CDPSK. Note that a = 0 and 0' = 1 cortespond respectively with normal
DPSK and normal CDPSK.

We irnplornentod t.his adaptive 4·CDPSK in hardware using a digital signnl proces-
sor. The implerncntat ion is described in [1]. We measured t he EER as a function of
Eb/No, as well as the EER under frequency offset conditions for several values of a.
All results turned out to meet the theoretical expectations.

As previously done for the convergence speed in section 3, we can make a similar
analysis of the asyrnptotic influences of 0' on the performances of CDPSK. This analysis
leads to the following signal-to-noise ratio [1]:

s 2E.
N (2-a)No

(10)

for large i, large Eb/No and large M, 'Ne see that the asymptotic loss in tr-rrns of
signal-to-noise rat io of adaptive M-CDPSK with regard to normal M-CDPST\ (0' = 1)
is linearly dependent to (2-0'). M-DPSK (0' = 0) delivers an asymptotic loss of up to
3dB. The asyrnptot.ic losses -: of adaptive Af-CDPSK towards normal .\[-CDPSK
as a function of a for large values of Af, are shown in Table 2.

5 Frequency Offset
Considering the adaptive relation in (10), one might expect that the average value of
lId converges to some constant value for i ---> 00 for lel,tge n. Let U3 nt.at o that. lId ~ I
for large i and 0'» O. Further. è is the angle that ai makes with Ii-1. and is within
the range (-'Ir/Af, 'Ir/ Af). Now we want. to calculate the maximurn angle !:::.J, het ween
Ii-1 and Ii for noiseless channels. Wit.h the sine rule, we got sin(O - !:::.J,) = ()'sin 0, so
we can deri ve

A A 7F 'Ir
!:::.J, = ()- arcsin(asin 0) S (!:::.J,)max = M - arcsinf o sin Af)' (11)

Note that for 2-PSK, we get (!:::.J,)max = arccos(a). We considered a noiseless channel,
so 4> = 2'1r(.fc- .ie)t. If T, is the signal time, we get 2'1r(.fc- .ie)Ts S (!:::.J,)lI1ax' Now
we assume operat.ion in base hand, so T. = 1/ le, so the allowed frequency ollsot in the
local oscillator lIe - .iel on a noiseless channel is limited by

A Ic(!:::.J,)max t, (if-arcsin(nsinif))
II; - t;I S ') = 2 ' ( 12)_'Ir 'Ir

For small signal-to-noise ratios, the maximum allowed frequency offset is much smallor.
If Cl' is small, the determinat.ion is unprecise. The maximum frequency offset is given
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: left: BRR as function of Ebi No for adaptive 4-CDPSK and di Ilcront Vil lues of
a, found by simulat.ions; right: The maximum frequency offset divided by the baseband
frequency for a noiseless channel as a function of Cl' and Jlf.

6 Conclusions

We have demonstratr-d a phase recovery algorithm which approaches the performances
of ML detection. The algorithm can be implemented wit.h a minimum of hardware.
In practice, t.he algorithm can be made adaptive very easily, in order to tackle the
problem of carrier frequency offset at the receiver side. Fur thcr , influences of phase and
frequency jitter can be minimized. In [1], the algorithm is used in a coded modulation
scheme, and performs according to all expect.at.ions.
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High-Performance Low-Complexity Control of Pure and
Slotted ALOHA Systems

R.J. van der Vleuten"

Based on a unified analysis of both pure and slotted ALOHA systems, a new control algorithm
for the ALOHA system is proposed. A feature of great practical importance is the algorithm 's
automatic adjustment to changes in average traffic intensity or the (finite or infinite) number
of active stations in the system. In addition, the algorithm has a low-complexity implemen-
tation.
Computer simulations have demonstrated that the practical performance of the algorithm
closely approximates the theoretical optimum, even under extremely heavy traffic load con-
ditions. Furthermore, dynamic performance simulations have shown that the algorithm not
only guarantees the stability of the system but in fact assures swift recovery from overload
situations.

1 Introduction

The ALOHA protocol (see e.g. [1]) can be applied in a system in which all stations have
access to a single common transmission channel. Using the channel, all stations send their
information to a central point (the center). In pure ALOHA, each station in the network
is allowed to send a packet at an arbitrary moment. In slotted ALOHA, time is divided
into slots (the size of which is slightly larger than the packet size, taking into account the
differences in propagation times between the stations and the center) and a station wanting
to send a packet has to wait for the beginning of the next slot. The center, using a separate
channel designated for this purpose, sends an acknowledgement of each correctly received
packet to the station that sent that packet.

All stations operate independently of each other, so several stations can send a packet at
the same time, causing collisions and destroying the colliding packets. A station knows its
packet has suffered from a collision if it does not receive an acknowledgement within a certain
time, the round-trip time. In that case, it sends the packet once again, after having waited
a. random time (in order to prevent packets from the same senders to collide over and over
again). A generally accepted retransmission strategy is to uniformly distribute the random
waiting time, between 0 and L, minimizing the number of repeated collisions [2]. While a
station has a packet for retransmission it does net generate new packets.

The fact that transmission errors could occur on the channel will be neglected, assuming
that the bit error rate on the channel is so low that transmission errors are negligible compared
to those caused by collisions.

In order to improve the performance of the system and to guarantee its stability, a control
algorithm is applied. The control is located at the center and broadcasts the value for the
maximum waiting time until retransmission, L, that is to be used by all stations.

In Section 2, the theoretical foundation for a new control algorithm will be laid. Sec-
tion 3 describes the control algorithm and its implementation and in Section 4 the results
of performance simulations of the algorithm are reported. Finally, Section 5 contains the
conclusions.

"Delft University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Information Theory Group, P.O.
Box 5031, 2600 GA Delft, The Netherlands.
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2 The throughput and stability of an ALOHA system
The following assumptions are made:

• All packets are of equal length, maximizing the throughput.

• The number of stations is finite.

• All stations together generate new packets forming a Poisson process with an average
of S packets per packet time (slot).

• Apart from new packets, the stations also generate retransmissions of previously collided
packets. It is assumed that the totalof retransmitted and new packets also forms a
Poisson process, with an average of G packets per packet time. This assumption is a
good approximation, as has been confirmed by experiments and theory [3].

Under these assumptions the following well-known equations for the throughput, S, of
the system in the equilibrium state may be derived (see e.g. [1]).

S = Ge-2G, (1)

for pure ALO HA, and
S = Ge-G, (2)

for slotted ALOHA. The maximum throughput, equal to 1/(2e) ~ 0.184 for pure ALOHA
and l/e ~ 0.368 for slotted ALOHA, is achieved at G = 1/2 or G = I, respectively.

Suppose there are N stations, each generating new packets according to a Poisson process
with an average of p packets per packet time. If a packet collides it will be retransmitted after
all average waiti.ng time of 8 packet times, where 8 is the sum of the round-trip time, R (the
fixed time that elapses between the successful transmission of a packet and the reception of the
acknowledgement for that packet), and the average waiting time until retransmission (which
equals L/2 since the distribution is uniform between 0 and L). Thus,

L
8 = R +-.2· (3)

where Rand L are normalized with respect to the packet time. The collided packet will
generate au avcrugo retransrnission traffic of 1/8 packets per packet time.

By assuming that n of the N stations have a packet for rctr ansmission the following
expression can be stated.

(4)

where the channel traffic, G, is the sum of the stream of newly generated packets, (N - n)p,
and the stream of retransmitted packets, n/8. In equilibrium, the incoming and outgoing
traffic of the system have to be equal, so

S = (N - n)p. (5)

For pure ALOHA, the equation for the throughput is obtained by subsequently substitut-
ing (5) into (4), giving

G=S+~ 8' (6)

and (6) into (1), resulting in
S = (S + n/ 8)e-2(S+n/6). (7)

For slotted ALOHA, a similar expression is obtained by substituting (6) into (2). Equation (7)
can be solved numerically using the Newton-Raphson algorithm. The throughput in the
equilibrium state can be calculated-for each value of N, p, R, and L-by determining the
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intersection between the curve given by (7) and the load line, which is given by (5). Then,
n, the average number of stations having a packet for retransmission, is known too.

It is well known that an ALOHA system is inherently unstable, i.e. in the long run the
system will end up in a state of low throughput and high delay. In case of a finite number
of stations, the system can be made stable by choosing L appropriately large [1,4,5,6]. The
system, therefore, has to be adapted to the worst case, meaning that under normal conditions
the delay is much larger than required. It would be desirable that the average delay be small
if the backlog is small. If the backlog increases the average delay has to increase as well, in
order to guarantee the stability of the system. In other words, L is adjusted to the momentary
intensity of the channel traffic. This is the principle of controlled ALO HA.

3 The control algorithm

The important performance measures for the system are throughput and stability, which have
already been discussed, and average packet delay, which will be dealt with here.

The delay of a packet is defined as the time that elapses between the first transmission
of the packet and the last (re- )transmission of that packet; i.e. a packet that is successfully
transmitted the first time has a delay of o. A packet that collides when it is transmitted
for the first time, but is successfully transmitted the second time, has an average delay of 5
packet times, where 5 is defined by (3). The average delay of all packets, D, is the product
of 5 and the average number of retransmissions per packet. Since the average number of
transmissions per packet is equal to G/ 8, the average number of retransmissions per packet
equals G /8 - 1. For the average delay a very simple formula can be derived (using (6)),
namely

D = (~- 1) 5 = !::.8 8· (8)

The strategy of the control algorithm is to maximize the momentary throughput, mini-
mizing the average delay. If there is a backlog, it will be reduced as fast as possible (within
the limits of the ALOHA protocol). For pure ALOHA, the condition for maximum through-
put, 8 = 1/(2e), is G = 1/2. Substituting these values into (6) and rewriting this equation
yields

5
e - 1
2e

(9)
n

Combining (9) with (3) shows that the throughput is maximized by taking

4ne
L= -- -2R.

e - 1

For slotted ALOHA, the equivalent equation of (10) is

(10)

2ne
L= -- - 2R.

e - 1

So, the control algorithm can maximize the throughput by satisfying (10) for pure ALOHA
or (11) for slotted ALO HA.

In order to be able to set L to its optimal value, the control algorithm has to know the
momentary value of n, which in the following will be referred to as the backlog. Assuming
the system is in equilibrium, a good estimate of the backlog can be made on the basis of (6).
Rewriting gives n = (G - 8)5. The estimate adapts itself to changing values of par N, but it
does require knowledge of G. The latter can be estimated by measuring the total time during
which the channel is idle. Because of the Poisson distribution, the probability of the channel
being idle during one packet time (one slot) equals exp( -G), implying that the fraction of
time during which the channel is idle also equals exp( -G).

In summary, the control algorithm continuously executes the following steps:

(11)
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1. During a certain time, called the control interval, the throughput, S, and the fraction
of time during which the channel is idle are measured by the center.

2. The channel traffic, G, is estimated as the negated natural logarithm of the measured
fraction of time during which the channel is idle. Based on S and the estimated G, the
backlog, n is estimated (using (6)).

3. Based on the estimated n, L is made equal to its optimal value (given by (10) or (ll)),
unless L would become smaller than a certain minimum value-in which case it is set
to this minimum value-or larger than a certain maximum value-in which case it is
set to this maximum value.

The optimal adjustment of L (which automatically adapts to changes in N or p) is a new
feature of the proposed algorithm. Previously reported algorithms (see e.g. [1,4,7,8,9]) inac-
curately adjust L and guarantee system stability only for a finite number of stations.

The use of a minimum and maximum value for L will now be motivated. If both backlog
and channel traffic are low, the function of the minimum value for L is to prevent the control
algorithm from increasing the backlog and generating useless retransmissions in order to try
to make G equal to 1/2 or 1. The use of a minimum value for L implies that, under normal
operation, the average delay will be slightly larger than required. On the other hand, it
provides a buffer against fluctuations of the intensity of the offered traffic.

The maximum value for L prevents it from "exploding" in case of a large pulse in the traffic
being offered to the system. The explosion is caused by the fact that in the aforementioned
case there is a large discrepancy between the estimated value of the backlog and its real value.
The backlog is estimated incorrectly because the system is not in equilibrium. A suitable
maximum value for L is found by substituting n = N into (la) or (i i).

4 Performance simu lat.io ns
As a practical example, in this section the application of the ALOHA protocol for two-way
data communication in a cable television network will be discussed. Most modern cable
television networks have a hierarchical structure (which can be represented by a tree) [10].
In general, the networks are used for the distribution of radio and television programs from
the headend (the highest level in the tree) to the individual subscriber (the lowest level in
thc tree) The last starpoint before the subscriber is called a mini starpoint. For reasons
of privacy and security each subscribor has an individual connection to one of the mini
starpoints.

In general, cable networks are very expensive. For economic reasons it is therefore in-
teresting to look for a more intensive and varied use of those networks. Enabling two-way
communication between the subscriber and the headend offers prospects for new services
like e.g. pay TV, tele-shopping, alarm and guard facilities, or interactivo videotex [10]. The
services offered, as well as the system architecture. could be similar to those of the INDAX
system [11].

Because of the nature of the channel traffic (short bursts at random time intervals) and
the structure of the network (many stations connected to the common channelleading to the
headend), the ALOHA protocol is appropriate.ln our system design the mini starpoints, each
connected to approximately 20 subscribers, are the actual stations in the ALOHA system.
In the simulations 5000 stations were assumed, corresponding to 100 000 subscribers.

As discussed in [12], in the cable television network for which the ALOHA protocol is
intended the round-trip time, R, is negligible compared to the average waiting time until
retransmission, L/2. Therefore, R was set to 0 in the simulations. In order to verify the
theoretical results simulations were performed for various traffic intensities. In addition, as
a test for stability, the dynamic performance of the system has been measured.
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Theoretical Measured
Np 0.02 0.1 0.175 0.02 0.1 0.175 0.175'
G 0.0209 0.130 0.356 0.021 0.13 0.53 0.38
S 0.0200 0.100 0.175 0.020 0.10 0.17 0.17
n 0.0426 1.48 9.07 0.04 1.5 96 14
D 2.13 14.8 51.9 2.1 15 538 81
*See text.

Table 1: Theoretical and measured values (pure ALOHA).

Theoretical Measured
Control Interval

1500 150
Np 0.2 0.35 0.3675 0.2 0.35 0.3675 0.35 0.3675
G 0.259 0.708 0.892 0.26 0.93 1.1 0.76 0.95
S 0.200 0.349 0.366 0.20 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.36
n 2.95 18.0 26.3 3.0 103 198 23 65
D 14.8 51.5 72.0 15 295 559 67 179

Table 2: Theoretical and measured values (slotted ALOHA).

4.1 The performance for various traffic intensities

For pure ALOHA, simulations were performed for three traffic intensities Np: normal traf-
fic (Np = 0.02), heavy traffic (Np = 0.1), and very heavy traffic (Np = 0.175). Since for N
the practical value of 5000 was used, the values for p were 4 .10-6,2 . 10-5, and 3.5 . 10-5
respectively. For the minimum value of L an arbitrary value of 100 was used. The control
interval was set to 1500 packet times. Without control the system would be unstable in all
three cases; especially for Np = 0.175 the situation is very critical. In Table 1, the theoretical
values and simulation results for G, S, n, and D are listed (for L = 100). For Np = 0.02 and
0.1 the results agree very well with the theoretically expected values.

For Np = 0.175 two columns are given, the first of which was measured with the normal
control interval of 1500. It can be seen that the system reacts too slowly to statistical
fluctuations of the intensity of the offered traffic: the backlog rises to a high value and the
control algorithm has to "use the safety-brake" to render the system stable again. The
average value for L was 526 (from (6)). The results in the second column were measured
with a control interval of 150. The algorithm reacts faster, leading to a lower average backlog
and a smaller average delay. The average value for L was 131, in this case. Equations (6)
and (8) remain valid in both columns; Equation (1), however, is not valid. The conclusion is
that for very heavy traffic a smaller control interval should be used than for normal traffic.
The simulations then agree well with the theoretically optimal values.

For slotted ALOHA, simulations were performed for heavy traffic (Np = 0.2), very heavy
traffic (Np = 0.35), and extremely heavy traffic (Np = 0.3675), testing the system to the
limit. As a minimum value for L, again 100 was used. The theoretical and measured values
of G, S, n, and D are listed in Table 2. Simulations were performed with control intervals
of 1500 and 150 packet times. The measured values agree very well with the theoretical
ones for Np = 0.2 and Np = 0.35 (for a control interval of 150). For Np = 0.3675 the
agreement is quite good, especially considering the fact that the system operates at 99.9% of
its theoretically maximal throughput.

For slotted ALOHA, too, the conclusion is that for very heavy traffic a smaller control
interval should be used than for normal traffic.
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Figure 1: Traffic overload pulse response: (a) the exponentral input pulse and (b) its resulting
backlog waveform, and (c) the uniform input pulse and (d) its resulting backlog waveform.

4.2 The dynamic system performance
Pulse response simulations were only carried out for pure ALOHA since they were intended
to test stability rather than to produce quantitative results.

In l13] the us« of traffir. overload pulse response was suggested as a tool for the mea-
surement of dynamic system performance. It was found t.h at the backlog fall time, defined
as the duration of the 90% to 10% drop in the ensemble average backlog wavefoi rn during
the decreasing region of the applied traffic pulse, provides a compact summary of transient
behaviour during temporary traffic overload. A related measure would be the backlog fall
speed, expressed in stations per packet time and defined here as the quotient of the magni-
tude of the 90% La 10% drop and the backlog fall time. This normalized measure facilitates
a comparison between different systems with different numhers of stations.

Simulations were performed for two different input traffic pulse shapes: exponential and
uniform. The pulses are formed as the sum of the packets generated by the individu al
stations, which each send a packet after waiting for an average of 7500 packet times from the
beginning of the pulse. For both simulations, the value for p under normal conditions was
set to 4.10-6 (Np = 0.02), the minimum value for L was set to 100, the maximum value to
32 000, and the control interval was 150 packet times. The exponential input pulse and the
resulting backlog waveform are shown in Fig. l(a) and Fig. l(b), respectively. The backlog
fall speed in this case equals approximately 0.11 stations per packet time. The uniform pulse
and its corresponding backlog waveform are shown in Fig. l(c) and Fig. l(d), respectively.
The backlog fall speed equals approximately 0.12 stations per packet time.

The simulations of traffic overload pulse response show that the system remains stable
in an overload situation and provide a measure for the dynamic performance of the control
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algorithm.

5 Conclusions

The proposed control algorithm for the ALOHA performs well and has a low-complexity
implementation. The stability of the system is guaranteed under normal operation as well as
in case of a pulse in traffic intensity. Furthermore, the algorithm automatically adapts itself
to changes in the average traffic intensity or the number of active stations in the system.

The performance of the control algorithm is maximized by appropriately adapting the
minimum value for the average waiting time until retransmission and the size of the control
interval to each other and to the intensity of the channel traffic.
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